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INTRODUCTION 

The Seventh Session of the Committee of International 
Development Institutions on the Environment (CIDIE) was held at 
the Headquarters of the United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) in Nairobi from 22 to 26 May 1986. 
The meeting was chaired alternately by Mr. Y.J. Abmad (agenda 
items 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12), Mr. A.J. Fairciough (agenda 
items 2, 3 and 4) and Mr. K.P. Rodgers (agenda items 5 and 8). 
For the list of participants see Annex I to this report. 

A closed meeting, outside the CIDIE session, was held in the 
afternoon of 21 May 1986 to review the draft publication 
prepared by a senior consultant, Dr. D.W. Hall, on the 
achievements and activities of the CIDIE since its inception. 

After the meeting in camera on 21 May, two signing ceremonies 
took place at which, apart from CIDIE members, a number of 
invitees were present representing Governments, Bilateral Aid 
Agencies, Inter-governmental Organizations and the Press. 
The first concerned the signing of a Memoramdum of Understanding 
between UNEP and the Arab Bank for Economic Development in 
Africa (BADEA) by the Executive Director of UNEP, Dr. M.K. 
Tolba, and the President of BADEA, Dr. Chedly Ayari. 
The second ceremony was for the signing by the Assistant 
President of the International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD), Mr. M. Mensah, of the Declaration of Environmental 
Policies and Procedures relating to Economic Development. By 
signing the Declaration, IFAD became the twelfth member of the 
CIDIE. 

The CIDIE Meeting was formally opened by the Executive Director 
of UNEP on 22 May 1986, who in his opening statement welcomed 
all participants to Nairobi and wished them a successful and 
fruitful meeting. 
The text of the statement is placed at Annex II. 
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THURSDAY 22 MAY 1986 

Morning Session 

Agenda item 1 : Adoption of the provisional agenda and 

organization of work. 

The provisional agenda and organization of work were adopted 

subject to the deletion of agenda item 7(iv) 

(doc. UNEP/CIDIE/86.1 - see Annex III). 

Agenda item 6 : Discussion on the draft Five Year Programme of 

Work. 

Following a decision of the Sixth CIDIE Meeting a discussion 

paper was prepared by the Secretariat, outlining a Five Year 

Programme of Work which was to have time-bound elements (doc. 

UNEP/CIDIE/86 .6/1). 

Some representatives welcomed the Secretariat paper as a useful 

basis for discussion and stressed the need to make the workplan 

of the CIDIE and of each member organization more specific. 

Others had doubts as to whether a specific, time-bound 

workplan is feasible for a Committee, which is mainly aimed at 

the exchange of information and coordination. 

Some delegations suggested as a key area for cooperation 

between institutions, the promotion and implementation of 

training and education courses especially in the field of 

environmental management. Others were of the opinion that 

• 	joint training courses for staff of CIDIE Members could be 

impaired due to the variances in the practices of the member 

institutions concerned. It was suggested that the courses, if 

organised by one or other member institution, should not only 

address the staff of the CIDIE member institutions, but also 

decision-makers in the developing countries serviced by the 

institutions, in order to strengthen the capacity and 

institutions for environmental management in these countries. 
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Some delegations stressed the limited role of the CIDIE as a 

platform for discussion and a network for the promotion of 

research and exchange of experience and information, both 

amongst member institutions and within and amongst developing 

countries. In undertaking this task CIDIE and member 

institutions should fully cooperate and liaise with bilateral 

aid agencies and relevant NGO's. It was suggested that UNEP 

continues and strengthens its role as the focal point and 

"environmental voice", through the collection and dissemination 

of information and the provision of guidance to CIDIE member 

institutions and recipient countries on their environmental 

policies and procedures. Member institutions were urged to 

assist by providing UNEP with copies of all their checklists and 

guidelines on environmental matters. 

Some delegations, indicating that their institutions were 

primarily involved in technical cooperation, suggested that 

special attention had to be paid to the need for incorporating 

environmental considerations in these activities. One 

delegation proposed the following additional point in the draft 

workplan: "Promote interchange of experience between interested 

CIDIE members on providing technical assistance to developing 

countries at their request, for incorporating environmental 

considerations into the design of development projects". 

At the end of the morning session it was agreed that: 

(i) UNEP should prepare and circulate to the CIDIE members a 

document containing an analysis of the policies and 

procedures followed by CIDIE members for the design and 

implementation of their development projects and 

programmes, identifying the best composite of those 

policies, procedures and methodologies likely to be the 

most effective for integrating environmental concerns in 

their economic development activities. 
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(ii) A working group would be established to further elaborate 

and submit to the CIDIE (before the end of the current 

session) a more specific draft Five Year Programme of Work, 

based on two pillars: activities and efforts both among and 

within the CIDIE constituency; and outreach to recipient 

and borrowing countries. 

The CIDIE agreed that the Working Group would meet 

immediately after the closure of the Seventh Session in 

order to further elaborate a draft presentation of priority 

activities to be undertaken during the next five years. 

The draft is to be circulated to members for comment as 

Annex XIX to the report. On the basis of these comments 

the CIDIE Secretariat would draw up a final workplan for 

submission and consideration by the CIDIE at its next 

session. 

The representative of the EIB made a brief statement in 

which he stressed that, according to his views, the CIDIE 

is not meant to be 

- an environmental auditor, 

- a research institute, or 

- a training centre. 

Afternoon Session 

Agenda item 2 : Policy statements by Members of the Committee on 

progress in implementing the Declaration of Principles. 

12. 	Most delegations orally summarized and/or elaborated on the 

written progress reports their organization had submitted, 

either under the present agenda item and/or in reply to the 

CIDIE questionnaire (agenda item 3). The text of the following 

written reports can be found in Annexes IV to XIV of this report: 
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- The African Development Bank (doc. UNEP/CIDIE/86.3/2 - Annex IV); 

- The Asian Development Bank (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.2/3 and 86.3/5 - 

Annexes V and VI); 

- The Commission of the European Communities 

(doc. UNEP/CIDIE/86.2/5 - Annex VII); 

- The European Investment Bank (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.3/3 - Annex 

VIII); 

- The Inter-American Development Bank (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.2/4 - 

Annex IX); 

- The Organization of American States (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.2/2 and 

86.3/4 - Annexes X and XI); 

- The United Nations Development Programme (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.3/6 

- Annex XII); 

- The United Nations Environment Programme (doc. UNEP/CIDIE/86.3/1 

- Annex XIII) and 

- The World Bank (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.2/1 - Annex XIV). 

The representative of BADEA stated that, although BADEA did not 

attend previous CIDIE meetings, the Bank's concern for possible 

adverse environmental implications of development programmes and 

projects financed by it, remained acute. BADEA was seeking in 

particular the assistance of UNEP in the identification and 

integration of environmental concerns at an early or conceptual 

stage of programme and project formulation. He underlined the 

importance of the Memorandum of Understanding between BADEA and 

UNEP, which was signed on 21 May 1986 and formed the legal basis 

for their future cooperation. 

The representative of IFAD informed the meeting that his 

organization, which joined the CIDIE the day before its current 

session, would start reporting on IFAD's environmental policies 

and procedures to the CIDIE at its next meeting. On behalf of 

his organization, he extended an invitation to the CIDIE to hold 

its next meeting at IFAD Headquarters in Rome. 
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Agenda item 3 Discussion on the Questionnaire. 

At the Sixth CIDIE Meeting it was agreed to standardize 

reporting on the organizational, institutional, procedural and 

substantive progress made in the implementation of the 

Declaration of Principles, through using a more structured and 

interconnected questionnaire. Consequently the Secretariat had 

prepared a draft questionnaire (doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.3), which 

several member institutions had used as the basis of their 

written progress reports (see agenda item 2). 

The draft questionnaire was reviewed and introduced by the 

representative of the OAS, Mr. K.P. Rodgers. Many delegations 

suggested that the questionnaire be based upon the provisions of 

the Declaration, leaving at the same time sufficient room for 

member institutions to report on relevant additional issues. A 

number of suggestions were made to improve the questionnaire. 

Mr. Rodgers was requested to submit a second revision of the 

questionnaire before the end of the current session, taking into 

account the comments made and amendments proposed. 

It was furthermore agreed that the questionnaire could serve 

only as a guideline for the preparation of the annual progress 

reports, and that member institutions were free to submit their 

progress reports in whatever format they felt desirable and 

useful. 

Agenda item 4 : Discussion on the Inventory of CIDIE Decisions 

and their Follow-Up. 

At its Sixth Meeting the CIDIE had requested the Secretariat to 

carry out a review of actions taken in response to 

recommendations and discussions at its previous sessions. 

Consequently the Secretariat had prepared doe. UNEP/CIDIE/86.4 

entitled "Inventory of CIDIE Decisions and their Follow-Up", see 

Annex XV to this report. 
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The CIDIE took note of the Secretariat paper. Member 

institutions were requested to provide the Secretariat with 

comments, amendments and additions by 15 July 1986. 

Furthermore it was agreed on the basis of the inventory, that 

CIDIE publications based upon surveys and reports undertaken 

through the interests of one or more member institution should 

be published by UNEP in a CIDIE publications series, after 

comments had been received from and accepted by other members of 

CIDIE. Printing and other costs will be born by UNEP. Examples 

of subjects which could be considered for immediate publication 

were: "Environmental Education and Training in and for 

Developing Countries"; and "An Analysis of Development Agency 

Procedures and Guidelines for Planning and Assessment". The 

Secretariat would prepare a special CIDIE-logo for the 

publications series. 

FRIDAY 23 MAY 1986 

Morning Session 

Agenda item 7 : Discussion on a subject of a technical nature: 

Crisis in Africa. 

(1) Dakar Conferences on Combatting Desertification and on 

Nature Protection: 

General remarks 

The Director of UNEP's Programme Activity Centre/Desertification 

Control, Mr. R. N'Daw, made a presentation under this sub-agenda 

item. He informed the Committee that at the initiative of the 

President of Senegal, two Conferences on Desertification and 

Nature Protection had been convened in Dakar in July 1984 and 

November 1985, with the support of UNEP, to devise a common 
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approach and a strategy to combat desertification and to protect 

the natural resources and the environment in the Saharan and 

Sub-Saharan countries, and to meet the necessary food production 

requirements of the population in the region. At the second 

Conference a series of 29 projects was adopted. He expressed 

the hope that the CIDIE member institutions would consider 

assisting in the implementation of the recommendations of the 

Conferences and projects adopted to meet the needs of the 

countries affected. 

The Observer of France informed the CIDIE of a recent French 

initiative which involved the holding of an International 

Conference on Tree and Forests, "Silva". The Conference had 

resulted in concrete and substantial commitments, including the 

commitment of France to double, within the next five years, the 

amount of its assistance to desertification abatement activities. 

(ii) African Environmental Conference, Cairo December 1985: 

The Director of UNEP's Regional Office for Africa, 

Dr. M. Ferrari, informed the Committee that from 16 to 18 

December 1985, the First Ministerial African Environmental 

Conference took place in Cairo, organized by UNEP in cooperation 

with the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the 

Organization of African Unity (OAU). The objectives of the 

Conference were to develop a strategy to meet the present crisis 

in Africa, to establish reinforced institutional arrangements 

and networks to arrest the degradation of the natural resource 

base in the Continent, and to achieve self-sufficiency in food 

and energy in 150 villages (3 in each country), within the next 

five years. The Conference had proposed that a small portion of 

each country's IPF (UNDP) be set aside for the implementation of 

the programme of action. The Conference had furthermore, inter 

alia, called upon UNDP to help finance the projects from its 

Regional Funds. 

In the discussion which followed, certain questions were raised 

about the proposed ways and means of financing the prograaae of 
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action. One delegation stressed the need for a system to 

coordinate and monitor the implementation of the projects. 

(iii) International Conference on the Economics of Dryland 

Degradation and Rehabilitation, Canberra, March 1986. 

The Charge d'Affaires of the Australian High Commission in 

Nairobi, Mr. I. Webb, made a presentation under this sub-agenda 

item. He informed the CIDIE that the Canberra Conference held 

on 10-14 March 1986, which was sponsored jointly by the 

Australian Government and UNEP, had brought together over 150 

experts from 30 countries and 12 aid agencies. A major 

objective of the Conference was to draw attention to the need 

for better economic assessment of dryland degradation and 

rehabilitation, and to demonstrate how techniques of economic 

analysis could guide the design and implementation of corrective 

policies, programmes, projects and land management practices. 

The Conference had adopted a number of technical guidelines for 

policy-makers and field-operatives, which will be further 

developed in Regional Workshops and a Technical Review Meeting, 

in Nairobi, October 1986. The end-product of the Conference 

will consist of Executive Guidelines, Technical Guidelines, Case 

Studies, and a Report with the Proceedings. A number of related 

activities was being undertaken by several CIDIE member 

institutions, highlighting the importance of the issue. 

A number of delegations expressed their interest in the 

Australian initiative and offered their collaboration in the 

further follow-up and implementation of the guidelines. 

(iv) Presentation by the World Bank on the Management of the 

African Crisis: 

27. 	This item was deleted from the agenda (see paragraph 5). 
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(v) Presentation by the Commission of the European Communities 

on Drought Measures: 

The representative of the CEC made a presentation under this 

sub-agenda item. He informed the Committee that the African 

Crisis and drought situation in particular was a matter that 

preoccupied the Community. The Community had developed a 

comprehensive approach to its relations with African countries, 

covering not only emergency assistance and rehabilitation, but 

also longer term development problems, see Annexes XVI and XVII. 

In direct response to drought and starvation the EC had launched 

the Dublin Plan and the Recovery and Rehabilitation Plan. To 

cope with the structural economic problems it was endeavouring, 

along with other donors, to provide appropriate backing for 

domestic policy reforms in the countries concerned. Lome III 

would be the main vehicle for such aid. 

In addition to disaster relief and essential structural reforms, 

a systematic policy of conservation of natural resources and 

countering the process of desertification was urgently needed in 

Africa. In order to meet these long-term objectives, the 

Commission, in accordance with the wishes of the European 

Council, had developed a long-term European Action Plan, which 

would unite the resources of the Community and the Member States 

to counter desertification. The Plan, which was adopted by the 

Council on 17 April 1986 involved both direct action 

(re-afforestation, measures to combat erosion, etc.) and 

indirect action (appropriate training and research, improvement 

of farming methods which will maintain soil fertility, promotion 

of a better equilibrium between population and resources, 

rational use of energy resources, including firewood, etc.). 

The implementation of the Plan would receive high priority under 

Lome III and require both active participation of the population 

and intensive coordination between recipient countries and all 

the donors involved. 
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The initiatives taken by the EC in combatting drought and 

desertification in Africa were generally welcomed. The 

representative of UNEP stressed the importance of a coordinated 

approach to the problems and suggested that the Consultative 

Group for Desertification Control (DESCON) could provide an 

excellent forum for bringing this about. He indicated that UNEP 

would be willing to convene a special session of DESCON for the 

purpose. It was suggested that the possibility of such a 

meeting be raised at the forthcoming Special Session of the 

General Assembly on the African Crisis. 

(vi) Special Session of the General Assembly on the Economic 

Crisis in Africa, 27 to 31 May 1986: 

The Chairman briefly informed the CIDIE of the structure and 

preparations for the forthcoming Special Session of the General 

Assembly on the African Crisis. 

The Special Session would focus its discussions on emergency 

assistance, recovery and rehabilitation, and longer term 

development issues. 

Agenda items 5 and 8: Discussion on the Use of Environmental 

Guidelines, and Discussion on a subject of an 

organizational/internal nature: Project identification, 

formulation and design by the Asian Development Bank: 

The representative of the Asian Development Bank informed the 

Committee that the Bank had instituted procedures to facilitate 

the systematic environmental examination of all its development 

- 	projects. Although the Bank had no formal requirements for 

environmental clearance, all projects were submitted for review 

and comment by the Bank's Environment Specialists. 

Responsibility for implementing the environmental policies 

rested primarily with the project staff. The Environment 

Specialists reviewed the Bank's economic development projects, 

concentrating their efforts on the early stages of project 

processing, since this was believed to be the most effective way 

of influencing project planning and design. 
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For the first time the Bank's Country's Sector Strategy Studies 

now included a chapter on environmental considerations. The 

overall objective of the chapter was to delineate planning and 

management needs, development programmes and potential projects 

with which to correct critical cases of loss or degradation of 

environmental and natural resources. Furthermore the Bank in 

1986 approved a policy paper entitled "Review of the Bank's 

Environmental Policies and Procedures", which aimed at providing 

a pragmatic framework for compliance with and extending the 

application of the principles and recommendations set forth in 

the Declaration of Principles. 

The major bottleneck in the Bank was the limited manpower for 

pursuing environmental activities. To complement the work of 

the Environment Specialists, a number of environmental 

guidelines were presently being prepared for selected projects 

for the use of the Bank's projects staff. 

In addition to the integration of environmental concerns in its 

development activities, the Bank had implemented several 

innovative environmentally-oriented projects per se with the 

active participation of the Environment Specialists during 

project identification, formulation, processing, implementation 

and evaluation. 

In the discussion several delegations briefly elaborated on 

their organizations' approach and experience as regards the 

identification and integration of environmental concerns in 

project formulation and design. Member institutions also 

expressed their views on the actual value and usefulness of 

environmental checklists and guidelines. It was suggested that, 

although maybe of a limited value in terms of the scope of their 

practical application, the checklists and guidelines developed 

had had a significant impact as far as awareness-raising was 

concerned, and in many instances had facilitated and contributed 

to the preparation of operational manuals. 
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MONDAY 26 MAY 1986 

Morning Session 

Agenda item 9 : Any other business. 

	

38. 	The CIDIE decided to discuss one of the following items, of a 

technical nature, at its next session, requesting the 

Secretariat to seek the agreement through correspondence: 

Environmental management, natural hazards and development: 

linkages and opportunities for conflict resolution (proposal 

OAS). 

Cost benefit analysis and environmental accounting 

(proposal UNEP). 

	

39. 	The CIDIE decided to discuss the following subject, of an 

organizational/internal nature, at its next session: 

Post-evaluation of projects financed by CIDIE member 

institutions; 

The role of the NGO community in influencing the 

development policies, programmes and projects of multilateral 

development financing institutions to make these sustainable and 

environmentally sound (proposal AsDB); 

Comprehensive development strategies: the role of UNDP in 

environmental management (proposal UNDP). 

	

40. 	The CIDIE welcomed and adopted the revised version of the 

questionnaire, as presented by the representative of the OAS, as 

a guidance for the preparation of future progress reports on the 

implementation of the Declaration of Principles (see para. 

15-17). The text of the questionnaire is presented as Annex 

XVIII to this report. 
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41. 	The CIDIE agreed that for the next sessions the Secretariat 

should summarise the annual progress reports submitted by the 

member institutions on the implementation of the CIDIE 

Declaration. 

	

42. 	The CIDIE finally decided to extend the duration of the next 

meeting by one day in order to hold a one-day workshop on 

Project Analysis, at which several member institutions would 

present discussion papers. 

Each member institution was requested to present a development 

project or programme, where particular environmental problems 

had been faced and appropriate technical solutions found. 

Agenda item 10: Dates and Venue of the Next CIDIE Meeting. 

	

43. 	The CIDIE welcomed and accepted the invitation of IFAD to hold 

its next meeting at the Headquarters of IFAD, in Rome, in the 

spring of 1987. 

It furthermore welcomed and accepted the invitation of the World 

Bank to host the Ninth CIDIE Meeting at its Headquarters in 

Washington D.C., in 1988. 

	

44. 	The CIDIE agreed on the following rotation scheme for the annual 

meetings 

Europe; 

North America; and 

Other Locations. 

Agenda item 11 : Adoption of the Report of the Meeting. 

	

45. 	At its Seventh Meeting on Monday 26 May 1986, the CIDIE adopted 

the draft report of its Seventh Session. 

The final report of the Seventh CIDIE Meeting will be prepared 

by the Secretariat and circulated to members for comments, 

additions and amendments. 
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Agenda item 12 : Closure of the Meeting 

46. 	The CIDIE members thanked and paid warm tribute to the host 

organization, UNEP, for the excellent arrangements made for the 

Seventh CIDIE Meeting, including the organization of the very 

successful field trip. For a short report on the field trip see 

Annex XX to this report. 
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Distinguished Members and Observers, Ladies and Gentlemen. 

Welcome, first of all, to Nairobi. I would like to give a special 

welcome to my /colleague, Dr. El Shazly El Ayari - President of the Arab 

Bank for Development in Africa (BADEA). UNEP and BADEA have now signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding which is one more step towards CIDIE's goal 

of melding environmental work into the development process. Welcome, 

too, to my7 friend, Mr. Mensah, Vice President of the International Fund 

for Agricultural Development (IFAD), representing his organisation which 

joins us for the first time as a full member. And welcome to our new 

bilateral observers. 

Ladies and Gentlemen. 

There is a natural bond between ecology and economy. And when we 

break the bond both the ecology and the economy of our planet will suffer. 

There is a hydroelectric darn in the North of the Philippines called 

Ambuklao. Economists costed it out on the basis of a working life of 

sixty years. But the bond between ecology and economy was broken, and 

due to upstream deforestation that dam will be completely silted up in 

thirty years. In India the Nizamsagar Reservoir will suffer the same 

fate, and in Argentina the Government is spending about ten million 

dollars a year to dredge silt to keep the waterways open to Buenos Aires. 

It is the goal of CIDIE to make sure that economic development does 

not destroy the Earth upon which our lives depend. It is to ensure 

sustainable development. If plairs had thought about the environment 
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before they acted then the Ambuklao fm might have been a viable 

enterprise today; the Nizamsagar Reservoir would be able to irrigate the 

rich sugar and rice plantations that surround it, and the estuary of the 

River Plate would not be smothered with silt. 

Of course countries wouldn't invest in development projects like 

these if they knew beforehand what would be the consequences. But they 

don't know beforehand, because they don't have the expertise and they 

don't have the environmental machinery that would re-establish that bond 

between ecology and econonTy. 

The main point, therefore, of my short talk today is to introduce a 

draft Five Year Programme of Work which, when it is fleshed out by CIDIE 

members, could provide some of the expertise and some of the machinery to 

ensure that developers do have the ability to make the environment and 

the economy gri and prosper together. 

The draft Programme, which you should all have infront of you, 

covers half a dozen points. I want to explain briefly what each point 

entails, what UNEP can realistically contribute, and what I think that 

the other CIDIE members could be doing to make the whole thing work. 

Other speakers will certainly help sharpen the plan. And when you leave 

Nairobi, I hope that you will return to your member organizations with a 

series of time-limited targets for improving the machinery that allows 

your organization to avoid the sort of eco-catastrophe that I was talking 

about before. 
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But for our new members and for the benefit of our new observers let 

me first explain that at this time last year, during the Sixth CIDIE 

meeting in Washington, it was agreed that we at the CIDIE Secretariat 

should draft a Five Year Programme of Work. 4mbers asked us to include 

time-bound elements that would give more coherence to CIDIE's work and 

which would make follow-up activities more effective. 

That draft is what I am trying to introduce. The first of the six 

points of the draft calls for an exchange of information on environmental 

issues. We at UNEP accept entirely that CIDIE members are approaching 

sustainable development from different perspectives. Whereas 

environmentalists have traditionally started with an ecological viewpoint 

and only then begun to consider the economic realities; development 

banks have sometimes erred in the other direction, costing out their 

projects without any real consideration of the environmental realities. 

We can avoid some of those pitfalls if there is a regular, systematic 

circulation of publications relevant to sustainable development. 

UNEP for instance has guidelines on subjects like marine pollution, 

biological pest control, optimal use of savannah pastures and so on. Not 

only do we want to share these with you, but we want to be sure that 

these guidelines and reference works are available to your experts all 

the time. Before you begin work on a project on forest development, we 

want to be sure that you are aware of our published global assessment of 

rates of tropical deforestation and of their consequences region by 

region. Before you start funding a project to introduce cattle ranching 
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into the Amazon basin, we want to be sure that you have available 

materials that will give you a picture of the total costs of such 

activities, and which will present some potentially more sustainable 

alternatives. 

UNEP has started the ball rolling by circulating a complete list of 

its own publications, guidelines and other reference material. We hope 

that you will use it, and we hope also that you will reciprocate by 

sending us a review of your own publications of interest to experts 

involved with sustainable development. 

When all the lists of publications are in hand, the CIDIE 

Secretariat will consolidate these, and circulate a master list to all 

member organizations. 

The second point in the draft Five Year Programme is closely tied up 

with the first. A number of institutions, notably the World Bank, UNDP 

and the Asian Development Bank are carrying out their own independent 

studies into environmental issues of one kind or another. A lot of these 

studies are of enormous significance to the way we look at the 

development process, and just as UNEP has now distributed a complete list 

of its own studies, it is being suggested in the draft Programme that 

members likewise submit details of their programmes of studies to the 

Secretariat for general distribution among members. 

bving on to the third point in the draft Programme, we have the 

question of joint projects. The few projects we have worked on together 
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so far have been able to make use of the fact that there is a large corps 

of highly qualified environmental experts here at UNEP more than willing 

to help with the implementation of development projects. 

Already UNEP has been co-operating with member institutions in the 

assessment, monitoring and management of marine resources through our 

Qeans and Coastal Areas Programme Activity Centre. 

In 1975 we signed a 1vmorandum of Understanding with UNDP, which has 

resulted in UNEP making an effort to ensure that environmental 

considerations are duly built into some UNDP country programmes. This 

has, of course tended to focus on countries where ecosystems are most 

vulnerable or where pressure on resources is greatest: island economies, 

mountain ecosystems and countries suffering from drought and 

desertification. 

And arart from this basic channel of communication we have also been 

working with UNDP to produce guidelines on how to minimize adverse 

environmental consequences in pesticide use on industrial crops; 

irrigation in arid areas; watershed development; the pulp and paper 

industry and a number of others. 

Likewise on the training side - which is covered in point four of 

the draft Programme - EJNEP and UNDP have made a small but encouraging 

start, last January we held a national seminar in Cyprus which was aimed 

at establishing a legal framework for environmental protection 

machinery. We were happy with the results, and now we are planning a 

similar seminar in &iaziland n 	September. 
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IJNEP sees this as a tremendously important way of getting the 

practical message of sustainable development over to senior and middle 

level administrators. The problem here is that many organizations do not 

have enough manpower to give the environment the attention it deserves. 

I was reading the other day that despite enormous progress recently in 

efforts to develop natural resources at their maximum sustainable yield, 

to promote small-scale technologies for the very poorest, and to make 

sure that indigenous peoples are not caught in the backlash of economic 

growth.... that despite this the World Bank has on its professional staff 

only three people fulltime responsible for environmental review. That is 

zero point one per cent of its staff. For that reason we are very keen 

to get moving with the proposed EDI course at the World Bank. We hope 

that by the next CIDIE meeting there will be a finalized timetable for 

this course. And for our çrt we will circulate the material we have 

produced with UNESCO on environmental education. And we would like to 

take this opportunity to offer to hold brief training seminars for staff 

of CIDIE members in specific programme areas like environmental 

monitoring, desertification control, dealing with toxic chemicals and so 

on. 

Of course training alone is not the solution. There must be 

stronger methodologies and institutional arrangements for the integration 

of environmental considerations into development programmes. This is 

point five of the draft Programme. And, in this regard, UNEP is ready 

and willing to hold thematic joint programming exercises with member 

institutions to explore how environmentally sound programmes might be 

developed in specific sectors. A starting point - our co-operation with 

the World Bank in two countries 4 r,  Pfrica in the areas of water and soil 

is very encouraging. And if members felt it would be useful, UNEP would 
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be willing to help more directly. We would for instance be more than 

willing to prepare environmental impact assessments for specific projects 

of members to see how these arrangements work in real-life situations. 

And turning now to the last point on the Programme, there is the 

question of our relationship with non-Governmental organizations and 

bilateral donors. And I would suggest that all the areas I have covered 

- information exchange, training and the need to strengthen institutional 

arrangements that will bring ecology and economy closer together - that 

all of these could be fruitfully expanded to incorporate the tremendous 

support that the environment is getting from organizations right across 

the spectrum from huge development bilaterals to tiny family planning 

grouj:s. There is a feeling that they should be thinking about the 

environment, but, probably, the practical know-how for them to be able to 

make the progress they would like is not yet available. How can CIDIE 

help? 

It is an issue that must be at the top of our list for further 

discussion. I have a few of my own ideas in terms of environmental 

"outreacht", but I have taken up enough of your time. There is a lot of 

work to get through, because by the time you leave I would hope we will 

have a final draft of this Programme ready and backed up by specific 

timetables for the implementation of our information targets, our 

training targets and our institutional targets. 

I look forward to a document that gets us back to that natural 

alliance... the bond... between ecology and economy. 

Thank you. 
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A. PROViSIONAL_AGENDA 

I. Adoption of Agenda and Organization of Work 

Policy statements by Members of the Committee on progress in implementing 
the Declaration of Principles 

Discussion on the questionnaire circulated by Secretariat in February 
1986 

Discussion on the Inventory of C1DIE Decisions and their Follow-up 

Discussion on the Use of Environmental Guidelines 

Discussion on the draft Five Year Prograe of Work 

1. Discussion on a subject of a technical character: Crisis in Africa 

Report on the Dakar Conference on Conbating Desertification, 
Nover 1985 

Report on the UNEP African Knvirnta1 Genference, Cairo, 
Decend)er 1985 

Report on the International Conference on the Eenoics of 
ryland Degradation and Rehabilitation, Canberra, March 1986 

Presentation by the World Bank on the Management of the iifrican 
crisis 

Presentation by the Coiission of the European Cnnmini ties on 
Drought Measures 

Special Session of the General Assembly on the African Economic 
Situation, 21-31 May 1986 

Discussion on a subject of an erganizational/internal nature: Projeci 
identification, forIation and design by the Asian Development Bank 

Any other business 

Dates and venue of the next CIDIE Meeting 

Adoption of the Report of the Meeting 

Closure of the Meeting 
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B. ORGANiZATION OF WORIC 

General remark 

There will be five half-day sessions. The morning sessions will be held from 
9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. The afternoon sessions from 14.30 to 17.30 p.m. On 
the first day the Opening Ceremony will take place at 10 a.m. with a statement 
of the Executive Director of UNEP. 

On the first day the substantive session will start at 11 am. The final 
meeting day, 26 May, will end at noon. 

SKMON 

Adopt. ion of Agenda and Organization of Rork (WP/CID1Z/8 .1) 

Po.Licy StatCmenLS by Mmhi-a  of the Cemitt an progress In 
inq)LlemenLing the Declaration of prkr.t j1 	(P/Cfl1E/ 8.6.2/..) 

DIscussion on the quest j0r2i re circulat.d by CED1E Secretariat in 
Fe-y 19ft (1RIEP?C1DLJ86 3) 

THU 	22 1 L  LFrgsl (this Sion will be heLd In the presce 
of m's) 

r)iscussion an Ihe Ltnry of C1LUE Decisions and their Follow-up 
(EP/CTh1E/8 .4) 

Discussicm on the Use of Erv,j ronmental Guidelines 

Discussion on the Five Year Prograe of Work (tflTEP/C1DIE/86.6) 
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1. 	Discussion on a subject of a technical character: Crisis in Africa 

(i) 	Report on the Dakar Conference on Combating Desertification, 
November 1985 

Report on the UNEP African Environmental Conference, Cairo, 
December 1985 

Report on the International Conference on the Economics of Dryland 
Degradation and Rehabilitation, Canberra, March 1986 

Management by the World Bank of the African Crisis 

Presentation by the Coaiss ion of the European Communities on 
Drought Measures 

Special Session of the General Assemly an the African BeavAsic 
Sitziation, New York, 21-31 May 1986 

!R1DAY, 23 L. FTEcNS1PN.  

t. Diion on a subject of an organization/in&eri.al t.e: 

- Project ident if I cat ion, f ori Ia t ion and des ig.n by the As ian 
elo.ent sank 

MJLL. MORNING SESS1ON 

Any other business 

Dates and venue of the next. CIDIE Meeting 

Adoption of the Report of the Meet trig 

Closure of the Meeting 
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Seventh CIDIE meeting, Nairobi 22-26 May 1986. 

Annual progress report - response to CIDIE 

questionnaire from Africain Development Bank 

1. 	Q. Descrihe briefly the institutional arrangements and, in 

19 
	 particular, recent changes made for ensuring full and effective 

integration of envirental considerations in your agency' s 

deve1oest peflcies, prograe s and projects. 

R 	envirental section of Central Projects Unit consists of one 

the Euvtrnnmental Coordinator. It came into function in the 

hiing of 19e5. The rexpxest for additional staff was not aprrod 

for the currt year, but is likely to be realized for the next year. 

As the eavir.-n1 review of projects preceeda., isc1M ng 

discussions betwen the Environmental Coordinator and the project 

staff, the latter are becoming Increasingly aware of the 

eqirw—t.i apc..ts which hence will be integrated already before 

the formal revieir. 

Z. 	Q: Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encomtered as far as 

the institution of systH ' and eopetent exination.s of 

diewlapement activities is concerned including policies, progrs 

and projects under consideration for financing to ensure that 

appropriate measures are propased for compliance with the principles 

and reconunandations set forth in the Declaration of Stockholm. 

R: During the year special efforts have been made to established a 

regularity in the environmental review of projects. This is now 

achieved at the appraisal level. Further recommendations on 

strenghtening of the environmental policies and procedures of the 

identification and preparation phases are now being processed and 

introduced. Progress also includes the positive response from 

project staff, when experiencing the environmental co-operation. 
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Bottlenecks noted: Time-pressure during project preparation and 

appraisal, difficulties in introduction of new administrative 

routines, and In establishing the understanding of the relation 

between early environmental considerations and successful projects. 

3. 	Q: Describe progress achieved and Bottlenecks encountered as far as 

cooperative negotiations with governments are concerned, and other 

international organizations, recipients of development financing, to 

ensure Integration of appropriate environmental measures in the 

design and implementation of economic development activities. 

R: In collaboration with governments the Bank endeavours to build in 

appropriate environmental measures already from the design of 

projects and programmes. However, systematic monitoring of the 

outcome Is not yet achieved. 	The feasibility study should 

accodate appropriate environmental considerations. 	In those 

projects where the Bank is initiatin,g the studies possible 

constraints such as attendant cost Implications might be solved 

through special funds for pre-investwent studies. In order to 

influence projects brought to the Bank as already prepared loan 

proposals an indirect approach Is needed. It comprises support to 

the national planning process by assistance to national environmental 

strategies, institution strengthening etc... 

4 	Q: Describe progresss achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far as 

technical assistance on environmental matters to developing 

countries, at their request, is concerned, thus developing their 

indigenous capacity, and facilitating technical cooperation between 

developing countries. 

R: Technical assistance to regional member countries is focusing on 

pre-investment studies, short-term consultants and training of 

official representatives. The Bank includes elements of institution 

strengthening when necessary for project planning and implementation. 

This might refer to environmental-related areas, but specific 

requests on environmental matters have not yet been explored. 

Increased parts of the bilateral technical assistance funds could be 

used for environmental purposes, but is somehat limited, due to 

conditions attached to these funds. The Bank emphasizes increased 
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assistance to the long-term planning capacities of the member 

countries e.g in the form of national environmental strategies, which 

is now being reflected in working documents on lending policies and 

financing. 

Identify favourable consideration, if any, to project proposals 

that are specially designed to protect, rehabilitate, manage or 

otherwise enhance the human environment, the quality of life, and 

resources thereto related. 

During the year more than half of the Bank Group Lending was 

directed to agriculture and public utilities areas containing many 

projects with cleare environment-improving elements. Examples are: 

Egypt drainage project to reverse the deterioration of agricultural 

land, Tunisia rural development including components of reducing soil 

erosion, Ethiopia peasant agricultural development including support 

to applied technology, livestock health etc, Mali agricultural 

development including applied agricultural research, reforestation 

etc, Equatorial Guinea and Mauritania water supply and sewerage 

system projects, Benin, Guinea, Kenya health projects. The Bank is 

also working with strengthening of the identification process aiming 

at paying more attention to the selection of projects concerning 

environmental management and sustainable use of natural resources. 

Q: Identify initiation and/or cooperation in research studies leading 

to improvement of project appraisal methodologies of environmental 

protection measures, including cost benefit analysis. 

R: With its limited resources the Bank has not yet been able to carry 

out special research studies of this kind. 

Q: Describe current status of programmes if any, for the training and 

information of operational staff in the environmental dimension of 

economy development. 

R: A series of short seminars on increasing the awareness of 

environmental dimensions in economic development and on interpreting 

environmental policy into practical work is now given to project 

staff. The recent policy seminar on Ecological Deterioration and 
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Economic Development in Africa stated the Bank's emphasis on these 

matters. A two days workshop is planned to be carried out later this 

year to familiarize project staff with the methodology of preliminary 

environmental impact assessment. 

Identify progress achieved and difficulties encountered in the 

preparation, publication and dissemination of documentation and 

audiovisual material providing guidance on the environmental 

dimension of economic development activities. 

During the Introduction of the environmental review of projects 

and programmes priority is given to facilitate the establishment of 

the procedures. Therefore, environmental checklist are tailored for 

each individual project or type of project. In addition, references 

are given to more comprehensive guidelines published by UNED, WB 

etc. Audiovisual material and similar documentation will later on be 

developed in connection to workshops etc. Dissemination of material 

from other organizations such as the Worldwatch Paper on "Reversing 

Africa's Decline" has been appreciated. 
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REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES OF THE 

- 	 ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK, 1985-1986 

The Environmental activities undertaken since the Sixth Cidie 

Meeting are presented briefly in this Report. 

I. 	Endorsement of Policy Paper 

To date, the major activity has been the endorsement of the 

policy paper "Review of the Bank's Environmental Policies and Procedures". 

The paper supported continuation of the past activities in (1) prouoting 

environmental awareness among Bank Staff, (ii) reviewing the Bank's 

economic development projects to ensure that all potentially significant 

environmental impacts are identified, appropriate measures taken to avoid 

adverse impacts and, where possible, to enhance the environment, and (iii) 

acting as a Regional Resource Center. In addition, the paper proposed that 

future Bank policy should place more empha is on developing the 

institutional capacity of .its Developing Member Countries (DMCs) to plan 

and manage their own environment. Bank support for this will take the form 

of technical assistance for institutional strenLhening, and undertaking 

studies and training staff of executing, and enfor.ement agencies in DMCs. 

The paper further recommends that pionotion of environmental 

awareness should extend beyond Bank staff to inciu.e staff of executing and 

enforcement agencies. This will be implemented by regular liaison and 

support for instituting a series of regionat seminars dealing with 

important environmental topics. The paper offers a pragmatic framework for 

the promotion of Bank's environmental program in DMCs and for the 

implementation of the Stockholm Declaration and the 1980 Declaration of 

Pinciples. 
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II. 	Review Procedure 

An addition to the review process is the formal presentation of 

prelimintry impacts of TA and Loan projects as a comprehensive report 

"Preliminary Environmental Review of 1986 Loan r..id TA Projects". !/ To 

produce this report, the Environmental Specialists ].iaise with the relevant 

Project Managers/Project Staff to confirm envronmental concerns and 

establish a work program involving the partic'ation of Environmental 

Specialists. Based on this in-house liaison, * final report entitled 

"In-house Liaison and Participation of Environmant.l Specialists in 1986 TA 

and Loan Projects" is circulated to Management and Senior Staff. !/ 

The Environmental Specialists have received full cooperation and 

support 	for this approach, 	attempting basically to incorporate 

environmental concerns at the project formulation and processing stages. 

[II. 	Information Exchange with Executing and Environmental Agencies in 

DMC s 

It has been noted repeatedly that most environmental agencies in 

DMCs are unaware of the projects to be funded by the Bank. To.rectify this 

situation, the Bank's Environment Specialists have devised a system to 

inform the agencies about environmental concerns they believe require .some 

- 	form of environmental assessment and necessary follow up action. 

e 

!/ 	Copies of these document are available for display. 
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Incorporation of Environmental Considerations in Country Stratc ay  

Studies 

For the first time, the Bank's Country Sector Strategy Studies 

now include a chapter on environmental considerations. Against the 

background of major environmental and natural resources problems and 

constraints impairing or likely to impair a country's development 

prospectS the overall objective of the chapter is to delineate planning 

and management needs, development programs and potential projects with 

which to correct critical cases of loss of degradation of environmental and 

natural resources. Development policies and procedures and legal and 

institutional arrangements affecting or likely to affect natural resources 

management, environmental quality, and the prospects for sustainable 

development will be examined and evaluated. This will help define the role 

of the Bank in fostering sound environmental planning and management 

practices, particularly with respect to economic development programs and 

projects and environmental projects 

Preparation of Environmental Guidelines for Project Staff - an 

approach for Formalizing Environmental Requirements in Future 

The Bank has initiated the preparation of Environmental 

Guidelines for the use of projects staff. Their purpose is to assist 

projects staff conduct an Initial Environmental Examinations, when needed, 

and detailed EIA or other the formulation of follow-up activities. At 

present, the Guidelines are being prepared for selected infrastructure 

projects !/; it is planned to extend this exercise to cover projects in 

other projects departments. 

11 	Copies of these are placed on display. 
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Inhouse Seminar and Regional Symposium 

An In-house seminar on "Environmental Planning and Economic 

Evaluation" was held in January 1986, and on "Pesticide Usage--in Selected 

DMCs of the Bank" in March 1986. 

The first Regional Symposium on Environmental and Natural 

Resources Planning was held at Manila from 19 to 21 February 1986. The 

Symposium was attended by participants from 16 DMCs and 13 observers from 

various organizations including bilateral and multilateral agencies, 

embassies, and the Government of the Philippines. 

Publications/Documentationd '  
I" 

The following documents have prepared/finalized since the last 

CIDIE Meeting: 

Manual on Economic Analysis of Environmental impacts 

Pesticide Usage in Selected DMCs of the Bank 

Environmental Guidelines for (a) Ports and Harbours, (b) Highways 

and Roads, (c) Airports, (d) Water Supply and Sanitation, (e) 

Urban Development. 

Environmental Planning and Management: 	Proceedings of the 

Regional Symposium on Environmental and Natural Resources 

Planning, held at Manila from 19-21 February 1986. 
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VIII. 	Environmental Projects 

The following TA and Loan Environmental Projects are expected to 

be processed or/and implemented during the Year 1985-1986. 

A. 	Advisory and Operational Technical Assistance TA/Loan Amount($) 

0.350 m 

0.295 m 

0.170 m 

Malaysia: :Klang Valley Environmental Improvement 

Thailand: Industrial Pollution Control & Management 

Bhutan: Environmental Impacts of Large Projects 

Papua New Guinea: Institutional Strengthening for 
Department of Environment & Conservation 

Nepal: Kathinandu Valley Development : Regional 
cum Environmental Planning 

B. 	Project Preparatory Technical Assistance 

1. Malaysia: Klang Valley Toxic and Hazardous 
Waste Disposal 

0.200 m 

0.250 m 

0.100 m 

IX. 	SUMMARY 

The major activity since the Sixth CIDIE Meeting has been the 

endorsement of the policy paper "Review s  of the Bank's Environmental 

Policies and Procedures". The paper provides a pragmatic framework for the 

implementation of the 1980 Declaration of Principles. 

New activities in the Bank included the preparation/publication 

of (i) Preliminary Review of Environmental concern for 1986 TA and Loan 

Projects, (ii) In-house Liaison and Participation of Environmental 

Specialists for the 1986 TA and Loan Projects, (iii) Environmental 

Guidelines for Selected Infrastructure Projects, (iv) Manual on Economic 

Analysis of Environmental Impacts, and (v) a Study on Pesticide Usage in 

Selected DMCs in the Bank. 
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The Bank hosted a Regional Symposium on Environmental and Natural 

Resources Planning and published the Proceedings. It has six (6) 

firm/proposed technical assistance for projects of an environmental nature 

in the same year. 
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REPLY TO CIDIE QUESTIONNAIRE 

- Seventh CIDIE Meeting, Nairobi, 22-26 May 1986 

1. 	Describe briefly the institutional arrangelaents and, in 

particular, recent changes made for ensuring full and effective 

integration of environmental consideratlon3 in your agency's 

development policies, programmes and projects. 

The Bank has instituted procedures to facilitate the systematic 

environmental examination of all its development projects to ensure: (a) 

identification and assessment of potentially siaif1cant environmental 

impacts, (b) incorporation of appropriate measx3re' to avoid or minimize 

adverse environmental impacts and, where possible, to enhance the 

environment, (c) where such impacts remain sInJ.ficant or cannot be 

avoided, that these are evaluated in cost/benefit terms to the extent 

possible, and, (d) that development activities involving renewable 

resources and financed under Bank loans are sustaitaahie over the long term. 

Although the Bank does not have a formal requirement for 

environmental clearance, all projects are submitted for review and comment 

by the Environment Specialists. Responsibility for implementing the 

environmental policies -- particularly with regani to the formulation and 

administration of technical assistance and loans rests primarily with 

projects staff who are informed/assisted on envLcanmental matters by the 

Environment Specialists. 

The Environment Specialists review the Bank's economic 

development projects by engaging the project cycIs in. the manner shown In 

Fig. 1 . They concentrate their efforts on the early stages of project 
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processing believing this to be the most effective way of influencing 

project planning and design: 

During the course Of the Bank's annual Country Programming, the 

Environment Specialists examine the listed firm and pipeline 

projects in conjuction with an analysis of the current Project 

Processing Notes produced by the projects departments 

(Agriculture, Irrigation and Rural Development, Infrastructure 

and Industry and Development Banks). The Environm.nt Specialists 

then provide all departments with a list of their projects 

considered likely to induce significanc environmental impacts and 

with suggested operational actions. Detailed discussions are 

then held with the designated projact managers and/or mission 

leaders to confirm the identified environmental concerns and to 

establish the need for the participation of the Environment 

Specialists or Staff Consultants in Fact-Finding, Appraisal or 

other Missions. Subsequently an agreed work program is prepared 

by the Environment Specialists and submitted to •  all division 

Managers.itln parallel a report entitled "In-house Liaison and 

Participation of Environment Specialist:s in 1986 Loan and TA 

Projects is circulated to Managerrit and concerned Senior 

Staff. 

As a supportive measure, the Bank is developing a system to 

inform the executing and environmental agencies in its DMCs about 

the environmental impacts likely to be generated by certain Bank 

projects to be funded in their countries. An additional aim is 

to promote an awareness of environmental issues and the need for 

planning and management of environmental and natural. resources. 

1/ 	Preliminary Environmental Review of 1986 Loan and TA Projects, 
February, 1986. 
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In Rrojects not involving mission work by the Environment 

Specialists, they advise the concerned projects staff about 

measures to minimize or avoid any adverse impacts. To ensure 

the incorporation of environmental considerations in the Bank's 

economic development activities, the Environment Specialists 

review Concept Clearance Papers, Project Briefs, Appraisal 

Reports, and Technical Assistance Reports. They also attend 

Management Review Meetings (MRM) and Staff Review Conunitee (SRC) 

meetings on projects to pose questions or answer comments 

regarding proposed treatment of significant environmental 

impacts. 

For the first time, the Bank's Country's Sector Strategy 

Studies now Include a chapter on environmental considerations. 

Against the background of major environmental aid natural 

resources problems and constraints Impairing or likely to impair 

a country's development prospects, the overall objective of the 

chapter is to delineate planning and management needs, 

development programs and potential projects with which to correct 

critical cases of loss or degration of environmental and 

natural resources. Development polIcies and procedures and legal 

and institutional arrangements affecting or likely to affect 

natural resources management, envl3onmental qualfty, and the 

prospects for sustainable develop::nt will be examined and 

evaluated. This will help define the role of the Bank In 

fostering sound envIronnientil plannJr: and management practices, 

particularly with respect to economic development programs and 

projects and environmental projects per se. 
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2. 	Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far as 

the institution of systematic and competent examination of 

development activities is concerned including policies, programs 

and projects under consideration for financing to ensure that 

appropriate measures are proposed for compliance with the 

principles and recommendations set forth In the Declaration of 

Stockholm - 

The Bank in January 1986 approved a policy paper "Review of the 

Bank's Environmental Policies and Procedures". The paper recognized that 

Bank activities in the past concentrated on (i) promoting environmental 

awareness amongst Bank staff, (ii) reviewing Bank projects to ensure that 

all potentially significant environmental affects were identified, 

appropriate measures were taken to avoid adverse impacts, and where 

possible, to enhance the environment, and (iii) acting as a regional 

Resource Center. In addition to supporting these past activities, the 

paper proposed that future Bank policy should place more emphasis on 

developing the institutional capacity of the Developing Member Countries 

(DMCs) to plan and manage their own environment. Bank support for this 

will take the form of technical assistance to strengthen legislation, to 

undertake studies, and to train (and equip) staff of executing and 

enforcement agencies in environmental and natural resources planning. 

Further, the policy paper recommends that promotion of environmental 

awareness should be extended beyond Bank staff to include the staff of 

executing and enforcement agencies in DMCs. This will be supported by 

regular liaison and by instituting a series of regional seminars dealing 

with important envirorunental topics. 1/ 

1/ The first regional Symposium on Environment and Natural Resources 
Planning was held from 19 to 21 February, 1986 
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The Bank'spolicy paper aims at providing pragmatic framework for 

compliance with the principles and -recommendations set forth in the 

Stockholm Declaration and extending its application. 

The major bottleneck in the Bank Is the limited manpower for 

pursuing environmental activities. To complement the work of Environmental. 

Specialists, a number of Environmental Guidelines are presently being 

prepared for selected projects for the use of the Bank's projects staff. !/ 

The objective of the Guidelines is to assist 1.rojects staff prepare an 

Initial Environmental Examination (lEE) in concert with the Environment 

Specialists and, where necessary, the deployment of a detailed EIA. 

After a trial period, they will be revised aci then circulated to Bank 

staff and relevant agencies in the DMCs for their use. 

Until the time "environmental manpower" in the Bank is increased, 

it is felt that the Guidelines will allow the Bank's environmental review 

program to operate at a reasonably efficient and realistic level. 

TI The Guidelines are presently being prepared for selected infrastructure 
projects; it is planned to extend this exercise to projects in other 
departments. 
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3. 	Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far as 

cooperative negotiations with governments are cncerned, and 

other international organizations, to ensure integration of 

appropriate environmental measures in the design and 

implementation of economic development activities. 

The Bank has established several arrangements for coordination 

and exchanging information on environmental matters with multila€eral and 

other development organizations. In addition to being a member of CIDIE, 

regular contact is also maintained with United Nations institutions (e.g. 

ESCAP, UNEP, WHO, FAO), and other specialized non-government organizations. 

(e.g. IUCN, lIED). The Bank also maintains regular contacts with regional 

and sub-regional agencies such as the ASEAN Environment Program (ASEP), the 

South Asian Cooperative Environment Programme (SACEP) and the South Pacific 

Regional Environment Programme (SPREP). - 

The Bank also coordinates its efforts with the bilateral 

development agencies such as USAID, CIDA, SIDA, ODA, EEC, GTZ. Such 

contact is particularly useful since a number of bilateral agencies have 

gained extensive experience in environmental and natural resources planning 

and management. 

The Bank has undertaken joint environmentally-oriented projects 

with multilateral and bilateral agencies. Examples include Songkhla Lake 

Basin Planning (Thailand) with UNDP, Palawan Integrated Area Development 

(Philippines) with the EEC, and the proposed Industrial Pollution and 

Management Project (Thailand) with UNEP and UNDP. The major bottlenecks 

for such collaboration have been the timely availability of funds and the 

speed of project processing (often very crucial to the Bank). 
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4. 	Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far as 

technical assistance on environmental matters to developing 

countries, at their request, is concerned, thus developing their 

indigenous capacity, and facilitating technical cooperation 

between developing countries. 

The Bank continues to support traditional projects producing 

important environmental benefits. These mainly cover reforestation, water 

supply and sanitation and urban development and housing. A list of the 

projects for the period, 1981-1984 is given in Table 1. 

Additionally, the Bank has implemented several innovative 

environmentally-oriented/environmental projects per se with the active 

participation of the Environmental Specialists during project 

identification, formulation, processing, implementation and evaluation. 

These projects in the period 1981-85 are presented in Table 2; Table 3 

shows the proposed projects for 1986-1987 period. 

With the recently approved environment policy paper, the Bank's 

technical assistance program on institutional strengthening for enhancing 

environmental programs in DMC is expected to increase. Five technical 

assistance projects as proposed for 1986. 

The major bottleneck for Bank's technical assistance and loan 

projects in DMCs is primarily the low of priority the DMCs accord 

environmental concerns. However, the Bank has identified environment as 

the priority 'sector' in its Country Programming activities for some 

countries ].ike Malaysia and Korea, and this trend is expected to continue. 



38.100 12 Nov 1981 
35.500 25 Nov 1981 
46.000 25 Nov 1981 
14.400 17 Jun 1982 
15.000 30 Sep 1982 

25.500 23 Nov 1982 
60.00 23 Aug 1983 
39.300 27 Oct 1983 
62.800 10 Nov 1983 
24.500 15 Nov 1983 
67.000 15 Nov 1984 
27.000 11 Dec 1984 
9.600 11 Dec 1984 

464.700 (.66 per cent) 

60.000 12 Nov 1981 
39.300 26 Nov 1981 
30.200 28 Sep 1982 
36.700 9 Jun 1983 

166.200 (24 per cent) 
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TABLE I TRADITIONALENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY TUE BANK,191-84 a! 

Reforestation 

BAN-555 

SRI-568 
NiP-633 
MAL-709 
LAO-716 

Community Forestry 
(plus A/OTA) 

Community Forestry 
Hill Forest Development 
Compensatory Forestry Sector 
Second Forestry Development 

(plus A/U TA) 

Sub-Total 

11.0,00 	3 Dec 1981 

10.000 25 Mar 1982 
16.700 9 Aug 1983 
24.500 20 Nov 1984 
8.000 11 Dec 1984 

70.200 (10 per cent) 

Water Supply & Sanitation 

 KOR-539 Procvincial Cities Water Supply 
 INO-547 Semarang Water Supply 
 P111-545 Water Supply Sector 
 BAN-571 District Towns Water Supply 
 BIJR-584 Mandalay Water Supply 

(plus A/U TA) 
 KOR-603 Rural Sewage Treatment Sector 
 KOR-635 Small Towns Water Supply Sector 
 P111-645 Manila Water Supply Rehab. 
 KOR-650 Second Sewage Treatment 

 MAL-652 Kedah Watr Supply 
 KOR-705 Eight Water Supply 
 KOR-720 Ninth Water Supply 
 NEP-719 Rural Water Supply Sector 

Sub-Total 

Urban Development & 1-lousin 

 KOR-538 Second Low Income Urban Hsg. 
 INO-550 Medan Urban Development 
 MAL-583 Second Trengganu Tcngah Dev. 
 INO-629 Small Towns Urban Dev. Sector 

Sub-Total 

GRAND TOTM. 	701. 100_ 

a! 	Excluding those projects already listed in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 PROJECTS IN WHICH THE ENVIRONMENT SPECIALIST HAVE BEEN 
CLOSELY INVOLVED, 1981-1985 a! 

TA/Loan Approval 
T 1. t 	1 e Amount Cs) Date 

A. Advisory 8 Operational Technical Assistance 

 BA}-456 Energy Planning 2.100m 15 Apr 1982 
 PHI-562 Laguna de Bay Environmental 

Assessment 0.150m 7 Dec 1983 
 MAL-731 Kiang Valley Environmental 

Improvement 0.350iri Dec 1985 

B. 	Project Preparatory Technical Assistance 

 KOR-391 Han River Basin Environmental 
Master Plan 0.125 

 P111-423 Agricultural Waste Recycling 0.350 
 THA-499 Sorigkhla Lake Basin Planning 

Study 0.500 
 PHI-662 Groundwater Salinity Intrusion 

Control Study 0.344 

C. 	Engineering Loans 

KOR-534 	Han River Basin Environmental 
Master Plan 	4.100 

TRA-618 	Songkhla Lake Basin Planning 
Study 	 3.000 

D. 	Loans 

 INO-400 Bandung Urban Development 32.300 
 THA-440 Mae Moh (Unit 4) Power 81.800 
 INO-479 Lower Citanduy Irrigation 55.200 
 PHI-528 

/529 Palawan Integrated Area Dev. 47.000 
 INO-682 National Estate Crop 

Protection 63.000 
 PAK-700 Left Bank Outfall Drain 

(Stage I) 122.000 

19 Dec 1980 
29 Oct 1981 

21 Dec 1982 

28 Dec 1984 

20 Oct 1981 

21 Dec 1982 

29 May 1979 
14 Dec 1979 
13 Nov 1980 

29 Sep 1981 

29 Mar 1984 

25 Oct 1984 

at 	involvement included participation -in Fact-Finding missions, TA 
Inception and TA Review missions, Pioject Administration missions 
and preparation of Terms of Reference for consultants. 
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Table 3 Proposed Projects for 1986-1987 

Ti tie 

A. 	Advisory and Operational Technical Assistance 

THA: Industrial Pollution control and Management 

NEP: Kathmandu Valley Development: Regional cum 
Environmental Planning 

BHIJ: Environmental Impacts of Large Projects 

PNG: Institutional. Strengthening for Department 
of Environment and Conservation 

TA/Loan Amount 

0.295 in 

0.250 in 

0.170 in 

0.200 in 

B. 	Project Preparatory Technical Assistance 

MAL: Kiang Valley Toxic and Hazardous Waste 
Disposal (1986) 

MAL: Fasibility Study for Slop Reception 
atid Treatment (1987) 

C. 	Loans 

MAL: Study for Combined Sewerage and Industrial 
Waste Water Treatment (1987) 

MAL: Kiang Valley Toxic and Hazardous Waste 
Disposal (1987) 

MAL: Kiang Valley Environment Improvement (1987) 

0.100 in 

0.250 ni 

30 in 

60 in 
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5. 	Identify favourable consideration, if any, of project proposals 

that are speclally designed to protect, rehabilitate, manage or 

otherwise enhance the human environment, the quality of life, and 

resources thereto related. 

This question overlaps with question 4. The policy paper "Review 

of the Bank's Environmental Policies and Procedures" supports continuation 

of traditional environmental projects covering reforestation; watershed 

management, water supply and waste management and urban development and 

housing - all of which enhance the human environment and the quality of 

life and optimal use of natural resources. The paper also provides a 

favourable framework for promoting projects leading to developing the 

institutional capacity of DMCs to plan and manage the -jr own environment. 

The Bank's support for this could take the form of technical assistance 

projects to strengthen legislation, undertake studies and train (and equip) 

the staff of executing and enforcement agencies in DMCs. Since the Bank's 

support for project proposals also requires favourable consideration and 

priority assignment by the Government, the Bank activities may be limited 

to those projects so endorsed. 
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6. 	Also identify initiation and/or cooperation in research studies 

leading to improvement of project appraisal methodologies of 

environmental protection measures, including cost-benefit 

analysis. 

The Bank in the last five years has approved/implemented several 

innovative projects (e.g. the Han River Environmental Master Plan, Korea; 

the Palawan Integrated Environmental Program, Philippines; the Songkhla 

Lake Basin Planning, Thailand and the Kiang Valley Environmental 

Improvement, Malaysia). These have helped promote the concept of 

economic-turn environmental planning in the Asia/Pacific region. 

Other activities aimed at improving project processing and 

implementation are: 

A Manual on Economic Analysis of Environmental Impacts 

(completed) 

A Manual on the Use of Pesticides under Bank financed Projects 

(on-going) 

Environmental Guidelines for Selected Infrastructure Projects 

(on-going) 

Environmental Planning and Management: Proceedings of the 

Regional Symposium on Environmental and Natural Resources 

Planning, 1986 (completed) 

The Bank*  is interested in joining the efforts of other 

multilateral development banks In establishing Environmental Guidelines to 

suit the needs of their staff. 
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7. 	Describe current status of programmes, if any, for the training 

and information of operational staff in the environmental-

dimension of economic development. 

The Environment Specialists organIze once a year an in-house 

seminar/workshop for the Bank's staff along the theme "Environmental 

Planning and Management and Economic Evaluation". The seminar/workshop 

reviews the characteristics of ecological systems and the impact of 

development activities, relationships of the natural resources base to 

development prosjects, environmental quality criteria and standards, 

environmental policies and guidelines, economic analysis, environmental 

impact categories, environmental protection strategies, development control 

systems, and the relationship of environmental planning and management 

practices to the Bank's development projects. It also reviews/examines a 

number of case studies. 

The Bank's environmental policy also supports the organization of 

regional seminars to extend environmental awareness beyond Bank staff to 

include the staff of executing and enforcement agencies. The first, 

"Regional Symposium on Environmental and Natural Resources Planning", was 

held at Manila from 19-21 February 1986 and was attended by participants 

from 16 DMCs and observers from 13 agencies embracing bilateral and 

multilateral agencies, embassies and other organizations. 

When appropriate, brief presentations on environmental topics 

have also been included in informal seminars, e.g. pesticide usage, soil 

conservation, and hazardous waste management. 

The Bank's staff are also kept informed and guided by preparation 

of some 29 of checklists on various types of projects, and information 

documents such as sociological aspects of irrigation project planning and 

health and safety implications of development projects. 
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8. 	Identify progress achieved and difficulties encountered in the 

preparation, publication and dissemination of documentation and 

audiovisual material proviiing guidance on the environmental 

dimension of economic development activities. 

The Environment Specialists disseminate appropriate documentation 

to Bank staff, the borrower, and relevant bilateral and multilateral 

agencies. A retrieval system has also been established for Country 

Environmental and Natural Resources Profiles, Generic Guidelines, 

Environmental and Pollution Control Documents and References. A collection 

of selected environmental impact assessment reports on projects implemented 

in the Bank's DMCs has just been initiated. 

A yearly summary of environmental activities is also dessiminated 

through the Bank's Annual Report. The Environment Specialists also 

contribute to the Bank's Quarterly Review and Asian Development Review. 
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9. 	Please identify other issues, if any, relevant to an adequate 

implementation of the provisions of the Declaration; in this 

respect thought could be given to amendments to the Declaration 

of Principles. 

The concept and operational framework provided in the Declaration 

of Principles is broad enough to accommodate the activities of the Bank and 

hence no amendment is envisaged. However, it may be timely to have a 

meeting of policy/decision-makers of the multilateral development banks, 

along with the Environment Specialists, to review future environmental 

activities (CIDIE may not be the most appropriate vehicle to pursue this 

exercise). 

4 
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IN 1 R 00 U C 110 N 

During the past year a number of important developments 

t h a t are retevant to the Dec&aration of Principles have 

taken place in t h e European Community; 	and my report on 

behalf of t h e Comrnissfon of the European Communities wtl.t 

focus on them. 

Before, 	however, 	I do so I should like to sketch in a 

Little 	background -. to 	remind 	you 	of t h e 	approach and 

principles 	t h a t 	underlie 	the 	European 	Community's 

environmental 	protection policies; 	and its 	approach to 

development. 

One of 	t h e k e y statements in t h e Communityts Third 

Environmental A c t i o n Programme - which was adopted in 1983 

and 	renTains 	current - is 	t h a t 	t h e 	resources 	of 	t h e 

environment 	are the basis of - but also constitute the 

timits to - further economic and social development and the 

improvement of living conditions. 	And it acknowledges that a 

central 	objective 	must 	be 	the 	sound 	management 	of 

resources - to ensure, as the Third Programme puts it, t h e 

Lng-terni availability of all the resources w h i c h determine 

ttie quality of Life, of adequate quality and of sufficient 

quientity. 

In 	addition, 	t h a t 	s a m e 	Prograqme 	stated 	t h a t 	t h e 

Comwunity 	should 	regard 	environmental 	protection 	as 	an 

integral p a r t of i t s development cooperation policy; 	and 

emt on to set down certain priority aims in that area: - 
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- conservation of tropical forests; 	- 

- measures. to combat desertificat ion; 

- water management; 

- introduction of agricultural and enerc '-use systems w h i c h 

are compatible with the environment; 

- development 	of 	"national 	conservatn 	strategies" 	in 

developing 	countries 	in 	order 	to 	help 	realize 	the 

objectives of the World Conservation Strategy. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

In 	a 	Communication 	published 	by 	the 	Commission 	in 

Oétober 1984 on The Environmental Dimension of t h e 

Community's Development Policy" t h i s approach was further 

developed. At that stage final preparations were being made 

for the signature of the third Lomé Convention - between the 

European Community and 66African, Caribbean and Pacific 

countries and the Commission announced, in the Communication 

to which I have referred, the principles by which it would 

be 	guided 	in 	negotiating 	and 	carrying 	out 	cooperation 

agreements with developing countries. 	- 

It spelled them out as follows 	- 

1. 	economic 	and 	social 	development 	and 	environmental 

protection 	are 	not 	ooly 	compatible 	but 	mutually 

reinforcing; 
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the need for environmentally sensitive and -  responsible 

development h a s become more important and urgent in 

t h e L i g h t of increasing population and conconiittarit 

pressures on the earth's resources and Life—supporting 

ecological systems in some areas; 

the principaL aim of development policy will therefore 

be to manage t h e Living and non—Living resources of 

the planet so that they may yield the greatest benefit 

to 	the 	present 	generation 	while 	maintaining their 

potentiaL to meet the needs and aspirations of future 

generations; 

procedures will exist for the assessment of the Likely 

significant eff e c t s on t h e environment of policies, 

programmes 	and 
	

projects 	to 	be 	financed 	by 	t h e 

- Community, 	in 
	

order 	to 	ensure 	that 	development 

proposals 	meet 
	

the 	requirements 	of 	environmental 

protect ion; 

developing countries will be encouraged and assisted 

to prepare and implement conservation strategies f o r 

t h e i r 	living 	and 	non — living 	resources, 	in 	w h i c h 

p o s i t i v e 	measures 	to 	restore 	or 	to 	conserve 	t.he 

environment shouLd receive special attention? 

developing countries will be encouraged and assisted 

to 	improve 	t h e i r 	own 	capacity 	to 	manage 	the 

environment 	and 	use 	their 	own 	resources 	in 	a 

sustainable manner, 	notably by t r a i n i n g persons for 

• the necessary skills and by devetoping and diffusing 

appropriate methods and practices. 	- 
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These principles found full expression in the Lomé III 

Convention - which as you will know was signed in Lomé in 

December 1984 and which came into force very recently. 	T h i s 

major agreement has, 	I believe, a number of unique features. 

First, it covers a very large number of deveLoping 

countries. Secondly it contains numerous mutual commitments. 

Thirdly it envisages a partnership between the Community and 

the ACP countries which will lead to joint agreement on the 

development programmes to be pursued.' Arfd it is also 

important to'stress, 	in the context of this meeting, 	that' 

the Lomé III Corivention incorporates a considerable number 

of references to environmental protection, 	to the need for 

devetcment to be "sustainable"; 	and for natural resources 

to be protected. 

Particular 	reference should be made to the specific 

themes that the Commission has all along indicated as those 

to which it attaches i.mportance in seeking together with any 

developing countries which so de'sire, a development strategy 

compatible with lasting conservation and improvement of the 

environment. These are:- 

- combating desertification; 

- better 	exploitation 	of 	domes€ic 	livestock 	and 	wild 

animals; 	 ' 

lk 

- management of water resources; 

- emphasis of rural development. 

The Commission h a s also emphasised that Programmes and 

projects which are likely to have significant effects on t h e 

environment 	should 	automatically 	be 	t h e 	subject 	of 

environmental impact assessment. 	Such assessments should put 
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forward alternative solutions, 	t h e developing country and 

the cooperating country then jointly opting for the solution 

which best 	meets the requi.rements not only of economic 

development but also o'fthe en.vironment, 	t h e latter thus 

beconing 	one 	of 	t h e 	basic 	c r i t e r i a 	in 	deciding 	which' 

techniques to employ. 

.10. 	1 will come bac1 	in a moment to the question of how 

these aims and priorities have been pursued over the past 

year in beginning the process of implementing Lomé III. But 

first I should Like to go back to one or two other policy 

developments in the Community that are relevant to CIDIE. 

COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT POLICY 	- 

In 	March 1985 	the 	European 	Council 	(which 	is 	the 

meeting several t i m e s a year, 	of the Community's Heads of 

S t a t e and Government.) discussed enviro-mentat policy. 	I t s 

conclusions 	underlined 	the 	central 	role 	now 	seen, f o r 

environmentaL protection policy in alt of the Community's 

other policies - it is to be g i v e n 	he d i m e n s i o n of an 

essential component"; 	and they also called for the Council 

of M i n i s t e r s 	"to m a k e every effort, 	together w i t h t h e 

Commission, to ensure that the years tv come are marked by 

significant progress in Community action for the protection 

of the environment in Europe arid throughout the world". 

At about t h e same time, 	documens prepared f o r t h e 

World Economic S u m m i t w h i c h met In Bonn in May 1985 h a d 

important thincs to say about environmental protection. 	One 

report (published by the UK Government - which was in charge 

of preparation - had t h i s to say: 	"one 	rea.son 	why t h e 

environment is abused is t h a t it is a commodity f o r w h i c h 

people have not had to pay and do not have to pay"; 	"thus 

environment' policy h a s to s e t h i g h levts of environmenal 
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quaLity, 	which 	will 	then 	give 	rise 	to 	high 

barriers - particularly economic barriers - for an abuse of 

environment. 	Under these conditions, economic growth is not 

opposed to environmental protection; on the contrary, it 

makes easier an increase in the amount of resources devotec 

to environmental protection". The report went on to say that 

"the way ahead is for high environmental quality objectives 

to provide t h e irTcentive f o r innovation and f o r t h e 

development of techniques which are clean and, 	at the same 

time, efficient in t h e use of resources". I believe that, 

these are new perceitons that we would be well advised to 

consider also in the context of development policy. 

Finally - in 	reiction 	to 	environmental 	policy 

developments w i t h i n t h e Community - I must mention the 

agreement earlier t h i s y e a r between our Member S t a t e d on 

amendments to t h e Treaty of Rome - the' Treaty w h i c h 

established the European Community. One important feature of 

those amendments w a s t h e agreement' to include in t h e 

modified 	Treaty - for 	t h e 	first 	time - a 	Chapter 	on 

environmental protection. Moreover tire new provisions will 

make plain that other Community policies must take account 

of environmental protection requirements; and that standards 

of protection must be set at a high le'el. 

I believe t h a t all these developments in t h e field of 

environmental policy permit one to conclude that the 

Community is moving towards the implementation of stricter 

environmental standards; and is increasingly recognising 

t h a t such standards are not opposed to economic growth but 

rather t h e reverse - that t h e y help to protect t h e 

environmental 	resource 	b a s e 	w h i c h 	alone 	can 	ensure 	a, 

sustainable 	future. 	I 	also 	believe 	that 	these 	same 

perceptions a r e equally valid in relation to development 

policy. 	One need look'no further than desertification and 
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the crisis in Africa - which we are to discuss Lafer in this 

meeting - to know t h a t t h i s is t r u e ; and to be. aware that 

t h e key challenge is now to protect tne resources of t h e 

environment f o r the sake of the future at the same time as 

securing appropriate development to meet the needs of today. 

DESERTI F I CATION 

With 	that 	remark 	let 	me 	now 	return 	to 	the 

implementation of t h e Community's development policy. 	And 

let me f i r s t s a y something on t h e particular question of 

desertification in Africa - a matter which much preoccupies 

the Community. 	Considerable efforts have been made with 

emergency food aid; 	but much more important in the long run 

is t h e Community's commitment to fight a g a i n s t 

desertificatior, and to try to assist African Governments to 

tackle its root causes 

As we all know Africa's critical 	situation has come 

about in t h e context of an alarming deterioration of i t s 

natural 	resources 	(declining 	soil 	fertility, 	erosion., 

increasing 	destruction 	of 	p L a n t 	cover) 	of 	w h i c h 

desertification is an extreme form. 	this is the backcloth to 

the 	drought 	and 	food 	shortage 	situations 	in 	Africa. 

Desertification needs to be dealt with very urgently, 	b o t h 

in 	t e r m s 	of 	i t s 	indirect 	causes 	(increasing 	needs, 

unsuitable 	cultivation 	methods) 	and 	direct 	causes 

(deforestation and soil erosion). 	To tackle it effectively 

involves rethinking the whole development problem 	(rural 

development in particular) •- a complex and long process. 

The gravity of the problem, 	which threatens-the future 

of Africa, 	spurred t h e European Council when it m e t last 	- 

June 	in 	Milan 	to 	propose 	a 	European 	plan 	to 	combat 

desertification, 	to which 'tall' European aid, 	Community and 
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bilateral" will give "priority...and long-term commitments, 

and...organize t h e i r contribution coherently by setting up 

an appropriate coordination structure". This mandate was the 

basis for an important Commuriica,tion from the Commission to 

the Council setting out specific sets of proposals for 

a c t i o n ( w h i c h we will be ready to discuss under Item 7 on 

our fgenda). 	Suffice it to s a y f o r the moment t h a t t h i s 

i n i t i a t i v e led, 	only a few days ago to the adoption of an 

important Council Resolution on t h e implementation of t h e 

Plan (of which I will have copies circulated); 	and that this 

effort 	is 	one 	of 	our 	h i g h e s t 	p r i o r i t i e s 	in 	the 

implementation of the Lomé III Convention. 	But we are under 

no illusions 	as to t h e difficulties. 	S u c h complex and 

delicate 	issues 	as 	resettlement, 	migration, 	popjlation 

policies and family limitation - not to mention such matters 

as 	over-rapid 	urban 	growth, 	firewood 	supplies, 	rural 

industries, water and sanitation, the role of women - are 

all involved and must be addressed if we are to hope for a 

positive outcome. 

18. 	In t h i s 'struggle t h e r e is a consensus t h a t t h e rural 

sector 	must 	receive 	general 	priority 	in 	terms 	of 

development, 	with special emphasis on achieving greater food 

security so t h a t f o o d imports (intended chiefly for urban 

consumers) 	c a n 	be 	reduced. 	Sever3t 	p o i n t s 	can - and 

shouLd - be 	made 	in 	this 	context; 	and 	they 	serve 	to 

underline the complexity of the whole matter. For example: - 

food strategies, 	which have already produced 

encouraging results in some couritries, 	must be 

set in action; 	this will often involve a reform 

of pricing, credit and marketing systems as well 

as of food consumption habits; such reforms wiLL 

often mean striking a delicate potiticaL balance 
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between the needs of poor urban consumers and of 

producers who, without sufficient incentives, 

preer not to produce a -marketable surplus. 

where possible, 	the smallhding should be the 

principal development pattei, 	both on grounds 

of efficiency and income distribution  (among a 

population repres'enting betwen 60 % and 80 % of 

the total); 	smaliholdings should be encouraged- 

to a t t a i n maximum self—reiance w i t h i n 

cooperative or village associtions, thus taking 

the responsibility 6ff the shoulders of official 

bodies. 

- the development of .  the rural economy, 	if it is 

to take off and be sustained, necessarily 

depends upon a favourable economic environment 

(transport, supply of inputs, marketing and also 

contributions from other sectors, in particular 

rural 	and 	urban 	craft 	industry, 	etc.). 

Furthermore, t h e b a s i c pprcach to s u c h 

deveLopment must involve an awareness of t h e 

need to conserve t h e soil's natural fertility 

and this will o f t e n entail the introduction of 

more advanced production methods. 

A challenge indeed! 

19. 	Before I move on to deal with other matters that I want 

to cover, 	Let me 	add just 	one word 	on the 	issue of 

desertificatiort (and indeed of rural development). 	And that 

is simply to stress t h e role of t h e ndividua. Somehow 

mans have to be found to secure the genuine participation 

of t h e Local population in t h e fight a g a i n s t 

desertification. 	If we cannot do t h a t we a r e lost. 	This 
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point was strongly made in a further Communication from t h e 

Commission 	to 	t h e 	Council 	on 	"Development 	Problems 	in 

Africa" which was published onLy last month. And it was also 

expressed v e r y clearly by t h e Commissioner responsible f o r 

environment,p'ôlicy at the SILVA Conference on Forestry which 

was organised in February t h i s y e a r by t h e French 

Government. 

On that occasion the Commissioner said this: - 

"The fight against desertification concerns every 

farmer, 	every herdsman, 	e v e r y African forester, 

indeed every citizen. They hoLd their natural 

resources only as trustees to be well managed for 

the benefit of future generations. Sadly, in their,  

daily struggle to feed their families, men and 

women are the main actors in the creation of the 

desert. B u t t h e y a r e also agents in t h e battle 

against 	desertification. 	Their 	active 

participation is a condition precendent f o r t h e 

success of 	any action 	in this 	area. 	In 	this 

respect 	t h e 	involvement 	of 	non-governmental 

organisations is critical." 

I believe that this 	is a crucial 	issue that we should 

discuss under Item 7 -' how can the aid agencies - in the way 

they conduct their business - encourage local involvement? 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LOME III CONVENTION 

Let me move back now to the broader canvas of the 

implementation of the Lomé III Convention. 	As is, 	I think, 

known 	Community 	a i d 	is 	intended 	to 	t i e 	in 	w i t h 	t h e 

objectives 	and 	priorities 	for 	economic 	and 	social 

development which 	are set at both national and regional 
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level by the governments concerned. 	The objectives and the 

focal sectors f o r Community aid a r e bcing d e f i n e d in t h e 

"nationaL indicative programmes" adopted by joint agreement. 

By m i d May 1986, 	t h i s programming exercise h a d been 

completed in 55 out of a total of 66 ACF countries. 	It was 

possible to obtain a number of understandings, 	w i t h regard 

to 	t h e 	m a i n 	"sectors 	of 	concentration", 	d u r i n g 	t h e 

negotiations. 	In line with the principaL objectives of the 

Convention, 	most 	of 	t h e 	countries 	concerned 	c h o s e •to 

concentrate 	t h e i r 	Community 	a i d 	on 	supporting 	a 	rural 

development sector strategy, 	aiming in practically all cases 

at greater food security and seLf—sufficiency. 	They chose to 

devote on average 70 % to 80 7. (in some c a s e s close on 

100 7.) of the resources at their disposal to the achievement 

of t h i s goal. 	in nearly all t h e i n d i c a t i v e programmes the 

protection of t h e environment 	h a s been considered as an 

integral part of the rural development sector. 	As a result, 

in some 50 countries, 	the fight against desertification and 

t h e w i d e r themes of environmental protection and optimum 

utiLization of natural resources witL o b t a i n Community 

support, paraLlel to the rural develpmnt objectives. 

The main emphasis is on reafforestation, 	the protection 

of forest resources, 	economies in fuetwood, 	the prevention 

of soil erosion, 	the optimum use of water resources and the 

development of new and renewabLe energy sources. In 

conformity with the rules of the Lorné Convention it wilL be 

now up to the governments and to regional bodies to propose 

specific projects a n d programmes w h i c h c a n translate t h e 

environmental obj - ectives and concerns into practice. 

However 	it 	is 	perhaps worthwhile 	to 	record that 	a 

number of significant 	environmental projects 	a r e already 

under consideration, such as: 	 - 
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- 	Guinea-Conakry 

- Protection of the north and east faces of the Fouta Djalon 

and Simandou ranges, 	natural "reservoirs" in w h i c h t h e 

main 	r i v e r s 	of 	sudano--sahelian 	West 	Africa 	rise. 

Area: 70,000 km 2 . 	 - 

Sahelian Region 

- Development of the middle Senegal River Basin, 	including 

t h e woodland g r a z i n g a r e a s of t h e immediate hinterland: 

this involves tree-planting schemes, management of surface 

and underground w a t e r resources and some intensification 

of livestock production over an area of 35,000 kri 2  in all. 

E t h i o p i a 

- Intensification of agriculture coupled with actie erosion 

control measures in Ethiopia's Wolto and Godjam districts, 

involving reafforestation, small-scle w a t e r engineering 

schemes and improvement of catchment 	areas, 	all w i t h 

extensive grassroots participation. Area: 35,000 km 2 . 

Rwandaf8urundi 

- Development of Kagera w i t h a v i e w to settlement of rural 

overspill popuLation. Area: 35,000 km 2 . 

\ 

East Africa 	- 

- tnventory of underground w a t e r resourcs in cooperation 

w i t h I G A D D (Intergovernmental Agency for- Development and 

Drought) - 
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SOLI DARITY ACTIONS 

So much for the mainstream of action under Lomé III. 	In 

addition there 	is a 	further Community action 	(which 	is 

unusual andwhich could, I beLieve, be significant given the 

increaing awareness of citizens in developed countries of 

the needs of developing countries). I refer to direct 

cooperation. between local authorities in developed and Third 

World countries. 

In June 1984, 	the Council of Ministers called upon the 

Commission 	to 	encourage 	initiatives 	t a k e n 	by 	European 

municipalities 	and 	regional 	authorities 	in 	the 	field of 

water development in the Third world. Since then, several 

meetings have been organised by the Commission in order to 

facilitate exchange of information and to ensure a proper 

cooperation between t h e different interested p a r t i e s w h i c h 

mainly belong to two organisations - the "Council of 

European 	Municipalities 	and 	Regions" 	and 	t h e 	European 

section of the 'International Union of Local Authorities". 

The 	Commission 	has 	also 	funded 	two 	studies 	which 

contain concrete proposals for the establishment of a j o i n t 

information system and a small central agency w h i c h would 

have a clearing house fvnction. 	The thrust of action under 

this initiative which is known as "Solidarité Eau", 	will be 

in the rural areas of the dry and semi-arid areas mainLy in 

Africa; 	it w4ll f o c u s on all k i n d s of w a t e r u s e at t h e 

village level, 	s u c h as domestic w a t e r supply, 	smaLL-scale 

irrigation, 	public hygiene, 	watering of cattle. 	Several 

hundred European local and regional authorities a r e already 

taking an active part in this solidarity action; 	the funds 

raised can be estimated at severaL million US-dollars. 	And 

it is encouraging that, 	at i t s General Assembly meeting in 

Berlin 	under 	a 	m o n t h 	ago, 	the. Council 	of 	European 
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Municipalities 	and. 	Regions 	d e c i d e d 	to 	reinforce 	i t s 

activities 	in 	this 	field 	in 	cooperation 	with 	the 	other 

European associations of local and regional authorities. 

F o r i t s p a r t t h e European Commission is very much in 

favour of t h i s new f o r m o 	coopertion and will further 

promote t h e s e efforts. 	Perhaps we should consider whether 

comparable approaches could prove valuable -  in relation' to 

others of t h e Third World's problems - sanitation, energy 

supplies, the promotion of craft industries and so forth. 

OTHER 0 EVELOPMEF'LTS 

Finally I should like to report on, a number of other 

environmental developments in the Comunity - which are not 

in t h e mainstream 	(so to say) 	of Community development 

policy but w h i c h nonetheless my be of some significance 

over 	time - and 	which 	in- any event 	seem 	to 	me 	w o r t h 

mentioning in a "round—up" report like this. 

First 'amongst these "other matters" let me mention the 

adoption 	in 	M a r c h 	Last 	year, 	after 	long 	delays 	in 

negotiation, 	of 	a 	Directive 	on 	environmental 	impact 

assessment. The Directive (which will come i n t o force in 

1988) concerns the assessment of the environmental effects 

of certain public and private projects and is a basic text 

for a preventive policy for the protection of the 

environment. 	Under it Member States are obliged to submit 

certain major projects 	(such for example as 	refineries, 

, power 	stations, 	integrated 	chemical 	installations, 

motorways, por-ts, etc.) to an environmental impact 

assessment prior to 'decisions to authorise them going ahead. 

In a d d i t i o n t h e y must also submit other projects to an 

evaluation where they consider that their characteristics so 

demand). This is of course an internal Community law; but it 
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is a crucial elenent in environmental iolicy and, 	beari.ng  in 

mind the conclusions of the European council (and indeed. of 

t h e Treaty modification) w h i c h I mentioned earlier, it is 

bound to have an influence on all othr Community policies, 

includino development policy - where, however, as - I have 

indicated, the concept is already well 'on board". 

A second matter of some importane to the Third World 

concerns exports of dangerous substances and wastes. On both 

fronts action is in hand in the Cornmuniy. 	As regards wastes 

a Council D e c i s i o n h a s recently been 	aken to mike exports 

from the Community to third countries subject to the prior 

informed consent of t h e importing countries. 	As regards 

certain particularly dangerous chemical;, 	a similar proposal 

.will shortly be published by the Commission, 	involving both 

the introduction of the informed consent approach (after an 

initial purely 	information phase - in line w i t h UNEP and 

OECD recommendations) and also a mandate to negotiate the 

same approach at international level. 	If d e c i s i o n s a r e in 

due course taken on t h e s e lines, 	I am convinced that they 

will be of considerable assistance to developing countries, 

helping 	t h e m 	to 	pursue 	a 	more 	discriminating 	(and 

environmentally 	sound) 	approach 	in the pursuit 	of their 

development goals. Moreover I m i g h t j u s t add that, in a 

recent Communication to t h e Council on "New Directions in 

Environment Policy" t h e Commission h a s suggested t h a t t h e 

Community should s e e k to promote the development of 

world—wide 	codes 	of 	practice 	in 	relation 	to 	the 

international movement of dangerous chemicals, 	wastes and 

• 	plant. 

A t h i r d matter t h a t may be of some interest is the 

environmental conclusions reached as p a r t of t h e recently 

completed 	review of 	the 	Community's 	Common Agricultural 

Policy. 	Here what has emerged is a recognition that action 
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is 	needed 	to 	control 	the 	over—use 	of 
	pesticides 	and 

fertilisers; 	to secure the proper management of agricultural 

wastes, 	especially from intensive livestock u n i t s ; 	and to 

a s s i s t 	farmers 'who 	may 	need 	to 	change 	their 	farming 

practices for reasons of environmental protec tion. 	All these 

developments 	may well 	have 	analogue5 	in due 	course in 

developing countries. 	 - 

CONCLUS iors 

To sum up, 	the past year has been an important one in 

the European Community, so far as concerns progress relevant 

to our Declaration of Principles. 	Lomé III is crucial to our 

development efforts and takes full account of environmental, 

requir'ements. 	We are convinced that, 	as it is progressively 

implemented, 	we shall be afle to ensure that environmental 

imperatives a r e respected. We mustsucceed; otherwise we 

shall simply be presiding over the destruction of the next 

generation's resource base for sustainable development - the 

envi ronment. 

T h e crucial t e s t c a s e p a r exelterce is Africa. and the 

daunting challenge of desertification; 	t h i s will be a very 

h i g h priority for us. 

On the environmental policy front too, 	t h e p a s t y e a r 

has been important with major s t e p s being taken within the 

Community to acknowledge the central part that environmental 

protection requirements must play in the implementation of 

all 	other 	policies. 	In 	relation 	to 	this 	evolution of 

thinking, 	t h e Community's development p o L i c y c a n validly 

claim to have been "ahead of t h e field" - for t h i s is an 

a r e a 	of 	Community 	policy 	w h e r e 	the 	need 	to 	respect 

environmental 	requirements 	has 	long 	been 
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recognised - naturally enough perhaps since it deals more 

directly than do most policies with the natural resource 

base that must sustain us all. 

One finaL word. 	You who a r e listening to me a r e no 

doubt 	convinced 	of 	this 	need to 	respect 	environmental 

requirements. I am convinced. But t h e r e a r e still too 

many- in developed and developing countries alike - who are 

not. We hope that the work of the World Commission on 

Environment and Development - who are due to report next 

y e a r through 	t h e UN system - will greatly he1p in t h i s 

regard. 	But direct efforts to convince people in aLL walks 

of life are also essential. 	I would not dream of compairing 

the 	effectiveness 	of 	Community 	action 	to 	that 	of that 

charismatic figure Bob Geldof, 	who h a s done so much f o r 

Africa. 	- 

What he has done more than anythinq, 	in my view, 	is to 

make individual peop[e aware of the scale .of t h e c r i s i s in 

Africa; 	and of the fact that t h e y a r e not powerless - that 

they can 	do something 	about 	it. 	But we who represent 

powerful 	institutions - must 	not 	rely 	solely 	on 	"Bob 

Geldof's" to motivate and sensitise the public who - through 

our various democratic institutions - are, 	in the end, 	our 

constituencies, 	our backers, our conscience and our clients. 

We must be ready to do it ourselves. 

That is why I want to end my statement with a reference 

to the European Year of the Environment which was designated 

as s u c h by t h e European Council of March last y e a r at t h e 

s a m e 	t i m e 	as 	it 	made 	t h e 	forward - looking 	statements 

regarding t h e evolution of en'ironmept 	protection policy 

t h  a t I have aLready mentioned. 	The Y e a r wilL s t a r t on the 

f i r s t day of Snring in 1987 and its basic aim will be to 

change attitudes to the environment. 
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We aim to reach hearts and minds - in board rooms; 	in 

trade unions; 	in schools, 	inuniversities; 	in individuals; 

in the media; 	wherever. 	We want to cc;vince all elements in 

s o c i e t y throughout t h e Community of t h e simple point of 

w h i c h our 	leaders have already told us viz, 	t h a t t h e 

environment is important; 	t h a t envirnmentaL problems a r e 

something that can be dealt with, 	can he tackled; that each 

of us has a part to p-t -ay and can do somothing; and that each 

of us should do something. 	We shall work cLosely with the 

WorLd Commission on Environment and Dev:eLôpment; 	and a 

meeting in Brussels between the Community as a whole and the 

World Commission to discuss its draft report wilt be an 

important event in the early part of t h e European Year of 

the Environment. 

Certainly, during the European Year of the Environment, 

one of 	the 	themes 	that 	will 	be 	stressed will 	be the 

environmental probLems of developing countries and the role 

of the Community in relation to them - the need to protect 

natural resources; 	the need to ensure that development is 

sustainable and not a mere "flash in the pan"; 	the need to 

find some way of halting (and rotting back) the advance of 

the desert. As such we believe that the Year will contribute 

significantly to forwarding the work of this Committee. 
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1. 

1. 	Institutional arranQements for the imolementation of the EIB's 

environmental polic 

On a proposal by the Board of Directors, the EIB's Board of Governors 

decides on the Bank's general lending policy which is then implemented by the 

Management Committee and the different Directorates of the Bank. 

At its meeting on June 4, 1984, the Board of Governors, acting on a 

proposal from the Board of Directors, endorsed its recommendations, which may by 

summarised as follows 

- 	strict application of national and Counity regulations 

- 	in the absence of binding regulations 

encourage investors to adopt the least polluting design they 

can afford and, at all events, to provide for subsequent in-

corporation of adequate waste treatment facilities 

consideration of the overall impact on the environment when 

assessing the econic viability of a project, particularly 

in the case of cross-border pollution 

- 	extension of the eligibility criteria to projects helping substantial- 

ly to protect the envirorment 

- 	additionall) finance of up to 10 S of total costs for projects in- 

corporating anti-pollution equipment offering greater protection 

than that required under existing standards 

- 	outside the Comrnmity, the Bank should refrain from financing pro- 

jects which seriously transgress international standards, allowance 

being made for the specific ecological problems of the countries 

concerned 

- 	the Bank should continue to join forces with other financing insti- 

tutions, particularly within the framework of the CIDIE. 

.1. 

a,  

1) Normally EIB loans do not exceed 50 % of total investment costs. 
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It is the task of the Directorates for Operations, together with the 

Technical Advisory Service, to implement these recommendations. The latter is 

responsible for the technico-economic appraisal of all projects and ensures by 

its advice that the "INVESTMENT PROJECTS" are technically sound, profitable and 

of such quality that they meet the Bank's objectives. Included in the project 

appraisal is an assessment of the projects' impact on the environment and the 

envisaged measures of pollution control, etc. This assessment is based on 

studies and feasibility reports, etc. made by the promoter and his consultant 

and not on the Bank' s oi studies. 

The EIB has therefore no "environmental unit" to assess pollution 

control and related problems as distinct from the general technical and economic 

aspects of a project, but appraises these problems as a very important part of all 

iarojects by its spec ialised Technical Advisers. "Environmen -t:T is not seen as a 

secthr" but a di Jam of any project. The Technical Advisory Service com-

prises a.it 30 enginee:rs of all disciplines and is financed, like all B.* 

staff. ta the frrk of the regular budget. 

no changes occurred during the past year as far as arganisation and 
appri1 procedures are concerned. Environmental considerati 	are fully and 

effectively integrated in project appraisal and the Board of Directors pays 

particular attention to environmental problems. 

2.. 	Pro'ess achieved and bottlenecks encountered 

In general, the EIBs activity consists of project rce folloiv-

ing policies and prograimnes established by the responsible Governments. 
4 

By its project appraisal the EIB ensures that appropriate measures are taken 

to eliminate avoidable negative impacts on the project's environment. All 

- 	 projects should comply with the principles and recommendations of the Stock- 

hoim declaration. 

The EIB's Board of Governors has recommended that in cases where 

the general economic cost (including damage due to pollution) would exceed the 

general economic benefit the project will not be financed. 

No specific bottlenecks have been encountered. On the contrary, the 

.1. 
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EIB finances more and more projects contributing directly to a substantial im-

provement of the quality of air, water and soil. In cases where no environmentally 

sound programme exists and where a project,which in itself has no negative impact 

on the environment, would probably induce environmentally unsound developments, 

the EIB would refrain from financing. 

Cooperative negotiations with governments and international organi-

sations on environmental matters 

The FIB has never been involved in this kind of negotiation. 

IechiTical assistance on environmental matters offered by the ETB 

cording to the Treaty of Rome and its Statute, it is not the 

official task of the EIB to offer technical assistance of any kind (including 

envirocerta1 tters) for the purpose of increasing the indigenons cacity 

of develcpin& corntries through training, institution bülding, etc. 

ever, e 	Tec&'uücal Ath iser tries to iroe the enwironmeatal 

as well as tical aspects of projects wherever necez-y. 

Spial emvir=aental improvement projts 

The EIR continually finances proj ects to i,rroe the qtLity of 

air and soil, e.g. water supply and sewerage, dsu.lpAurisatior, eroei4xt 

crvtrol, ptr-e ii-o1irnt, etc. 

- 	6. 	Research on appraisal methods 

Since the SO2 Study, presented to CIDIE at its 5th Meeting in 

Luxembourg in 1984, no such research on cost/benefit analysis has been done. 

7. 	Staff training on environmental matters 

The Banks Technical Advisers participate very often in seminars 
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and congresses dealing with environmental matters as, for example, hazardous 

waste, the Barcelona convention, SO2 and NO X  control, environmental impact 

assessment, desertification, afforestation, energy saving, renewable energy, 

etc. 

Dissemination of documentation and audio-visual material 

It is not within the scope of the EIB's activities to prepare and 

di seetninate such aaterial. 

EIB's lding activities particularly an far as environmental im-
pr7nt and pollution control are concerned 

Fi ning operatloos carried out by the European Lnvestaent Bank to 

help eci r develt in the EEC Membew States and in other countries linked 

to the City, maiialy in the develapiM world, grew to 7.2br. EMs in 15. 

is represents an owal 1 rise of 4 % over the wv ii y. 

ctt of 	it might he merttnibile 

me!ltonng that i-M5 saw environmental protection and cultural heritage pre- 

-tion is rise to about 430m ECUs (against 154m in 1984. 130a ±n X, 

63m in 1982 and 20m in 1981). Funds wt to ita1latians for 	iing with 

effluent problems in Pc, Arno and Tiber rivers and in the ctal zone neer 

Venice, an well an to similar projects for reducing effluent pollution at 
different points on the Greek, Danish, British and Irish coasts. One loan 

was made in Italy for forest and fire protection by aircrafts, another fca- 

erosion control measures; others have been granted for alTorestation in Italy 

• Ireland. 

Furthermore, loans have been made to important refineries in order 

to reduce air and water pollution and energy consption. 

Important global loans have been made to help small and medium enter-

prises to reduce energy consumption and to invest in anti-pollution measures. 

ar 

.1. 
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Other investments like the construction of hydro-electrical plants, 

reconversion of thermo-power-plants from fuel to coal and gas, electrification 

of railways and road improvement have had useful environmental side-effects, 

such as reduction of energy consumption and air pollution. 

Also the loans granted for irrigation in the Mediterranean area - 

combined with the necessary drainage - are beneficial for the environment. 

9.2 	Operations outside the &ropean Community 

In 15, the ETh made available 425m ECIJs in the Heditevviumm  

cetnitries and 235m EC1Js under the Lamé Convention M in piv ious years, nterot 

co-f iring operations wmz-emounted in conjunctum with bilater&1 Cr multila-

t.eral aid, EEC budgetary aid and credit advced via other books mad iltertiOQal 

i51i ons. 

Financing provided in the WP 5tat 

In 1985, Bank financing in ttwee countries ran to Z35m SM, 	- 

prisiag 1,67.8m ECIJs in subsidised lois from own resources and 67.2w WWs in 

risk capital assistce. Despite the still far from easy economic situation. 

compounded by bad climatic conditions, the ETE succeeded in increasing the ieYei 

of its operations to the extent of committing the entire balance of the 291m of 

risk capital provided for under the Second Lowe Convention. By the end of the 

year, it had also committed 577. Sm from its own resources, or 82 % of the 

ximuxn laid down in the Convention. The funds benefited 27 ACP States (19 

African, 5 Caribbean and 3 Pacific) and three Cr's, bringing to 60 (out of 

a possible total of 64) the number of ACP States in which the Bank has mounted 

operations since entry into effect of the First Lamé Convention. 

The overall sectoral breakdown of financing sivs manufacturing industry 

accounting for almost 51 % of the total (directly-financed industrial projects - 

32.8 %; global loans - 17 %; other financial assistance to dfcs - 1 %), followed 

by the energy sector - 27 %, telecommunications - 12 %, transport - 3.4 %, water 

supply schemes - 3 %, and risk-capital-financed feasibility studies - 4 %. 

No projects meant particularly for environmental improvement have been 

financed. 
.1. 
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Operations in the two countries about to become members of the 

Community (Spain and Portugal) 

Finance deployed in Spain and Portugal under pre-accession financial 

cooperation agreements totalled 160m and lOOm ECUs respectively in loans from 

own resources, thereby accounting for the balances left available under the 

packages earmarked for these countries. Global loan credit in the region of 

50m ECUs went in favour of small and medium-sized industrial and tourism under-

takings; financing worth 140m ECUs contributed towards road, rail and harbour 

infrastructure, and a further 70m ECUs supported two energy-sector projects, 

principally with a view to harnessing indigenous resources and diversifying 

supply sources. 

Financing in other Mediterranean countries 

Aggregate lending in other non-Community Mediterranean countries 

ran to 165.2m ECUs, the bulk committed from the Bank's own resources. This 

compared with 327.6m ECUs for the previous year, of which 126.3m ECUB in 

Yugoslavia. 

Lending furnished pursuant to the Financial Protocols signed in 

1983 went as to 107m ECUs to the three Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco 

and Tunisia) and 58.2m ECUs to Syria and Cyprus. Infrastructural works ab-

sorbed 105.2m of aggregate financing, energy-sector installations accounted 

for 28m, and support for capital investment in the agricultural and fisheries 

sectors, 32rn. 

In the framework of global loans for agriculture in Tunisia, 

special measures have been financed concerning erosion control, pasture 

improvement and the fight against salinisation of date palm plantations. 

In 1986, the Bank's activity will hopefully further increase in 

the field of environmental protection. Flue gas cleaning equipment to fight 

against S02, thermal power-plants with fluidised bed combustion and erosion 

control will probably be financed to a bigger extent. 

In April 1986, the EIB for the first time has advanced to BNL/Italy 

Lit 30 billion in global loans to help finance small and medium-scale 

environmental protection projects. 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASPECTS OF THE BANK'S OPERATIONS IN 1985 

INTRODUCTION 

The present report complements the biennial one presented by the 
Bank in May 1985 and has been prepared to update the information on our 
operations in the field of environmental management. It is to be 
presented to the Seventh Meeting of the Coittee on International 
Development Institutions for the Environment (CIDIE) to be held in 
Nairobi from May 22 to 26, 1986. 

Progress in the Bank's Operations in the Environmental Area 

In 1985, the Bank sharpened its focus on ways to improve its 
environmental performance. It did so on several fronts, including the 
instituting of a procedure to identify projects with significant 
er.vironmental impact as well as through increased activity on the part 
of the Environmental Management Committee; the review and strengthening 
of a sectoral policy; the financing of specific environmental components 
as part of larger projects; the arranging of seminars and briefings for 
1DB staff on the activities of other environmental organizations; and 
the arranging of briefings on 1DB projects for interested external 
groups. These efforts have permitted the Bank to heighten the awareness 
and sensitivity to environmental issues on the part of IDE staff and to 
increase the dialogue with the Bank's member countries and other 
interested parties on these important issues. 

The following specific steps have been taken during 1985. 

I. Identification of Projects with significant environmental impact: 

Institutions such as the 1DB have a special responsibility to play 
an active role in environmental protection. The 1DB first strives to 
minimize the negative consequences on the environment of individual 
projects that it helps to finance. Over the years, the Bank has 
developed and put in place a mechanism to accomplish this. It begins 
with an analysis of the impact that a project is likely to have on the 
environment -- and the taking of steps to minimize that impact. During 
the past year, the Bank has instituted a procedure to assist in the 
identification of potential environmental impact during the earliest 
stages of the project selection cycle, long before any of the loans 
approach the approial stage. This has allowed the elaboration of a list 
of "Projects with Significant Environmental Impact" (PSEI) together with 
a set of classification criteria which has been distributed to project 
staff to help in the identification and assessment of projects requiring 
specialized attention. 

Projects with significant environmental impact are defined as those 
• in which the need for concurrent measures to prevent or mitigate a 
potentially adverse environmental impact can be anticipated, as in the 
case of most hydroelectric, irrigation and drainage, mining, tourism, 
highway, industrial and certain other projects, and those which are 
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specifically to improve the environment, as in the case of water supply, 
sewerage and solid waste disposal systems, projects for the control of 
environmental pollution, rehabilitation of blighted areas, 
reforestation, and erosion control. 

The specific criteria used to identify projects with significant 
environmental impact include the following: 

They must make rational use of natural resources without 
exceeding the regenerative capacity of the environment, and 
hence permit sustained development. 

They must inflict no severe and irreversible damage to their 
surroundings, including the elimination of species unless 
mitigating measures are taken that the Bank finds acceptable. 

They must not endanger public health or safety. 

They must not modify or detract from the quality of life of 
human groups without protective measures satisfactory to the 
Bank. 

They must not violate any international environmental 
agreement to which the borrower country is a party, and it 
must be ensured that they cause no adverse effects on 
neighboring countries without the consent of those countries. 

They must not damage natural preserves protected by national 
legislation or international agreements ratified by the member 
country. 

They must help ensure that the unavoidable adverse effects of 
the projects are restricted to areas where the environmental 
impact can be held at a minimum and such costs can be 
internalized. 

They must maximize the possible favorable environmental 
effects by anticipating and forestalling future risks, 
recovering and rehabilitating natural resources, strengthening 
the environmental management capabilities of the member 
countries and, finally, contributing to solutions for a 
sustained equilibrium between man and his environment. 

The system is also designed to help monitor the environmental 
impact of projects already in execution. Recently, special 
environmental concerns relating to 32 projects in execution were called 
to the attention of 1DB Field Offices with instructions for further 
alerting the borrowers and devising additional ways of meeting those 
concerns. The role of the field offices in this process is of crucial 
Importance as it allows for a more effective dialogue with local 
authorities. 
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Environmental Management Committee 

The Bank's Environment Management Committee (CMA), created in 
November 1983, is charged with the responsibility of overseeing the 
Implementation of environmental policies with respect to the projects 
financed by the 1DB. 

It was set up at the highest administrative level to give it the 
authority needed to ensure that environmental aspects receive due 
attention and care and that corrective measures are effectively applied. 
The Committee's regular meetings are attended by officers and 
technicians Involved In the planning and analysis of projects, which 
enables the Committee to examine in detail each specific aspect of a 
project's environmental lnjpact. 

During the past year, the Committee reviewed the Bank's lending 
program and singled out 10 projects for special analysis. Of these, six 
have been recently approved or are in execution; three continue under 
consideration; and one is no longer in the pipeline. Sector coverage 
includes agriculture, energy, transportation, industry, mining, 
sanitation, and tourism. 

During the project reviews, a diverse range of environmental issues 
was considered, including deforestation, soil erosion and management, 
salination, the effects of large water impoundments and water-borne 
diseases, pesticides use, protection of flora and fauna, biological 
diversity, spontaneous land settlement, appropriate sewage treatment, 
protection of indigenous groups, land titling, air and water pollution, 
reclamation of mining areas, preservation of archaeological sites, and 
the environmental management capability of executing agencies. 

The Committee discusses each environmental project impact with the 
responsible project team. During the review process, the Committee may 
direct the project team to seek additional information, to reformulate 
projects, to further negotiate with borrowers, or to hire consultants to 
examine specific concerns. 

Nearly every review has resulted in recommendations which the 
project team has had to address and subsequently report upon to the 
Committee. In one recent case, CMA advised against financing a specific 
project unless the environmental concerns of the Committee were 
adequately dealt with. The project was subsequently dropped from the 
active pipeline. 

It is within the jurisdiction of the Environmental Management 
Committee to review sectoral policies as they relate to the environment 
and to recommend changes. The Committee also serves as a clearing house 
for the dissemination of environmental information to 1DB staff. The 
Committee increased its activities in these areas in 1985. 

Staffing 

A hydrologist was hired in L985 to fill a vacancy, which will 
augment the Bank's current staff capakilities in analyzing water-related 
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projects. 	In addition, the En'trlronmental Management Committee is 
currently interviewing environmentally qualified candidates for a 
consultancy position. The consultant will work with the Environmental 
Management Committee in reviewing projects in execution and projects 
under consideration to help identify problem areas and recommend 
mitigating measures. 

Policies 

Sectoral policies govern the IDB's activities in each sector;' and 
these. policies are periodically reviewed and updated. During 1985, an 
inter-departmental working group extensively re-wrote the Bank's policy 
on forestry and forest-related issues. This document, soon to be 
submitted to the Board of Executive Directors, may broaden the scope of 
Bank activities in this field with a considerable potential impact in 
future forest activities. 

1DB Participation in Conferences, Seminars and Briefings 

During 1985, the 1DB actively participated in several international 
conferences on specific environmental issues. President Ortiz Mena 
delivered major addresses to the Ninth World Forestry Congress in Mexico 
City and the Thirty-First Meeting of the Directing Council of the Pan 
American Health Organization (See Appendix for texts). Other 1DB staff 
presented papers and participated in hemispheric conferences on the 
environment. ' I  

In addition, seminars and briefings were held at Bank Headquarters 
on environmental topics. Some of these were for the benefit of 1DB 
staff, while others were aimed at informing outside groups about 1DB 
environmental activities. 

Projects Financed 

The success of the Bank's environmental policies hinges on the 
extent to which it can help its member countries deal with environmental 
challenges and conserve their resources. 

The Bank accomplishes this by helping to design projects and 
programs which conserve and improve the environment. The 1DB supports 
specific environmental improvements individually or as components of 
larger projects. In addition, technical cooperation offers a useful 
vehicle for strengthening institutions in the borrowing countries to 
carry out environmental research and studies. 

A. Drinking Water and Sanitation 

The Latin American countries have made substantial' efforts to 
improve the quality of water -- particularly drinking water -- and to 
provide sanitation facilities for their people. Most of the countries 
have established sound standards for the control of water pollution. 

In 1985, the Bank approved eight projects totalling $140 million 
for potable water and sewage projects. Examples include: 
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1. 	Ecuador. West Suburb of Guayaguil 	Stage II 

The $24 million loan will help improve the health conditions 
in the West suburb of Guayaquil and mitigate the hazardous 
environmental conditions and risks to public health posed by 
bodies of stagnant water in populated areas. The project 
consists of the backfiliing of housing lots and the continued 
construction of the sewage and storm drainage system. 

Ecological and environmental aspects 

Guayaquil is the most densely populated city in Ecuador and 
the capital of Guayas Province. It is situated on the west 
bank of the Guayas river at the mouth of its hydrographic 
basin, on flat, predominantly marshy ground that has been 
filled in to an elevation of three to four meters above sea 
level. 

The Guayas river and the inlets that surround and penetrate 
the city on the western and southern sides constitute the 
inland estuary of the Gulf of Guayaquil. This Gulf is 
regarded as one of the great potential sources of marine 
resources because of the favorable conditions it offers for 
the establishment of farms for growing shrimp, lobster, crab 
and shellfish. - 

Moreover, the rivers and inlets that surround the city are the 
natural outlets for discharge of the sewage generated by 
Guayaquil, which helps to degrade the quality of their waters 
-- waters which are an important source of drinking water, 
fishing, navigation, irrigation and industrial uses. In 
particular, the Salado inlet receives no flow from rivers 
upstream and is subject only to the ebb and flow of the tides 
without its water being appreciably renewed by seawater, which 
makes it less fit to receive and dilute polluted discharge and 
makes it more difficult to restore the quality of its water. 

Environmental impact of project 

Raising the level of the land of the project area by 
backfilling will eliminate the existing hazardous condition of 
stagnant bodies of water. The proposed sewage works will 
eliminate the discharge of excreta and other pollutants which 
end up in the inlets. In turn, this will contribute to the 
rehabilitation and preservation of the Salado inlet, which is 
one of the principal aims of the Guayaquil Municipal 
Sanitation Authority (EMAG). 

It should be noted that in 1982, the Bank financed EMAG's 
efforts to develop a master plan for the city's sanitatlon and 
storm water system by hiring consultants to accomplish that 
goal. Special importance has been attached to the ecological 
and environmental aspects of the studies to determine and 
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optimize the physical planning of the works and requisite 
treatment installations. 

To this end, provision has been included for the development 
of quality models, which are the predictive analysis tools 
that, based on real, statistically processed values, can 
reproduce mathematically the effect and behavior of a given 
pollutant in a body of water. The studies include development 
of the following principal models: Salinity, Coliform 
Bacteria, Dissolved Oxygen-Biochemical Oxygen Demand, in 
addition to Suspended Solids, Nutrients and Toxic Substances 
in the Daule River, and Phytoplankton in the Salado Inlet. 

These studies -have helped form the basis for the current 
project which will contribute to improving the sanitary and 
health conditions of the Western suburb of Guayaquil as well 
as to the preservation of the waters of the Guayaquil 
estuaries. 

2. 	Haiti. Second Stage of the Program for Communal Health Posts 
- 	and Rural Drinking Water (POCHEP II) 

The second stage of the Program for Communal Health Posts and 
Rural Drinking Water (POCHEP II) in Haiti will benefit about 
110,000 inhabitants by the end of the execution period (1989) 
and about 126,000 by the year 2000. The $8.8 million loan 
will help provide for the construction of about 70 drinking 
water supply systems to serve about 100 rural communities 
scattered among the country's nine departments. 

Environmental aspects 

Currently these localities are supplied by surface water 
sources that are highly polluted and usually at far distances 
from the communities. 

Environmental impact 

The program will provide quality drinking water directly to 
the local communities. No adverse affect on the environment 
is anticipated. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) will be used for 
about two thirds of the pipeline and galvanized iron pipes in 
the remaining third. The other elements of the system of 
structures consist of plain and reinforced concrete and 
stonework structures that pose no risk to the storage and 
distribution of drinking water. In the offtake works, any 
possibility of polluting the springs will be eliminated. In 
all other structures (tanks, cisterns, baths, wash basins, and 
livestock watering places, precautions will be taken to 
ensure the provision of drainage so as to avoid the formation 
of - pot holes in which mosquitoes and other disease vectors 
could breed. Extensive use of unskilled labor will he 
utilized in the executionof works. 
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3. 	Mexico. Tijuana Water and Sewage System 

The 1DB approved two loans totalling $46.4 million to help the 
city of Tijuana expand the present water and sewage system to 
cover an estimated 80 percent of the city's population. 

Environmental aspects 

Currently, due to the Inadequate treatment facilities in 
Tijuana, sewage has been piped to San Diego, California for 
treatment. This current system threatens nearby beaches, and 
the purpose of the project is to increase the supply of 
potable water and provide for a sewage disposal system less 
harmful to the surrounding environment. 

Environmental impact 

The sewage improvements will include a conveyance and lagoon 
system which would carry Tijuana's collected sewage 5.6 miles 
south of the border for treatment and eventual ocean 
discharge. Accordingly, the projects consists of interceptor 
lines, collectors, sewage lines, a pumping station and 30,000 
household connections. The project is designed to absorb the 
entire present volume of sewage, plus the increase resulting 
from the potable water expansion program. Under the new 
program, the city and nearby beaches will be protected -from 
pollution. 

B. 	Agriculture 

Agriculture continues to represent a vital, area of development for 
the Latin American countries. The 1DB has increasingly focused on 
the environmental aspects of its agricultural lending; and it has 
taken measures to mitigate the effect of large-scale irrigation 
projects. The Bank Is also concerned about the indiscriminate use 
of pesticides and insecticides. Examples of projects approved in 
1985 follow. 

1. 	Haiti. 	Development of the Cul-de-Sac Plain. 	(Additional 
financing for stage I) 

The $4 million loan will be utilized by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Natural Resources and Rural Development to 
Increase agricultural production and productivity in the 
Blanche River area in the west-central part of Cul-de-Sac, 
some 20 mIles east of Port-au-Prince. In addition to 
subprojects involving Irrigation and social infrastructure 
works, the Bank financing will be used for erosion control. 

Erosion control and environmental protection 

This subproject provides for the execution of works and 
carrying out of activities to stabilize the ground and check 
erosion on the mountain slopes upstream from the project 
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irrigation area in order to conserve the local resources. To 
this end the following works are being implemented: 

Afforestation by planting economically useful tree 
species on 2,500 hectares of the high mountain lands. 

The establishment and erection of erosion-control 
structures such as containment embankments on slopes, 
diversion dikes, protecting walls and drainage channels. 
These works are for the protection of about 4,000 
hectares in the mountainous area adjacent to the project. 

The establishment of 1,500 hectares of pastures on the 
gentler slopes of the mountain range in order to help 
halt erosion. 

2. 	Chile. Program to Strengthen Research in and the Transfer of 
Agricultural Technology 

Two loans totalling $17.6 million were approved to help the 
Institute for Agricultural Research (INIA) intensify 
agricultural research and the transfer of agricultural 
technology in the country. 

The program comprises three specific and interrelated 
components as follows: 

Agricultural production: Research will be expanded on crops 
vital for food, production, the generation of foreign exchange 
earnings and the reduction of imports. The research component 
will focus on cereals, grain legumes, oil-bearing plants, 
fruit crops, vegetables, potatoes, and winegrowing. 

Research will include genetic improvement, 	agronomic 
practices, the study and control of diseases, pests and weeds, 
and on production systems including crops in rotation and 
integrated with animal production systems. 

Animal production: 	The purpose of this component is to 
increase the productivity of milk, meat and wool production. 
Research is to be intensified in the introduction of 
high-yielding species and varieties for the improvement of 
pastures, and in forage management and preservation. Milk and 
beef production systems will be developed that are suited to 
the country's diverse agroecological conditions and which 
improve the principal production parameters. 

Environmental resources: 	Research will focus on soils, 
ecology and management, irrigation and drainage. 

Environmental impact 

The research will have the following environmental impact: 
the development of improved varieties resistant to pests and 
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diseases, which will obyiate or reduce the use of the 
pesticides previously applied to crops; biological pest 
control, which is to be intensified under the program, will 
also reduce the number of applications of pesticides; 
improving the management of water and soil resources, drainage 
of lands, and control of salinity; and the research in plant 
and animal production systems and more efficient use of 
agricultural mechanization will contribute to better 
conservation of the ecosystems of Chile. 

3. 	Honduras. 	Program to Promote Animal Health and Beef 
Production 

The $6.9 million loan will help increase beef production and 
productivity by expanding and strengthening the technical 
support services provided to stockmen by the Secretariat for 
Naturi Resources through the General Livestock 
Administration. It will be carried out in three subprograms: 
a) promotion of beef production, b) animal health, and c) 
training and technical advisory services. 

Environmental aspects and impact 

The subprograms will be implemented according to the 
ecological conditions in each area, and measures will be taken 
wherever needed to protect the soils by reforestation or 
maintenance of the natural plant cover. 

The campaign iagainst ticks and botfly larvae will be waged 
using organophosphorus pesticides, which are adequately 
tolerated and are replacing the organochlorine acaricides. 

By supervising and controlling the animal dips on farms the 
program aims to ensure that insecticides are used in 
accordance with their instructions and at the correct dosages, 
so as to avoid the presence of excessive residues in meat and 
milk. The chief problems of insecticide residues in meat are 
associated with the chlorinated hydrocarbons. The 
organophosphorus and carbonate compounds have demonstrated 
high effectiveness against ticks in low concentrations. 

The campaign will establish official standards for the use and 
dosages of and tolerance to pesticides, and monitoring 
programs4 Moreover, the program provides for development of 
the Parasitological Research Section of the Department of 
Laboratories in order to support a thorough monitoring of the 
project in the field, particularly in regard to the the 
compounding of dip solutions and biological control of the 
active ingredients in each insecticide. - 

The program also provides for verifiable tests of new 
broad-spectrum products for endo- and ecto-parasites in order 
to determine their properties; since these products are 
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administered parentally, the dosage received by each animal 
can be accurately controlled and toxic effects avoided. 

C. 	Industry, Mining, and Tourism 	- 

The Bank is currently concerned about a number of aspects that 
affect the environment and are generated by accelerated urban 
growth, the uncontrolled exploitation of forests and mines, and the 
careless handling of industrial wastes. Tourism projects must be 
designed with respect for the surrounding environment. Examples of 
projects in these sectors follows. 

1. 	Argentina. SIDERCA, S.A.I.C. Project for Modernization of the 
Seamless Steel Tubing Plant 	 - 

The Bank approved a $40 million loan to help modernize a 
seamless steel tube and pipe plant at Cainpana. The plant is 
owned by SIDERCA, SAIC, a private company. 

Environmental control and industrial hygiene and safety 

Argentina's envIronmental pollution standards are generally 
comparable to those applied internationally, and the SIDERCA 
plant is regularly and significantly below them. The plant 
runs a program of periodic checks for pollutants in its 
effluents. The plant utilizes state-of-the-art processes. 
For example, the iron-making process -- which usually 
generates environmental problems in smelting mills -- is in 
this case the MIDREX direct reduction process, the cleanest 
available. Emissions and effluents were studied carefully 
during the analysis of the project. 

The possible pollutants in gaseous emissions are particulate 
matter (both that which remains in suspension and that which 
settles to the ground) and sulfur dioxide. The particulate 
matter is emitted from the direct reduction plants, the 
electric furnaces and the sponge iron transporting systems; 
and each are equipped with systems for the removal of the 
particulate matte':. 

The sulfur dioxide is unimportant as a pollutant because of 
the greatly predominant use of natural gas; during the one or 
two months of the year when fuel oil is used as an alternative 
fuel, it is of local origin, with a very low sulfur content. 

The daily analysis of liquid effluent done by the enterprise's 
Technical Service confirms the efficiency of the system, since 
the average concentration is 36 mg/i, and the ceiling imposed 
by official regulations (100 mg/i) is never exceeded. 

It has been found that the original state of the watercourse 
of the Parang de las Palmas •is not disturbed despite possible 
thermal pollution from the discharge of coolant water from the 
Steam Power Station. Temperature measurements by the National 
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Institute of Water Science and Technology detected no 
variations in excess of half a degree centigrade. 

Environmental impact 

In regard to the effluents of the expansions under study, a 
plant will be installed in the very first stage to control 
acid residues and ether-soluble substances. The amount of 
chromium salt residues is too small to warrant the 
construction of a specific treatment system, and during this 
first stage they are to be transported in suitable vehicles to 
another factory that is already processing these residues. To 
summarize, the enterprise is not expected to have any problems 
in the future given its ongoing antipollution policy. 

2. 	Venezuela. 	C.V.G. 	Bauxita Venezolana C.A. 	(BAUXIVEN). 
Project for Development of the Los Pijiguaos Deposit 

An 1DB loan of $108 million will help develop the bauxite mine 
at Los Pijiguaos, where open-pit extraction of 3,000 metric 
tons of bauxite per year is planned. 

Environmental aspects 

Venezuela attaches much importance to the environmental impact 
of new projects. The Ministry of Energy and Mines granted 
BAUXIVEN the concession for the extraction of bauxite 
conditioned on BAUXIVEN's taking the necessary measures to 
guarantee the, environmental protection of rivers, forests, 
soils and the air. To this end, BAUXIVEN must establish 
programs for restoration of the areas mined, so as to minimize 
the environmental impact of those mining operations. Failure 
to comply with these conditions would bring about a revocation 
of BAUXIVEN's entitlement to those mining concessions. 

Environmental impact 

In compliance with existing standards, BAUXIVEN has set up a 
working group of inter-governmental representatives to make a 
detailed study of the project's environmental impact and to 
monitor implementation of the ensuing recommendations. 

10 	
The study includes the reforestation and timber utilization 
plan, a .sampling of the flora and fauna to determine the 
species of special interest that may be affected, a game 
inventory, preservation of the Orinoco turtle, a water quality 
study, a program for the evaluation and periodic testing of 
the quality of surface waters, a management plan for the 
location and provision çf services to the unmonitored 
population, the establishment of an intercultural bilingual 
education program, and a health maintenance program for the 
population. 
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Mining the bauxite will require the clearing of vegetation 
from 24 hectares a year during the peak production periods. 
To compensate for this, BAUXIVEN proposes to reforest the land 
as the mining progresses with the original ground cover. To 
prevent the dispersal of dust during operations, BAUXIVEN is 
buying tank trucks with which to spray the road surfaces 
during times of low rainfall. The crushing and sampling will 
be done in enclosed premises, and the conveyor belt will be 
enclosed as well. 

Special attention is being given to the study of the customs 
of the Indian population and its relations with the creole 
communities. - 

The Committee on Environmental Management (CMA) reviewed the 
Special Report on the possible impact of the Los Pijiguaos 
mining project on the regional environment. It found that the 
studies in progress satisfactorily cover the salient aspects 
and requested that an individual in the Industrial Safety and 
Risk Prevention Unit to be established in BAUXIVEN be given 
sole responsibility for enforcing the recommendations on dust 
control, reforestation, possible water pollution, and such 
other measures as may be found necessary for protection of the 
local environment. 

3. 	Mexico. Bahias de Huatulco Project 

The Bahias de Huatulco project supported by a $45 million 1DB 
loan is a fully planned tourism development project launched 
by National Fund for Tourism Development (FONATUR) during the 
eighties. 

A series of subprojects will be undertaken in the sectors of 
transportation, urban development, tourism development, 
sanitation, electric energy, telephdne communications, and 
environmental conservation. The environmental components are: 

Environmental conservation subproject 

Mexico's National Urban Ecology Program includes among 1t 
principal purposes the preservation of the natural culturgi. 
heritage and the improvement and preservation of the nature]. 
landscape. 

(1) 	Ceneral preservation of fauna and flora, and a 
botanical garden and zoo. The purpose- of this 
component of the project is to preserve the 
principal mammals, birds, fish and molluscs. 
Provision is also made, for the preservation of 

- 

	

	certain reptiles typical of the area and of some 
types of lobster and coral. 
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The flora consists of parks and low tropical forest, 
which are to be preserved as constituting the basic 
landscape. 

In addition to the general preservation of flora and 
fauna, provision has been made for a botanical 
garden and a zoo,. where the species of the region 
will be on view. 

Forest surveillance. To ensure preservation of the 
forest in the reserves and natural parks, a program 
will be Implemented for surveillance and control of 
forest fires, indiscrimii:ate felling, and the 
conduct of reforestation and pest control 
operations. 

Selective Reforestation Carnaign. Ecological 
studies in the area indicate that no felling or 
farming should be permitted in jungle areas where 
they could lead to soil erosion or bring about 
adverse microclimatic chages. 	In addition, a 
two-year program is to be launched at the beginning 
of 1987 for the replanting of forest species that 

- may have suffered during construction of the basic 
infrastructure. 

Program against mosquitoes. Because of the presence 
of .mosquitoes in the project area, permanent 
anti-mosquito campaigns are to be waged in 
coordination with the Secretariat of Health. 	In 
these campaigns, to avoid affecting the metabolism 
of the local farmer, low doses would be applied of 
quickly biodegradable chevicals such as Abate (a 
larvacide) and Malathion (arainst adult mosquitoes). 
Equipment and insecticides t7ill have to be purchased 
for these op€rations, and ri specialized firm hired 
to carry them out saf*ly and monitor their 
effectiveness. 

Ecological 	sanctuaries. 	The 	environmental 
management study done by the consultants in 
environmental conservation has Identified an area at 
Bahia de Conejos that will be declared an ecological 
sanctuary. 

Urban park. The urban park to be built at ChahuiS is 
intended as an urban central park for the entire 
region. It will •cover an area of 40 ha, but only 30 
ha. will be developed in the first stage. It is 
designed to be a place of recreation for the most 
densely populated area in the region. 
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biartne park. At Entrego beach a marine park will be 
e.lihed by demarcating an area of about 40 has. 
of he sea, where the natural conditions provide a 
goQd habitat for marine fauna. It will be a center 
of attraction for the observation of marine species. 

Archaeological preservation. On Santa Cruz 
peiiinsula there are archaeological monuments around 
which a natural archaeological park is to be 
established. This park constitutes a recreational 
area that lends itself to the establishment of an 
outdoor archaeological museu4n. The INAH has made 
studies for the location of the archaeological 
monuments, and has so far detected 80 sites, of 
which 42 will be recoverable and 15 ccntain objects 
of particular interest to tourists. The monuments 
will be prepared and the construction of the museum 
supervised by the INAH. 

D, InIrlZ ;nd Transportation 

The potentjal for environmental damage by large hydroelectric 
prQjects and the construction of new roads in fragile areas is 
self-evident. The 1DB strives to minimize the impact of these 
Infrastrueture projects by recommending measures to be taken during 
project execution which will safeguard the project area and its 
environs. Examples of projects in these sectors approved in 1985 
follow. 

1. 	Chile. Canutillar Hydroelectric Power Station and Associated 
Transmission 

The Bank approved a $113.3 million loan to help build the 
Canutillar hydroelectric plant and related transmission works. 

Environmental aspects 

To properly establish the general and specific characteristics 
of the project in relation to certain environmental aspects, 
international and local consultants were hired to do studies 
of geology, soil mechanics, volcanology, and water resources 
in the area adjacent to the project. 

Environmental impact 

Some works of the project are located in the densely forested 
Andean Larch National Park (Parque Nacional Alerce Andino), 
which is regarded as a major forest preserve. The 
environmental study notes that the project would produce a 
variety of effects on the environment, but some can be 
minimized by control measures and reforestation of the area 
deforested due to construction work. 
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The location of the Canutillar-Puerto Montt line was 
determined in conjunction with Chile's National Forestry 
Corporation. Of this 60-km long section, about half lies 
within the park, but for only 5 km -through the larch forest. 
The strip that will need to be cleared for the safety of the 
transmission line will be 30 m wide against a minimum of 40 in 
.normally required for a line of these characteristjcs. In 
this clearing work, the vegetation will be cut down without 
removing the lower trunks or roots so as to avoid erosion. 
Within the park the clearing will be done by CONAF it;elf.. Of 
the 2,500 in of the Lenca-Pangal conduit through lands of the 
park, 2,200 will be a water-carrying tunnel, so that a mere 
300 in of the canal will be built within the park. 

As a complement to the ecological and environmental study, 
ENDESA has scheduled additional studies on the following 
subjects: 

- 	The effects of operation of the Canutillar power station 
on algae in the Piedra Azul sector (Agreement with the 
Fishery Development Institute - IFOP). 

- 	The effects of discharge reduction in the Chamiza river 
on the migration of salmon released from fish nurseries 
in the Correntoso river (study contained in the agreement 
with the IFOP). 

- 	The fish populations of lake Chapo, and the Chamiza and 
Blanco rivers. Determination of their migratory patterns 
and of the minimum discharges into the natural water 
courses. 

- 	Evaluation of changes that may be brought about in the 
recipient water courses, and a study of the water tables 
in the area near the coast, the quality of the water, and 
the water courses and aquifers. 

- 	The effect of a drop in the level of the lake on the 
basins of its affluent rivers. 

The loan contract between the 1DB and ENDESA included a clause 
in which ENDESA undertook to present, to the Bank's 
satisfaction and within 18 months from the effective date of 
the contract, (1) complementary specific studies of the 
environment in the project area, and (ii) a program of action 
for solving the environmental problems identified. During the 
period of implementation of the project it must also keep the 
Bank informed on implementation of the program of action in 
annual reports to be presented during the first quarter of 
each year. 

• 	Judging from the studies done to date, the environmental 
impact of the project in the area of the works is slight. The 
enterprise has taken all possible steps to minimize the effect 
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- 	of the project in the area. Moreover, it is considered that 
the complementary studies and implementation of-the measures 
that the studies show to be needed should adequately deal with 
this subject. 

0 

2. 	•Brazil. Project for Widening the Porto Velho-Rio Branco Road 

This project consists of the paving of 502 kms of the road 
between Porto Veiho and Rio Branco, including the building or 
rehabilitation of 13 bridges and the improvement of a ferry 
across the Madeira river. The 1DB loan totalled $58.5 
million. 	 -. 	 - 

The environmental and human ecology situation in the Amazon 
region 

Most of the ecosystems are fragile, complex and poorly 
understood. Deforestation is intense and the tropical rain 
forest is being steadily felled and burned for the 
establishment of annual crops and pastures of short-lived 
fertility. The Amerindian populations have suffered from the 
influx and settlement of people prompted by the integration of 
this region with the rest of the country. Also, the 
rubber-toppers constitute another vulnerable group threatened 
by encroachment. 

Specific environmental aspects and their bearing on the 
project 

• There are two foreseeable environmental impacts: 
Those deriving from construction (earth movements, cut 
slopes, embankmènts, drainages, etc.) and from the use of 
the road (noise, traffic, health controls, etc.), the 
effects of which are confined to the immediate area of 
influence. 

Other effects of greater magnitude, importance and 
duration associated with acceleration of the pace of 
settlement of the area. 

Environmental treatment of the project 

The Bank has established that, prior to the first disbursement 
under this loan, the borrower must present a preliminary Plan 
of Action including timetables for the financing and execution 
of measures to prevent and mitigate the adverse effects on the 
physical environment and on the Amerindian population. These 
measures include institutional strengthening, planning and the 
demarcation of land-use tracts in the indirect area of 
influence of the project in order to assure the effective 
management and conservation of the renewable natural resources 
and protection of the Amerindian population and other 
vulnerable human groups such as the rubber-toppers. 
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The federal instit't1onsparticipating in the project have set 
up a technical team to implement the measures proposed under 
the Preliminary Plan of Action, including the preparation of 
environmental studies to update and amend th& Preliminary 
Plan. 

Currerttly, the indigenous group and environmental protection 
component of the project has a budget totalling US$10 million. 
The Bank will monitor the execution of the plan of action for 
five years following the last disbursement, and its results 
will be analyzed during the cx post evaluation three years 
after completion of the project. 
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SUt44ARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARThENT OF 
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

GENERAL SECRETARIAT OF THE OAS 

4 	1. Background 

The Department of Regional Development (DRD) is a technical 
cooperation subdivision of the Executive Secretariat for Economic and 
Social Affairs of the OAS and acts as the environmental focal point for 
this agency. It was created at the beginning of the 1960's as the Natural 
Resources Unit from which it has evolved into the present Department. It 
has a multidisciplinary focus and strong orientation toward the 
formulation of specific investment projects for the development and 
rational use of natural resources, energy, and infrastructure. 

The DRD collaborates with the member states in planning and 
implementing integrated social and economic development in specific areas 
or regions. It assists governments in their efforts to equitably 
distribute the benefits of development throughout national territories and 
populations; to promote energy development as a component of subnational 
development; to promote tourism development and to promote and contribute 
to the rational use of natural resources as well as appropriate 
environmental management. 

Its focus is integrated and flexible and responds to specific 
proble.ms at subnational levels, including formulation of action programs 
and projects which particularly consider the sources of financing for 
their execution. 

2. 	Budget and Project Execution 

The DRD operates on a biennial budget of approximately $12.4 million 
of the General Secretariat and additional financing from preinvestment 
loans of the Inter-Mierican Development Bank (1DB); as well as resources 
from OAS observer countries and other international organizations. DRD 
functions as an executing agency for governments with funds of the Unitea 
Nations and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) as well 
as 1DB. Projects underway or already executed in 1984/85 with such funds 
total $2.5 million. These include tedhnical cooperation projects with 
$1 200 000 of 1DB funds in the Iminican Republic, Nicaragua, and 
Paraguay; and research oriented efforts with $200 000 in financing from 
the U.S. National Park Service; $500 000 from the U.S. Agency for 
International Development and $200 000 from the United Nations Environment 
Programme. Contributions from national counterparts amount to 
approximately $12 million bringing the total DRD technical cooperation 
operations for the biennium to more than $28 million. 
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Organization and Method for undertaking services 

The Department's professional nucleus includes specialists in various 
fields of natural resources, energy, tourism development, engineering, 
economics, environmental management and regional development planning, and 
is organized in three Geographic Divisions that supervise technical 
cooperation and training activities in OAS member States. Headquarters 
personnel in the majority of cases have been selected from experienced 
field personnel, most of whom have been chiefs of technical assistance 
projects. 

At this time, DRD operates more than 20 major technical cooperation 
projects in Latin America and the Caribbean which have a typical length of 
three years and an average budget of $600 000. Each project has a 
principal specialist who acts as Project Chief, one to three resident 
technicians, and from 20 to 50 consultant/months. At any one time DRD 
staffing will include 25 long term field staff and about 60 short term 
consultants in addition to 21 permanent headquarters professionals. DRD 
field activities are supported by a cartographic unit at headquarters that 
has facilities for producing high quality color maps and graphics. 

Activities in the Field of Energy 

By official mandate, the DRD gives special emphasis to the field of 
energy. It assists governments in development of non-conventional energy 
sources by identifying and formulating specific projects within the 
framework of integrated development of specific areas of regions. 

Current technical cooperation projects include an energy 
regionalization program in Bolivia, energy conservation in the 
transportation sector in Colombia and Uruguay, energy and the development 
of small human settlements in the Caribbean, and a project of energy and 
food production in Central America. The regional projects involve 
collaboration with France, Holland and the United States. For example, 
France provides technicians for a major integrated OAS/French Mission in 
Panama, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, and Holland supports implementation of 
small scale energy projects in the Caribbean. In addition the Corporarción 
Andina de Foqnento representing the regional development interests of the 
A.ndean countries is cooperating with the DRD in the support of the energy 
regionalization program in Bolivia. 

Activities in the field of Tourism 

The Department of Regional Development also gives special attention 
to helping member states improve and diversify their existing tourism 
product and to develop new areas with potential for tourism. This is an 
area included in the activities of DRD in January 1985 with the objective 
of improving efficiency in the execution of services and developing an 
integrated approach to tourism rather than treating it as an independent 
sector. 
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6. Training Facilities and Publications 

¶e technical cooperation activities of the DRD ace complemented by 
two inter-American training centers. These centers, in addition to 
postgraduate level training, offer short courses in individual countries 
which reinforce the training component of DRD technical assistance 
projects. 

The DRD has produced many publications that include final project 
reports as well as case studies that are utilized as teaching materials. 
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DESCRIBE BRIEFLY THE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND, IN PARTICULAR, 

RECENT CHANGES MADE FOR ENSURING FULL AND EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN YOUR AGENCY'S DEVELOPMENT POLICIES, 

PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS. 

The OAS continues to consolidate its tednical assistance 

activities relevant to environmental considerations while maintaining the 

same basic institutional structure. During 185 the activities related 

to tourism development were added to the functions of the Department of 

Regional Development thereby bringing about a strengthening of the 

consideration of the environmental dimension of tourism development. 

This is particularly critical for the Caribbean Region. Another 

expanding area of institutional capacity pertains to natural disasters 

and their relationship to environmental management. The OAS is currently 

attempting to incorporate disaster mitigation measures into development 

planning and investment project formulation. 

DESCRIBE PROGRESS ACHIEVED AND BOTTLENECKS ENCOUNTERED AS FAR AS 

THE INSTITUTION OF SYSTEMATIC AND COMPETCNT EXAMINATIONS OF 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IS CONCERNED, INCUDING POLICIES, PROGRAMMES 

AND PROJECTS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR FINCING TO ENSURE THAT 

APPROPRIATE MEASURES ARE PROPOSED FOR CO'PLIANCE WITH THE 

PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS SET FORTh IN THE DECLARATION OF 

STOCKHOLM. 

The OAS does not engage in "examination of development activities 

including policies programmes and projects under consideration for 

financing". As a technical assistance agency:.concerned with 

pre-investment and strengthening the capacity.of national institutions, 

it makes contributions to development planning and investment project 

formulation by governments. Its activities are "upstream" of those of 

the financial institutions who constitute the majority of the membership 

of CIDIE. 
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3. 	DESCRiBE PROGRESS ACHIEVED AND BOTTLENECK ENCOLJNTEREDAS FAR AS 

COOPERATIVE NEGOTIATIONS WITH GOVERNMENTS ARE CONCERNED, AND OTHER 

INTERNATiONAL ORGANIZATiONS, TO ENSURE IN'3EGRATION OF APPROPRIATE 

ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES IN THE DESIGN AND IiPLEMENTATION OF ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. 

The OAS has recently made substantial effvrts to promote technical 

dialogue and cooperation between the countries tf the Amazon Basi'n 

particularly on subjects of hydrology, climatolvgy, agriculture and river 

transportation. A series of technical meetings sponsored by the OAS in 

the past 18 months have resulted in cooperative agreements between the 

countries with potentially favourable consequeies for environmental 

management. Ecuador and Colombia are in the process of concluding a 

bilateral agreement on river basin development planning in two shared 

watersheds with OAS in a catalytic role. 

Continued negotiations with USAID have resulted in an expansion of 

the OAS/USAID cooperative effort on hazard assessment and natural 

disaster mitigation. The OAS has completed case studies in Honduras, 

Paraguay and St. Lucia, elaborated methodologies for incorporating 

disaster mitigation measures into development planning and project 

formulation, and has provided training on these subjects at its 

interamerican centers. It also participated at a recent international 

meeting at the US National Academy of Sciences at which the proposal to 

launch an International Decade of Hazard Reductions was discussed. Clear 

parallels were drawn at that meeting between the twin issues of 

environment and development and disasters and development. 

Despite good intentions, no specific cooperative agreements between 

the OAS and other members of CIDIE have been discussed in the last 

several years. 
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4. 	DESCRIBE PROGRESS ACHIEVED AND BOTTLEIEOS ENCOUNTERED AS FAR AS 

TECHNiCAL ASSISTANCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL rUITTERS TO DEVELOPiNG 

COUNTRIES, AT THEiR REQUEST, IS CONCEIED, THUS DEVELOPING THEIR 

INDIGENOUS CAPACITY, AND FACILITATING TECHNICAL COOPERATION BETWEEN 

DEVELOPiNG COUNTRIES. 

The OAS concentrates its technical assistance efforts on 

pre-investment activities and the stages of development planning which 

precede the submittal of programmes and projects for financing by banks 

and other institutions. it also assists governments in strengthening 

institutional capacities for development plaming and project 

formulation. An important goal of its assistance is to incorporate 

environmental concerns into the development process at an early stage and 

to strengthen national institutions which ci perform this role. During 

the past couple of years, given the severe economic recession in the 

Americas and problems of foreign debt it has been observed that long term 

development planning and especially multisectoral pre-investment planning 

have given way, to a certain extent, to short term planning and smaller 

scale sectorially-oriented projects. This, coirpled with rapid reduction 

in the availability of technical assistance tunding at the planning and 

pre-investment stages, may be contributing to a reduction in efforts to 

incorporate the environmental dimension into the early stages of 

development planning in the Americas. While international development 

banks continue to manage sub3tantial loan resources, the funds for 

non-reimburseable multilateral technical cooperation are drying up at an 

accelerating rate. 
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5. 	IDENTiFY FAVOURABLE CONSIDERATION, IF ANY, OF PROJECT PROPOSALS 

THAT ARE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO PROJECT, RERABILITATE, MANAGE OR 

OTHERWISE ENHANCE THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT, THE QUALITY OF LIFE, AND 

RESOURCES THERETO RELATED. 

There is a gradually thrreasing  demand for projects of 

"environmental rehabilitation" in the Americas. The OAS has recently 

received requests for soil conservation in the Pastaza River Basin in 

Ecuador, beach erosion control in Grenada, reforestation in St. Kitts, 

and watershed management and erosion control around the Peligre Dam in 

Haiti to give but a few examples. Some of these projects will result in 

financing proposals to international banks or bilateral donors. A trend 

toward requests for urban environmental rehabilitation may be anticipated 

given the rapid urbanization underway in the Americas and tendancy to - 

ignore the destructive impact of current patterns of urban growth on the 

natural resources base and ecosystems on which urban areas depend. 

Question number 5 also makes reference to project proposals to 

"protect .. manage or otherwise enhance the human environment" which are 

issues so broad that they virtually incorporate all of the technical 

assistance activities of the OAS. No answer to this part of the question 

will be attempted. A brief summary of the current technical cooperation 

program of the Department of Regional development is presented as a 

separate document. 
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ALSO IDENTIFY INITiATION AND/OR COOPERATION IN RESEARCH STUDIES 

LEADING TO IMPROVEMENT OF PROJECT APPRAISAL METHODOLOGIES OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES, INCLUDING COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS. 

The major research project on hazard assessment and natural 

disaster mitigation being undertaken jointly with USAID is described 

under question 3 which deals with cooperative agreements. The OAS-

proposes to prepare and present for discussion at the next CIDIE meeting 

a background paper on environmental management, natural hazards and 

development. The paper will focus on the opportunities and constraints 

for incorporating natural hazard assessment and mitigation into project 

preparation and implementation by international development assistance 

agencies. 

DESCRIBE CURRENT STATUS OF PROGRMES, IF ANY, FOR THE TRAINING AND 

INFORMATION OF OPERATIONAL STAFF IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION OF 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 

The OAS does not have any current formal program for "training and 

information of operational staff' regarding the environmental dimension. 

Continued use and internal discussion of the 1984 OAS publication 

entitled: Integrated Regional Development Planning; Guidelines and Case 

Studies from OAS Experience has brought about some improvement of staff 

perspective on environment and development issues. There is a clearly 

perceived need for training of in-house OAS staff on environmental 

economics. The OAS isvery interested in World Bank initiatives in this 

regard, both in terms of papers which it is preparing on this subject and 

possibilities of finally launching some related training at the Economic 

Development Institute (EDI) in which other international organizations 

iht parti.cipate. 
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IDENTIFY PROGRESS ACHIEVED AND DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN THE 

PREPARA±ION, PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION OF DOCUMENTATION AND 

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL PROVIDING GUIDANCE ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL 

DIMENSION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. 

As a result of unanticipated demand, the 0*5 publication: 

Interrated Regional Development Planning - Guidelines and Case Studies 

from OAS Experience was out of print within one year of its release. A 

reprinting of 3000 copies has just been completed to augment the 6000 

copies already distributed. The OAS is currently preparing a brochure on 

"Results of Technical Cooperation" which is a critical analysis of its 

technical assistance since 1982, evaluating particularly the degree to 

which pre-.investment assistance has resulted in bankable" projects. 

An alarming trend is the tendancy of multilateral technical 

cooperation agencies to sharply curtail their publication and 

dissemination of information in these times of budget constraint. Joint 

efforts between the members of CIDIE in this regard deserve exploration. 

The OAS, for example, has a potential for contributing to audio visual 

programs based on its widespread field work in the Americas in 

cooperation with many governments, but no financial basis to do so. 

PLEASE IDENTIFY OTHER ISSUES, IF ANY, RELEVANT TO AN ADEQUATE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE DECLARATION; IN THIS 

RESPECT THOUGHT COULD BE GIVEN TO AMENDMENTS TO THE DECLARATION OF 

PRINCIPLES. 

- OAS supports the view that the Declaration of Principles should not 

be amended at this time and that proposals to generalize or dflute its 

text to facilitate the entry of new members into the CIDIE should not be 

seriously considered. It shares the view that CIDIE has a long way to go 

to become fully effective, particularly in facilitating specific 

cooperative action of CIDIE members in attaining the goals set forth in 

the Declaration. 
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Questions and Answers for 7th CIDIE Meeting, 21-26 May 1986 

Describe briefly the institutional arrangements and, in particular, 
IF recent changes made for ensuring full and effective integration of 

environmental considerations in your Agency s development policies, 
programmes and projects. 

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)policies, procedures 
and guidelines have in the past been described in detail and shared 
with all members of CIDIE. Even though constant improvements are 
taking place, no significant changes have taken place since the 1985 
report to CIDIE, although more environmental ençhasis is now being 
given to programmes and projects. Institutionally, UNDP maintains 
a focal point on a part-time basis to deal with environmental aspects 
of the programme, supported through a heterogeneous technical capacity 
to cover specific environmental aspects. UNDP has also increased 
its efforts to strengthenfield staff capacities through the provision 
of guidelines and sharing of information not only at Headquarters. 
but also in the field, as most of the ACTIVITIES ARE OF A DECENTRALIZED 
NATURE. In this undertaking UNDP is receiving support from UNEP. 

Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far 
as the institution of systematic and competent eiaminacions of developme 
activities is concerned including policies, programmes and projects 
under consideration for financing to ensure that appropriate measures 
are pr000sed for compliance with the principles and recommendations 
set forth in the Declaration of Stockholm. 

During the period 1983-1985, some 3712 of IDP's proposed and 
on-going development projects were reviewed for their environmental 
component and impact. A total of 1157 were classified according 
to a perceived environmer)tal impact as being either positive or negative 
projects. Of them, 516 were included as active or completed projects 
registered onto the computerized environmental data base at UNDP 
headquarters. The total value of projects thus characterized is 
US$251 million. 

An effort has been made to improve the methodology used and 
g'sults obtained to determine the environmental impact of UNDP-Eunded 
projects, and subsequent rating system. It was found necessary 
to include all projects to ascertain whether environmental constraints 
and opportunities inherent in them have been explicitly taken into 
account. All projects are now assigned a rating under the environmental 
data base to facilitate proper identification and tabulation and 
to avoid overlooking projects that have not been analyzed for their 
environmental impact. 	 - 

A factor that emerged as a constraint is the difficulty to keep 
an updated computerized inventory of projects. It became evident 
that the assessment is done most of the time after projects are approved, 
limiting the possibility to incorporate corrective measures within 
the project design. Improvements of UNDP performance in the assessment 
of development projects include the preparation of policy guidelines 
and revised general progranine and project fornulation methods, as 
well as revision of actual assessment,, procedures. 
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Describe proqress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as far 
as co-operative neqotiations with governments are concerned, and 
other international organizations, recipients of development financing, 
to ensure integration of appropriate environmental measures in the 
design and implementation of economic develooment activities. 

The United Nations Development Programme is undertaking a systematic 

in 	
approach to improve programme and project quality. In December 1985, 

new guidelines were adopted to reflect this emphasis on UNDP's role 
and responsibilities. The new guidelines stress the need to facilitate 
the systematic consideration of all the funds and programmes under 
the responsibility of the Administrator, in the preparation of country 
programmes. Other possible sources of funds are also to be taken 
into account to the extent that governments concur with this in a 
couotry programming contet. This effort is intended to elicit the 
interest of other potential donors, thereby giving more concrete 
meaning to the country programme as a framework for coordinating 
external technical cooperation. Thus more systematic consultations 
are possible within the United Nations system as well as with bilateral 
assistance organizations and non-governmental organizations, and 
multilateral financing institutions. 

Another feature of the new country programme guidelines is 
the emphasis placed on the systematic assessment of technical cooperation 
requirements and priorities. Based on such assessments, main objectives 
are to be defined, constituting the very structure of the country - 
and allowing proper project identification and rational coordination 
based on linkages between the objectives of the programme. 

Certain key notions on programme and project quality are in 
keeping with the "Declaration of Environmental Policies and Procedures 
relating to Economic Development". Among them, a growing consensus 
around the need for a more comprehensive definition of development 
that comprises a well-informed and intersectorially balanced work, 
a need for strengthening the individual government's ability to take 
coordinated economic and legal measures, the need for integrated 
problem definitions and responsive, comprehensive and reliable solutions, 
a need for greatly enhanced support of ecosystem rehabilitation, 
redevelopment and affirmative projects, and the need for comprehensive 
training and education programmes. 

Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered as tar 
as technical assistance on environmental matters to developinci countries, 
at their request, is concerned, thus developing their indigenous 
capacity, and facilitating tecnnical c000eratioh between developina 
countries. 

The UNDP does not intervene in the provision of technical assistance 
to beneficiary countries as this is the main responsibility of speciali.ed 
agencies of the United Nations system. UNDP is essentially a funding 
source for technical assistance and fo pre-investment studies preparation. 
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.5. 	Identify favourable considerations, if any, of project or000sals 
that are specially designed to protect, rehabilitate, manaqe or otherw 
change the human environment, the quality of life, and resources 
cnereco reiatea. 

The UNDP is making.stronger efforts to ensure a rigorous and 
systematic approach to the identification and selection of projects. 
Identification of approaches and solutions to particular development 
problems are seen as shared responsibilities of the host government 
and of UNOP as the financing institution. This approach will be 
reflected in revised policy directives under preparation. 

The more active role of IJNDP' in project identification requires 
reinforcement of its technical and managerial capability. An important 
step in this direction is the creation of the Project Development 
Facility, which will finance project identification missions to assist 
governments in conducting a rigorous examination of development problems 
in the priority seátors of country prograrnes, and developing various 
options for the solution of given problems. In this way, a sound 
basis for decision-making is established, enabling the selection 
of the most appropriate approach. 

Other steps have also been taken to deal with this critical 
part of the project cycle. The new guidelines on the role of (JNDP 
in Environmental Management provide a framework for analysing national 
development programmes and for environmental management of a country's 
human and other natural resources. The technical assistance programming 
process seeks to harmoniously incorporate the environmental dimension 
and productively link these objectives with UNDP activities in the 
country and with those of other national and international agencies. 

6. 	Also identify initiation and/or cooperation in research studies 
leading to improvement of project aporaisal methodologies or environmental 
protection measures, including cost benetit analysis. 

Project preparation is an area to which IJNDP is devoting increased 
attention. In actual practice, projects to be financed by UND' are 
mainly prepared by the executing agencies. Based on the findings 
of UNDP's internal review of project quality, the Administrator has 
decided that a clearer definition of responsibility should be given 
to UNOP and the host government. Overall responsibility should rest 
with the host government. Operational responsibility for the technical 
work related to preparing the project in detail is an attribution 
of the executing agent. Identification of approaches and solutions 
to particular development problems is a shared responsibility of 
the host government and of IJNDP as the financing institution concerned, 
as well as the subsequent selection process. In this respect, attentien 
has been directed toward improving the application of the existing 
project design methodology. One of the steps taken .in this regard 
is that all project documents are to be supplemented by a completed 
checklist and by a design matrix. The purpose is to ensure that 
all basic design factors have been taken into account and to provide 
a better basis for UNDP's appraial of the project. A speciil note 
addressed to environmental concerns has been prepared for inclusion 
in the revised UNDP Policies and Procedures Manual. 
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• 7. Describe current status of programes, if any, for the training 
and information of operational staff in the environmental dimension 
of economic development. 

The United Nations Development Progranine does not have current 
training prograxes for the staff on environmental matters that complement 
the normally distributed informatiow in the form of technical materials 
and guidelines. Nevertheless, UNOP is aware that more effective 
ways of improving staff's ability to deal with progrannies and projects 
more comprehensively should be developed through changes in recruitment 
guidelines and staff training components. 	 - 

8. Identify progress achieved and difficulties encountered in the 	- 
preparation, publication and dissemination of documentation and audiovisual 
material providing guidance on the environmental dimension of economic 
develooment activities. •- - 

Not applicable. 
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UN17W NATIWS ENVIRONMENT 	N4E 

REPLY TO CIDIE UVESTIORMIRE 
SEV'IH CIDIE t*ETIW - 

'Ihe (ktited Nat icris Havirorment Progranw (WEP) fully agrees that the 
reporting on the organizational, institutional, procedural and 
substantive advances made in the inlanentatjczi of the I1arat ion slxuld 
be done throngh the use of a more structured and iriterconmected 
questionnaire. 

The CIDIE Secretariat has accordingly prepared a questionnaire in terms 
of WEP' s Misc. 1354-02 of 18 February 1986 utdcb me circulated to all 
member institutions. WEP xçes that all mer institutions will 
ccmplete the questionnaire so as to enei.e a t1croui and cehensive 
discussion at the Seventh CIDIE Meeting. 

DeSMIBE BRIWLY 'IHE 1WS1I7JTIQWJ ARRXI'IS AND, IN 
RTIWLM, RE=ff QW'GES HkDe FOR IMURIM FIL AND i'tCTIVE 

IN1'RATIQ4 CF MYIRa*4ENThL CCNSIDEMTICNS IN YOM AGROM S 
IEVEL1F PcLICI, PROMM04ES AND FROTOM. 

Within UMEP two s of institutial arranganents haie been 
.-KIM 	since the last CIDIE meeting to better enable WEP to prcte 
the intsegr&lion of e,wiuxmiental concerns in develcpment plans, 
prujiwvs and projects. 'Ihe first has been to strengthen the CIDIE 
Secretariat throi4 the recruitment of a researdi assistant. The secorwi 
set of arrangements relate to restrucurring of the Ctfice of the 
wimit Prngrae id s)uild inter alia lead to an ioved 

irter1 ccx)rdination and cross-fertilization of UNEV s progr, 
incliding their relation to deveic_ * issues. 	Cffice of the 

rirrat Programmme,  is now divided in three sections 

I. 	Rarttuatch, 
Envircrammtal Prrit, and 
Stçort Measures. 

Each section has been placed under the respcxibility of a Coordinator at 
the level of a Directx (D-2). Annex I describes the fiutim of each 
section in detail. 

2. 	tE3QIBE ECXS ?]IEVED AND BC11'1LS ENCOUN7ERED AS FAR AS 
'IHE INSTI'flfl'ICN OF SY'ITIC AND CCNPEwMT EXAMM71CM (P 
DEVELI!4IT ACTMITES Is CMCMW nXLUDING POLICIES, PROMNOWS 
AND PRQ.C'IS UNDER C(NSIDERATIW FOR FINANCING TO ENSURE 1T 
APR lATE MSURS ARE PRCPCSED FCR C014'LIAN WITh 'IHE 
PRINCIP'LES MD RE(X)?4EDATIQ4S SET F(P'IH IN ThE DUCLARATrCK CF 

Sirce the Stockh)lm Conference LVEP has been advocating the 
concept of sound envircunental management, namely, that long term and 
sustained develcpnent was only possible if environmental concerns were 
inteqra ted in the develcçinent process at an early or conceptual stage. 
It is only during the last three to four years that develc*ing countries 
have started to resperd in substantial nuwbers and approach WEP 
requesting methodologies necessary for such integration. In order to 
meet these requests adequately, tJNEP has undertaken the following 
activities: 
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'Ihe develcçient of guidelines for envircrmiental inpact assesnt 
(e. i .a.), cost bf it analysis of enviramntal protection 
measures, integrated physical socio-eccxxinic and environmental 
plannirw, and environmental accounting. O.iidelines have already 
been issued in relation to e.i.a.. With financial suort from 
WDP, tEP has prepared operational guidelines to assess and 
minimize the possible adverse envircunental inpact of development 
activities under the follcing titles: Pesticide Use on Industrial 
Cixps; Irrigaticr in Arid and Sesi-Arid areas; Watershed  
Lve1cçnent; Pulp and Paper Industry; Hides and Skins Industry; 
and Coastal 'It*irism. 'Ihese were inter alia distribeted to the 
t.VDP Iesident Pepresentatives for their use and carunents. Most 
comments received s1wed that the guidelines were found to be 
useful and effectiw. Since then UNUP has also prepared 
environmental guidelines for Afforestat ion and kricultural 

dianization Projects 'thicth are now being edited for 
publication. *rk on guidelines on erwircxaental aaxxznting is 
currently underway in cccperation with the %*irld I3ank. 

A Clir-Ie 	has bee, instituted within UNP  to 
broker small, uwble tedtnical assistance recests frc 
develcping countries for the integrion of envirormental 
considerations in deekçnt projects, to itify major 
envircal Prcblems fing a selected rier of develciping 
crtries and to estlish an irxtrated prrae cxzisistirq of a 
s of activities (projects) to SOlVe tJ.. 

Selective assistance to certain a.ztries (e.g. Syria) to 
intate envirtrmtental crns in their five year de1it 
plans. 

The holding of seminars to advise on the irtitutimal siitwv 
of the natia.l erwrcrflta1 mathinery and on means to tt1e 
envircuntal prthl 	in ctain selected rz)tries with 
'1rierle ix-syste. A sminar to strengthen the institnticnal 
capabilities for enviratal pling andmanagement of 
develoxnent was held in O1rprus in Jmiazy 1986. Similar seminars 
are planned in Swazil, I-ec4:1xi1_. This activity 1s 
been undertaken in ccxperation with 	'. 

Since February 1986, WEP has been prcwiding funding to UNDP in 
the axrrunt of US 124,000 in ccrultcies to assist in the review 
of WDP' s lklicies and Procedures ?nua1 (Psi) to incorporate 
environmental cons iderat ions in all tNP-f inanced development 
projects. 
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AND :Jv.j.c 
. GOVERNMENYX . 

LDESIGN AND IMPLEMEM77W  
V 

[tailed negotiations have been held with the International Furxl 
for Agricultural Develclent (IFAD) led by the Director for Special 
Assignments and a hii-level consultant, whith included a review of all 
IFPJD furx3ed projects to idtify the presence or lack of enviraiental 
concerns. 'flse negotiaticris were later joined by the Ekecutive Di rector 
of WEP. More recently (M%rth, 1986) the Ewcutive Director acxxmçanied 
by the Dirc* - r for Special Assignments held discussions with the 
(bvernment of Australia on ways and ians to integrate envircxiental 
concerns in dryI1 rehabilitation prograes. 

S, 	 $ 	:' 	 - s 	•--•, 	..• 

ia 	si - 

As aLre' sttii abwe (see 0.. 2), 	P has been cçrating a 
Clear inq4e adilsw since 1982, in support of tedinical axçeration 
activities with and between deking countries. 7he ftzions of the 
Clear-h-q-hamqe w&arii 	r (a) the idificicm of jr,tiy or 
s-regicwa1 envircrumantal priorities, (b) the praraticxi of prcrs 
and projects to meet serious enwircrital prctl, (c) the mobilization 
of kLic amd eKteal (i.e. deve1cçent assiste) 	to 
______ thi'e programmes and projects, iIudmg owgunizatim of 
co-firint-iiig arrnts 	iitoring and e'luaticrt, and short-terL 
expert assistNxe to review, or advise on priority enviraental 

______ ' 	C1riy-4cze is 	t..ed thrci4i pco± finig,  trust 
ftrxis and other a.rrarnts with, in partia1ar, the Cbverxnts of the 
Federal Repi±lic of Germany, Netherlds, Sweder6 Mrway. Finland and 
Argentina. 

The Crirj-ise has prepared programmes fc 
Indcnesia, Jordan. Peru, 'Ibgo and Tunisia and more recently for 11mador, 
Pepia New Ginea and for the countries of the 7a2i River system. 
Thrc*igh the C1earing-hse assistance was also c±iannelled to &trx1i, 
Rwanda, Peru and to fourteen develing c*mtries in the field of atrol 
of toxic chemicals. The Clearing-house maintains a compendium of some 
one hundred technical assistance projects for aid mobilization. 
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5. 	tDENTI1 FAVWRABLE CCNSIDERATICN, IF ANY, CF PROJECT PRCPCSALS 
ThAT ARE SIC1ALLY DES I(ED TO PRCflECT, REUABILITME, MANAGE C1 
C1IHEIISE ERThNCE THE HUMAN EwIRaI4T, 'IHE WALI'IY CF LIFE, AND 
RESWRCES 7HEE'1D RELATED. 

Since its inception in 1973, WEP has undertaken some 1000 
projects, which were all specially designed to protect, rehabilitate, 
manage or otherwise enhance the human environment, the quality of life 
and resources thereto related. The cost of these projects to the WEP 
Fund was about US 4260m, Supporting Qganizations and Qxerating 
Pqencies ccntrit*ited to the cost of these projects about W 3370m. Over 
and above, these projects induced governments to sper1 some US 4700m. in 
support of nationaL xrtitoring stations, research, preparations of 
meetings etc. The &ivironment Fund contriboticzis thus catalyzed four 
times as much rescxirces from CA s, SC s and goverrmnts. 'Ihe most 
owious results have been achieved, as expected, within the 1i-Bystem. 
The co-operatiai of organs and organizations of the system throuh joint 
programing, the System Wide Medium 'Irnt Fnviramnt Programae (9rfIEP), 
and the biennial programme btxgets fornulated on the basis of SWMTEP, 
made it prssib1e for WEP to mobilise from the system large financial and 

reirces as well as the wealth of thnical information collected 
over long picxs of tim. 

SDme results of WEF' s catalytic efforts are: 

Ci) 	A grcwing rer of x*tries are now taking envirotntal 
cxrisideratiais into act in their ecxric develcç*nent 
p1 . 

A ra*er of goveni1s have develcçed national 
envirxntal legislation. 

s projects in erwircxental *aticr ilted in 
co-operation with the African Pxiation for Literacy and 
Mult Eixation enabled it to rbilize f'trds from other 
dcxaor agencies in F3I  Carteda 1 iedi for rvcrrring 

1ir..i4 I dimension into afW t edUMtig3r. 
African cc*mtr jes. 

WEP. s activities resulted in the Institution of Wrld 
'Havironment Iy activities £in.inci from local resources 
in more than 70 countries.. 

4 
 

GEM programme has grated significant evolution in the 
aroads of agies ts envircmental ritxxing 
and has ixôced a s,staritial contribt*icxi by natim1 
governments for the establihment or strengthning of 
their iTMtS to the vatrims monitoring neboarks. This can 
be ra4ly estimated at 42M ndllion. 

NO 	7twough I(Y1A national eriviru_intal referral and 
&cnt-delivery n tvrks have been establi 	in mmy 
cxtries. 

(vii) The Climate, C.one and CO2 prcrames have led to the 
initiation and stinulaticn of considerable research work 
by national institutions the value of which may be over 
*5(X) million. 
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Through the DESCCN mechanism about 1 36 million has been 
raised for anti-desertificatic*i projects. 

The IRP'IC prograimne incited many governments and 
non-governmental institutions to beix*xie network partners 
leading to a considerable increase in flcv of infcrmation 
of data on chemicals. 

The Integrated Project on Arid Lards in Kenya has 
generated a 20 million U4 donation from the FRG which 
enabled the project to continue after the erxl of WEP' s 
input and led to the establishment of the Kenya Arid Lards 
Research Station (KAU) which has a good prospect of 
b&xxning a permanent institution serving other countries 
as well. 

(ii) 	The (bvernment of Sri Lanka has launched, as a result of 
WEP' s irit, a one million dollars programme on 
installation of biogas plants, solar photovoltaic units 
and wirdmills. 

('c ii) Alt all go'verrits participate in I' s activities at 
their own cost in atteirling and in hsting technical 
meetingr~,the 	 iratiOn of Ltts amd sties for 
t1e meetings or lxEting 1IEP meetings etc. 

_ 
P. 	 4Ubi1 '1'r 	 S 

i'I' 	jSSJ 	 áV 

As airy ircated above (see 0.2) U4W b initiated progras 
leading to the develqunt of guidelines and medmdolcgies for 
envirctental iiçact assessment, enviroment.al axountir,j, envirental 
cost-benefit arlysis, and integrated *iysical socio-econcidc and 

ii --&1 piarffCing. Tfl eTwxrrrltal aeeiting tt...&di is 
cirr*1y unaerwW in cooperaticxi with the Wbirld isk - Sim& its 
iici!i UMP has spent citxt US 41, 17, CXX) on research staftes 1$q 
to the icot of met1ulcqies and tools far inclusion of 
envirci- mental concerns in develcntal decision-making. 

7. 	EE3QUBE WRRP STh'flE CFPRCGRN44ES, IF  JY, FR 	tIRAIN13 
AM !WTT CF 	A'VIL SW IN 
Dr*ICN (F EOL1TC LVEL(I'11J?. 

IEP's lcrx -term thjectives in envircunental traininq are 
t-fold. The first is to obtain the irwxn:porat ion of enviLsJ,ntal 
rxrrif into the training activitiee of .N agencies, other 
inter-governmental, and regional and national institutions. The seooid 
objective is to provide develqing countries with trained 
decisicri-iwakers, a,isczs, or edxrs who will be able to assist their 
respective governments in incorporating the envirxtal dicn into 
their develcment policies, progra,, projects, and activities. 
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In order to meet these objectives WEP in cooperation with the 
Ihited Naticxis Economic Qirinission for Africa (CA) launched a prajrame 
in January, 1985, to produce a Core-Curriculum, which introduoes 
environmental C zxrents in the training prcraixiis of 11 UCA - sperisored 
organizations. The activities, which included data x,llection on the 
training cirses of ECA - spcnsored institutions have culminated in a 
joint WEP/ECA/African Eve1opnent Bank (P) tvelcç*nent Training 
Sbrkshcp, which was hosted by the ADB in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, from 18 to 
23 tbvember, 1985. 

The workshop was atteuded by two representatives of each 
ECA-sponsored instituticx. The workshop recaineud3 inter alia that 
training materials be developed which can adecately respcn.1 to the needs 
of the region, and cater for the teaching of the itructicnal ztits 
developed in the Care-Carriculum. which uicludezz  

envircrmtental menient for d1twt; 
environmental assesnt and standarthzation; 
dronght and desertificatia; 
social, economic amd envini..iuLal iLiticrs 
enviratal pciatkz tr 	and res 	.. 

It is expected that a follow-up wcrkshop will be xrined to 
evaluate the degree of ilztaticvr in inoxpocating the aicroved 
Core-Curriculum into the t—raining programmes of the varions ECA-sned 
L,IJCUthations. The ADB has agii to d.it.e up to 5% of their cotw 
time to environmental issues- 

	

M,• !'e• 	' r 
• I•' S 	 t 

1* s Inforution Programme  is aiid at creating arexs among 
the Gnts and the p±lic of the iilications of envirczimerrtal 
change and at fcetering eniramenta1 managnt and control. A great 
I!.r of rxblicat als d1±ng with ei-ivirorental issues are being 
produced and pt1i1, and circulated to a wide audience (G,verriments, 
International Qganizaticr, MX's, etc.). Since January 1985 the 
Information Service is prcxbcing the newsletter 'WEP News' bi -iLh1y in 

g1ish. French and Spani-sh (circulation 10,000), while in addition the 
follc.wing publications were issued recently: 

- 	P &odiire Conserving the Future', 
- Etivircimm A Dialogue amng Nations, 
- ivircrta1 Reftgees, 
- Idiat ion: Ebses, Effects, Risks, 
- Qii.delines to Whvironmental Impact Assessment in Developing 
cxitr ies, 
- Needs and Specifications for an International Microbial Strain 
Data Netrk, 
- Large Scale %ter Transfer: anerging Ehvironmental and Social 
Experiences, 
- Integrated I.iral Energy Planning, and 
- Voices from the Desert. 
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Thro*4i the establislinent of 'LW ('Ièlevision Thst for the 
Fvironment) in 1985, WEP is additionally: 

- stiiailating the p:oduction and dissnination of awlio-vieual 
progr'nes in develcçing countries; 
- stimulating the production of films ocmlnenting WEP's 
prograilne activities; 
- deve1cing an international distrithticn netrk and prcxiting 
new audio-visual productions; 
- producing an &ivirorumental Film Catalogue. 

9. 	PlEASE IDITIF'( MM ISSUES, IF ANY, RELEVANT '10 AN A[EJATE 
IHPLa1'mTIcli €F THE PROVISICNS CF THE !1ATIcN; IN THIS 
RESWCT mwcrr atLa BE GIJ '10 AMCMENIS 70 ThE EEa.IARATIQ a' 
P INCIPL. 

is of • • *.. • that a - 	- 	•• of Prim:iples still  
contains 	 i and contemporarycioals - a objectives, and . 	 S 

noneed a• . 	. - 	 - 	,- 	.. ,.• 	- 	. .- 

,.r,: a,.. 

and 
ei 	 ., : 	."'" 	 :: 	

11 L- - :: ging experience and pramote Eii'Tait I Pm"1 
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SEVENTH MEETING 
OF THE 

COMMITTEE OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE INSTITUTIONS 
ON THE 

ENVIRONMENT 
NAIROBI, KENYA 

y 22-26 , 1986 

THE WORLD BANK 

Report on Environmental Activities 

1985-1986 

During the reporting year, the World Bank continued to promote 
and implement its long-standing policies and procedures concerning the 
environment, public health, occupational health and safety and human 
ecology in the context of its economic development activities -- these 
being fully consonant with the terms of the "Declaration of Environmental 
Policies and Procedures Relating to Economic Development." 

Policy 

No major changes were made in the Bank's policy to promote 
sustainable development in its member developing countries and to minimize 
adverse consequences for the natural resources and environmental systems 
that underpin and support their national economies. It continued its work 
with regard to the identification of environment-affecting impacts arising 
from projects which it finances and providing for measures to prevent, 
mitigate or ameliorate seriously harmful consequences in the projects. 
Some 250 new Bank/IDA projects and 100-110 new IFC projects were reviewed, 
with about 60% of the Bank/IDA projects requiring the incorporation of some 
environmental measures and 95% of the IFC requiring similar treatment. 

The Bank continued to promote "environmental" projects; i.e., 
projects whose principal objectives and purpose are the management, 
restoration, rehabilitation, protection and/or conservation of the 
environment and its natural renewable resources. 

Several new policy papers were initiated and are now nearing 
promulgation. They are "Wildlands: Their Protection and Management in 
Economic Development," and the "Management of Cultural Property in Economic 
Development," the latter concerned with archaeological sites and their 
disposition in development activities. 
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The Bank's five-year policy dealing with tribal peoples was the 
subject of a retrospective study of its implementation. Results are 
expected to be released later in 1986. 

Earth Resources Analysis 

During the reporting year, an Earth Resources Analysts Center was 
established in the Bank's Office of Environmental and Scientific Affairs. 
This was an outgrowth of work commencing in 1984 in conjunction with the US 
(NASA) and reported on at the Sixth CIDIE meeting. 

The principal objective of the Center's work is to more directly 
influence national patterns of development among the Bank's member 
developing countries that will include a purposeful consideration of the 
environmental and natural resource constraints (and opportunities) to 
sustainable development. The development of a methodology for integrating 
the environmental and natural resource dimensions is emerging and is being 
increasingly seen as a vital tool for guiding environmentally sound 
economic development. The expected successful outcome of this initiative 
could energize the change to the identification and promotion of national 
development strategies that offer hope of being sustainable in the face of 
mounting human pressures. 

The Bank's move to such a macro strategic approach to environ-
mental/resource management is seen as a necessary outcome of the continuing 
and accelerating degradation and destruction of the natural resource base 
and associated environmental systems in developing countries around the 
world as reported in a spate of recent studies. 

Pesticides: Policy, Guidelines and Action 

The Bank's policy and guidelines relating to the identification, 
procurement, storage, handling and use of pesticides was reported on at the 
Sixth CIDIE meeting. Briefings for embassy personnel were conducted in 
Washington, as well as briefings for the press and environmental organiz-
ations. The Bank's posture has been well received and is leading to 
increased support for its efforts to create regional PEST (Pesticide 
Evaluation and Safety Training) Centers. Replication of its successful 
Caribbean center in the Far East and Africa now seems assured, and plans 
for inaugurating those much-needed centers are underway. 

Major Hazard Facilities, Their Assessment and Control 

At its Sixth meeting, CIDIE members were furnished with guide-
lines relating to risk assessment and disaster prevention in hazardous 

- 	facilities. This preliminary work has now been followed by the production 
of a detailed manual, "Industrial Hazard Assessment Techniques," designed 
to facilitate the implementation of the guidelines. The guidelines and 
manual, and the approach they promote, were the subject of a briefing for 
embassies in Washington. Great interest was expressed in the Bank's 
approach, including its serious consideration by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and the corporate community. 
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To further promote and facilitate its approach, the Bank prepared 
the necessary software package for use on the personal computer. This 
allows all the necessary steps to be taken to assess the risks and 

AI 

	

	
consequences of major hazard accidents and to provide for the most 
effective preventive measures. 

CIDIE members will be notified when the software package is 
available (3-4 months). It is further expected that the software, 
presently in English, will be made available in Spanish and French. 

Environmental Economics 

An active, ambitious program is currently underway to markedly 
improve the state-of-the-art for handling externalities in economic 
development schemes and cost/benefit analysis. A state-of-the-art paper 
is nearly completed and work has commenced on a broad-scale program to 
assess physical environment/human activity linkages in land and water 
management, emphasizing economic consequences, junctures at which policy 
interventions might succeed, and the types of policy interventions which 
would prove useful. 

Legislative Oversight and Inquiry - US 

The US Congress continued to carry out a series of hearings into 
the environmental policies and practices of the multilateral development 
finance institutions to which the US is a donor. Attention was focused on 
the World Bank. Criticism generally centered around the issue of insuf- 
ficient resources being devoted to the Bank's environmental activities. 
Ten recommendations for strengthening the Bank's programs were transmitted 
to the Bank's President. In its reply to the Congress, the Bank stated it 
would give serious consideration to the recommendations, along with some of 
its own prescriptions. 

These activities continue, culminating in a special meeting of 
the Bank's Board of Executive Directors to see what steps should be taken 
to strengthen the Bank's environmental work. 

Environmental Training - Economic Development Institute 

Efforts to provide oft-requested training in environment and 
development at the Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI) continue, 
and it is hoped that these renewed efforts will be successful. Arrange-
ments for curriculum development, course offerings, and their financing, 
are under consideration with a view to a program of work starting in the 
next fiscal year. CIDIE members are aware of similar abortive efforts in 
the past, and it is hoped these will bring to fruition CIDIE's long-
standing interest in seeing such training available through the EDI. 

An integrated science, technology and environment curriculum has 
been under preparation for a year and it is expected to become available 
for field-testing in the early Fall of 1986. 

March 12, 1986 
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1. FIRST ssici 

1.1 The meeting consisting of representatives of the signatories to the 

• 

	

	 Iclaratiai decided that it would designate itself as the "Qxinittee of 

International t'velcçnent Institutions on the thvircriment" (cIDIE). 

This was done. 

&theequently at the Secid Sessicri, it was decided that the T*iited Nations 

Ehvirormient Progranuz (UNEP) would provide the Secretariat for the CIDIE and 

the ntnher institutions would designate CIDIE Fbcal Rints, which they have 

done. 

At the Fifth Sessicn, the offer of UNEP to continue to provide Secretariat 

services to the CIDIE was accepted. 

At the Sixth Session, some of the members stated that they were of the cçinion 
that the arrangements for IJNEP to provide the services of the Secretariat were 

of a temporazy nature as they saw certain advantages in the rotation of the 

Secretariat. Other members felt that these arrangements suld be permanent 

due to UNPP' s broad international, catalytic ard coordinating role. 

1.2 It was agreed that each member institution s1uld prere a progress 
report on its activities during the preceeding year in furtherance of 
the iuplementat ion of the terme of the tclaraticn of thvircnmental 
Rlicies and Procedures relating to Econcinic Lvelcpnent. 

• 	At the Seccrd Session written reports were presented by the Mican 

tvelcpment Bank, the thited Nations tve1cçment Progranune (UNDP), the World 

Bank, and oral reports were made by the Mian Evelcçment Bank and the 

(riLbean tve1cpment Bank. The (buiniss ion of the &ircipean Ct*nnunities (CEC) 

state6 that their participation was in line with their policy of cocperating 

with develcping cc*intries on environmental matters as included in the Seaxid 

Ehvironment Pction Progranune adcted in 1977. 
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At the Third Session the World Bank prepared a progress report on its 
environment-related activities from 1981-1982 and a compendium of 
envirorinental guidelines and hardbooks. The Inter-rican 1ve1cçment Bank 
likewise presented a sminary of its actions to assist nnher conntries in the 
field of environmental management. The Asian 1ve1cment Bank and the 
Qminission of the D.ircçean Qainunities prepared brief reports on their 
activities. The &ircpeari Investment Bank prepared a paper on its procedures 

with regard to environmental protection. 

At the Fourth Session, the Caiinission of the aircpean Crim,,riities and the 

World Bank prepared progress reports on their environment-related activities 
from 1982-1983. The Asian tve1cpment Bank prepared a brief report on its 
activities. The Inter-Pinerican t'velcpment Bank prepared a paper entitled The 
IADB and the Ehvironment, and WDP prepared a report on its activities in the 
inpiementat ion of the Ic1arat ion of Pririples. 

At the Fifth Session, in addition to written reports subuitted by the African 

tve1cpment Bank, the Asian tvelcpment Bank, the Ct*mnissiczi of the flizopean 
Omununities, the Rircpean Investment Bank, the Inter-ierican tve1cpnent 
Bank, the United Nations tve1cpment Progranine and the Ibrid Bank, all meflbers 
present made statements on progress in inpiementing the tc1arat ion of 

Prixiples. 

At the Sixth Session, written progress reports were subuitted by the African 

1ve1cpcnent Bank, the Asian Ive1cpnent Bank, the Camnission of the Bircpean 
Oxtununities, the H.ircpeen Investment Bank, the Inter-American Develcpnent 
Bank, the Organization of American States, and the World Bank. Oral 
presentations were made by the (riIean t've1cpnEnt Bank and the Qxinission 
of the aircpean Camnunities. 

It was agreed at this Session that a more structured and inter-connected 

questionnaire should be prepared to assist in the stardardization of reporting 

on the organizational, institutional, procedural aid substantive advarxes made 

in the inpiementat ion of the Ic1aration. Fb1lcirig that decision a revised 

questionnaire was develcped by the Secretariat and distrithted to the members 

for their couplet ion with a view to achieving more couparable data. It was 
agreed that UNEP will also ccsplete the questionnaire. 
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responses to the questionnaire will replace the written annual progress 

reports formerly presented by the CIDIE members. 'ibe Secretariat will prepare 

a discussion paper summarizing the responses received. 

The revised annual reporting procedure was accepted and weiccined by all member 

institutions as a useful basis for an exchange of information regarding the 

integration of the environmental dimension in de'velcpment policies and  

programmes. 

1.3 It was decided that the following inter-institutional co-operative 

efforts were to be followed: (a) exchange of information and documents; 

(b) exchange of staff and provision for training; and (c) provision of 

mutual technical assistance. 

(a) &change of information and documents: 

At the Secoud Sess ion the Mian tèvelcpnent Bank agreed to provide the 

Cimnittee with a list of conntry profiles prepared by an environmental 

specialist, which siminarized national environmental legislation and 

environmental management strirtures. This was done. 

At the Third Session, the Inter-linerican Lvelqnent Bank and the World Bank 

provided the Secretariat with training materials. 7he Lhited States agency 

for International tvelopment (USAID), acting as observer, did the same. 

USAID also offered to circulate to participants its latest ccmpeMium of 

training activities. In addition, the CEC prqxeed to undertake an inventory 

of existing training activities in the field of environment and develcçent 

and a general evaluation of these activities in the 1it of the needs of the 

different target grciipa to which they were addressed with a view to inçroving 

the existing progrIrs. 'ihe CEC would cooperate with other participants in 

this study and work closely with the Secretariat. 
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At the Fciirth Session it was prcposed that CIDIE could provide a forum for 

member institutions in cxxperat ion with other develqment assistance agencies 

and canmercial banking institutions to exchange experience on scientific and 

technical requirements for environmentally sonr*i and sustainable develcpment 

and the management of the environmental conponent of develcpment projects. 

mbers reccxjnized the great value of CIDIE as a forum for exchanging 

experience auong mnber institutions. It was felt that this role suld be 

continued and strengthened. It was agreed that members would consult anmgst 

themselves on their policies and practices in respect of (a) the control of 

acid precipitation, particularly desuiphurisation, and (b) pesticides and 

their use. The Committee rx,ted that mutual exchange axtong nnhers on 

environmental guidelines was already taking place: this shuld be continued, 
and further encouraged. The CEC expressed the view that there sxuld be 

better use of existing information on environmental education and training and 

snggested that the UNESOD newsletter CORRECT/CCNNEXICN suld receive wider 

distribit ion and that there shxild be division of labour anong institutions. 
The Camnittee considered that it would be valuable to give the stxy on 

"hvironmental Education and Training in and for Ivelcping (buntries", 
prepared by the CEC, wider distrilxition. Camnittee nnFers were requested to 

serd additional information to the ( after which the report would be 

finalized for distritution. This has been done. 

At the Fifth Session UNEP stated that a banitxx,k containing practical 
information and guidelines for develcpirtg countries on environmental inpact 

assessment is in the process of publication. 'The harxltuok, entitled 

"Giidelines to Ehvironmental Inpact Assessment in Lvelcping Caintries", has 

since been published and is available from the Secretariat. The hanithok has 
been widely distribited, including to CIDIE members. 

At the Sixth Session it was agreed that the Secretariat and Member 

Institutions &x,uld continue to distritute publications and reports of 

interest to all other mn1er institutions. The %* rld Bank presented a paper 
on the Q.idelines for the Selection and Use of Pesticides in brld 
Bank-financed projects. The Secretariat prepared a list of publications 
available in UNEP which was distrikxited to all CIDIE nnherg. The names of 
the CIDIE mnrs and their designated Focal Rints have been given to UNEP's 

documents distritution section to be placed on the mailing list to receive 
regular UNEP publications. 
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All CIDIE nmhers agreed to the usefulness of excanging sectoral and specific 

information and proting distribution of scientific studies, etc. The 

iulementaticri of this recamnerxaticn cxuld be better organized. 

(b) Exchange of staff and provision of training: 

At the SecorI Session 1.SAJD offered to cocperate with UP in preparing a 

pilot regional training workshop for suitable professionals to demonstrate 

existing experience of incorporating environmental aspects into develcç*nent 

projects. Plans for the pilot regional workshop have been postponed because 

of the current political situation in the Gulf area where it was proposed to 

hld the workshop. 

Also at the Second Session the World Bank reported that it was planning a 

cxxirse in the EDI on environmental eccncznics and the environmental aspects of 

develcpment projects suitable for professional development project designers. 

UNEP was to be consulted on the substantive aspects of the course. The World 

'Bank said it could fund the actual running of the course but needed assistance 

in financing its preparation. Participants agreed to coq)erate as appropriate 

with the World Bank in the preparation of the course. There was not, hever, 

sufficient interest in marking financial contributions to the Ix)lding of the 

course. 

At the Third Session the Federal Republic of Germany stated that it would be 

inviting environmental Fbcal Iints from aid agencies to participate in a 

one-week seminar an environmental ilTpact assessment in 1983. UNEP and the 

other participants were requested to assist in organizing this seminar. The 

Federal Republic of Germany, in ccoperation with !JNEP, held a four-day seminar 

from 9 to 12 April 1984 on "A Practical and (bet-Effective Ppproach to 

&ivironmental Impact Assessment (EIA)". This was attended by representatives 

of the EIB, FN), UNEP, WI'I) and IiJC, and various other representatives from 

German Organizations and the thiversity of Tt)erdeen. 
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At the Ftxirth Session the World Bank rorted that a draft training course 

curriculum on envira- ttal ecxrics and irrporaticm of envirczaental 

aects into develcmient projects had been preçared. A ntber of 	rs 
expressed their suort including willingness to review course material and 

eventually to help translate material. T.kfortunately, due to financial 
constraints, the course on environmental eocxxxiics as prqoeed by the World 

Bank's EDI has not been able to proceed. 

From 4-15 June 1984 a training course was held at the st-West Center, 
Honolulu, on "virnnental axnic Evaluation of tvelcçnt projects". 

This course was jointly sponsored by the World Bank, I1EP and the st-West 
Center. The participants at this training course were from thina, ludia, 
Irxlcnesia, Forea, Malaysia, Papia New Qiinea, 1Iiliçines, Solai IslarKis, 
Sri Lanka, ¶1iwan, and Thailani. 

CIDIE members seem to agree to the usefulness of exchanging relevant staff and 
uniertaking joint training activities. Die to various circunstances, however, 

alnost no foll-up has taken place to the many prcposals and stxgest ions in 
this field. 

(c) Provision of mutual technical assistance: 
It shnuld be rxted that as of the erzl of Fbniary 1986 TJNEP is providing 

funiing to UNDP in the anvxint of US $24,000 in ccnsultancies to as8ist in the 
review of UNDP's P)licies and Procedures Manual to incorporate environmental 

considerations in all develcpnent projects. 

1.4 It was decided that one sectoral study would be selected for 
concentration each year. 

At the Secoud Session the (mnittee deferred a discussion on possible 

concerted activities in certain area of environment and deve1c,snent. It had 

originally been considered that a focus by the Ctiiinittee on a given theme at 
each meeting might prove a practical way of applying the principles of the 

tclaraticxi. It had been recognized that concentration on one theme suld in 

no way exclude others. 
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At the Third Session there was general suort by the Qianittee for the chice 
of a main theme for reflection and examination at each meeting. It was 

considered that themes with a strong resource management conpcnent would be 

particularly useful. 

At the Fburth Session deforestation was the theme for consideration by the 

Qmznit tee. 

At the Fifth Session, four themes of shared interest in connection with the 

examination of policies and practices of members were selected with a viei to 
agreeing on consistent attitudes. These were as follcMs: (a) Enission Ontrol 

of &ilphur Oxides. Pepers were presented and discussed on this tcpic by the 

flircean Investment Bank, the auiniss ion of the F).ircpean Q:mununities and the 
World Bank. It was agreed that in most cases the costs of 502 control were by 

far out-weighed by the damage caused by S02 einissicxis. The relevance to all 
CIE nners of technical camoents on the question of air pollution and 
sulur dioxide control guidelines was that of the grc*ving importance of 

ricnal/glctal distribution of emissions; (b) Pesticides and their t.e. The 
Sierra Club presented catvnents on the subject and the World Bank also 

presented draft guidelines on the use of pesticides. The paper prepared by 

the Sierra Club urged that wherever possible the CIDIE members slx)uld attt 

to control the procurement and use of dangerous pesticides, and that training 

on the use of these chemicals be incorporated in any project urder 

consideration by the members in which the use of such pesticides was 

anticipated. It was also snggested that the develcçei countries &xuld make 
more furxs available for research cxi pest control, principally on 1R4. The 
recxmmndaticms made in these two papers were canmerded at the meeting and 
member instituticxis were encouraged to adcpt them; (c) }alth and Safety 
Implications of tvelcçiint Projects. The Asian Ivelqnent Bank presented a 

cunent they had prepared on this tcpic and a brief discussion follcied in 

the (nittee; (d) Oservation of Soils and Lard Resources. The Cimni ssicxi 
of the Bircçean OzImIlIrlities presented a paper on this subject, which was 
considered to be of use in the prarat ion of guidelines on the conservation 
of soils and lard resources. 
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At the Sixth Sessicr it was agreed that at the follc*iing sessicn one subject 

of a technical nature and one subject of an organizational/internal nature 

should be discusse:1. To this en1 the follciiing items have been selected for 

discussion at the Seventh Session: Managnt of the African Crisis as a 

technical subjectl and Procedures of Project Identification, Fbrmulaticri and 

Design by the Asian Deve1cnt Bank as an organizational/internal subject. 

Furthernore, it was agreed at the Sixth Session, that a more structured 

aroach should be adcpted to the selection of themes and that a Five-Year 

Programme of Work containing time-bourd elements would be mrthwhile . A 

draft Five-Year Programme of Work has been develqed by the Secretariat and 

will be discussed at the Seventh CIDIE meeting. 

The practice of preparing and discussing in depth a specific theme of shared 

interest has gained important grourxi over the years. Almost no attention 

ver has been paid so far to possibilities of nitoring and evaluating the 

results and impacts of the discussion on the policies and programmes of the 
CIDIE members, as well as to their publication and dissemination. 
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2. SECIW SESSION 

2.1 It was decided that the Secretariat should prepare draft guidelines on 

specific priority subjects chosen by the CIDIE for annual consideration 

and possible endorsnt and use by the member institutions. 

Ebliowing the Second Session the Secretariat began collecting guidelines 

relevant to environment and develcpment from members. The Inter-?anerican 

Ivelq)ment Bank provided guidelines as environmental checklists for 

agricultural, energy, industry and mining projects. The World Bank provided a 

ccq)erdlum of its environmental guidelines and hanlbooks. With financial 

support from UNDP, UNEP has prepared operational guidelines to assess and 

minimize the possible adverse environmental impact of development activities 

under the following titles: Pesticide Use on Industrial Crcpsl Irrigation in 

Arid and Semi-Arid Areas; Watershed Eve1cpnent; Pulp and rper Industxy 

Hides and Skins Industry, and Qastal 'Iburism. These were distribited to the 

UNDP Resident Representatives for their use and comments. Most ocimnents 

received showed that the guidelines were found to be useful and effective. 

Since then UNEP has also prepared environmental guidelines for Afforestaticn 

and Pqricultural Mechanization Projects which are now being readied for 

publication. It was agreed that it would be valuable to have a clearer 

picture concerning available guidelines not only from the multilateral 

financing institutions but also from the bilateral agencies and other relevant 

sources in the United Nations system. It was stated that UNEP would be 

continuing to collect appropriate guidelines from the CIDIE nmhers. 
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At the Ftxirth Sessicn the CEC presented a survey carried out on environmental 

guidelines for develcment projects entitled "An Analysis of Lvelcçnent 

Pgency Procedures and Qiidelines for Planning and 1sessment." It was 
generally agreed that there must be flexibility in the use of envircrmental 

guidelines, and several members agreed to ccxisult with each other when 
develcping new, or modifying existing guidelines. It was agreed that the 

survey presented by the CEC slould be more widely circulated after it had been 

suitably edited in consultation between the aiiinissicn and its ccisultant. 

This survey has now been widely circulated including to the members of the 
CIDIE. It was also agreed to hold a CIDIE workshop in the future to review 
experience on use of envirctimental guidelines and to consider canni 

aWroaches for specific prctle!n areas. 'lb date, partly due to lack of funds, 

this workshop has not been held. The subject will be raised for discussion at 

the Seventh Session. 

At the Fifth Session the OPJS presented the results of a study undertaken on 

"Integrated Bag ional tvelcçnt Planning: G.iidelines on (se Studies from OAS 

&perience". In this study a series of guidelines was prared which reflects 

the methodology used by the OAS in integrated regional develcçinent planning. 

Furthermore a number of thematic papers were presented during this Session by 

the World Bank, the ETh, the (EC and the Sierra Club, containing 

recciiunendations which the member institutions were encouraged to adqt. (See 

para. 1.4, page 7). 

At the Sixth Session the World Bank made a presentation on the "G.iidelines for 
the Selection and Use of Pesticides in World Bank-financed Projects". It was 
suggested that these guidelines be translated into French to make them as 
effective as possible. The thai rman encouraged the other CIDIE nmhers to 

adct the guidelines as presented by the World Bank. 

Rirthermore, it was agreed that the thairman would draw conclusions after each 
substantive item and that there would be reaiiiner*iations to members to use 
açrcpriate guidelines and prockires which had been presented and received 

consensus suçort. 

The recaisndations on preparing guidelines on specific priority subjects has 
up to now resulted in the presentation of sets of specific guidelines for 
information purposes. Efforts to a1y and test and review the experience on 
the use of the guidelines have not been undertaken or reported icon. 
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2.2 Encouragement was given to bilateral aid agencies to establish a 

declaration on enviromental policies and procedures similar to the 

rclaration signed by the CIDIE nnhers. (USAID declared its 

wilhirgness to seek cortunities to bring bilateral organizations 

together for this porpose.) 

At the Third Session, it was stated that it had been decided not to consider 

the question of a declaration for bilateral drs at this stage. Ibtever, a 

number of bilateral donors irdicated their interest in ccrzsiderin3 an 

aprcriate declaration of intent concerning envircrmntal principles and  

ecornic develcç*nent. 

At the Fourth Session the USAID representative sgested that a suitable 

occasion be founi for an informal exchange of views of interest ang 

bilateral dorrs in signing the CIDIE tclaration or scinethirq similar. The 

Catimittee said it would welcome the signing of the tclarat ion by bilateral 

develqment assistance agencies and their becaning nnrs of CIDIE. In the 

meantime arrangements would continue to be made for tn to be associated with 

the work of the Qmnittee as observers. 

At the Fifth Session the USAID representative presented two cpt ions for the 

issuance of a joint declaration with bilateral dotx)rs: the signing, or some 

form of adcption by the bilaterals, of the existing tclaration of Principles 

or, develcping a separate statement expressing updated gcals and objectives. 

USAID noted consultations would be initiated with other bilaterals to discuss 

these two cptions. 
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During the Sixth Session, the bilateral aid agencies met siiiiltaneouely but 

separately at the invitation of USAID, to discuss aspects of the integration 

of environmental concerns into their develcçnt aid policies. A press 

ccixmlunique was released on the occasion of World Fnvircnt ty (5 June 1985) 

jointly by the CIDIE mnbers and the bilateral aid agencies. In view of the 

possible athiticxi of new nnbers, including bilaterals, and bearing in mird 

the progress nmde to date, the Secretariat was asked at the Sixth Session to 

prepare and circulate to uhers for comment and advice, draft ameidments to 

the CIDIE tèclarat ion on Ebvironmental rklicies and Procedures relating to 

Fxrianic tvelcpnent. This has been done and the prcpoeals will be discussed 

at the next session of the CIDIE. 

Efforts to prcxote and have the bilateral aid agencies adhere to the 

rclaration of Principles or adcçt a similar Lèclaration have it yet yielded 

concrete results. 
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3. THIRD SSS ION 

3.1 It was decided to review attitudes and practices with regard to 

develcçment financing and assistance as they related to environment in 

two areas, namely: (a) education and training; (b) guidelines for and 

management of the project cycle. 

Eucat ion and  Training: 

A study on "hvironmental Educatic* -i and Training in and for Lèvelcping 

Q*ntries" prepared for the Oitinissicti of the Eircçean Qimnunities was 
presented at the Third Session. Bearing in mind the growing decentralization 

in develcping countries, the principal reccmmerxaticn in the sttxly was that of 

environmental training of trainers of develcçent officers. The role of lWs 

in making governments aware of environmental education and training needs was 

eszed. 

Giidelines for and Management of the Project Cycle: 

At the Ftirth Session a draft discussion paper "hvironmental Management in 

Relation to the Project Cycle" was presented by the Asian Lvelcpnent Bank, 

which described how envirci-imental considerations were incorporated at various 

stages of the project cycle operated by international development banks. The 

project cycle was reviewed and the environmental irit discussed at each 

stage, i.e. identification, fact fir1ing, pre-araisal/apraisa1, 

negotiations, implementation and supervision, and evaluation. Introduction of 
the environmental aspects at the earliest stages was considered crucial. An 

Ehvironmental Inct Assessment s'ould be carried out during the fact firKlirij 
F*ase. 
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At the Fifth and Sixth Sessions, the QAS n&e a presentation based on its 

experience in incorporating the environmental dimension into integrated 

regional develcpment planning and investment project formulation. (See para. 

2.1, page 10). ¶Ihe QAS assists governments to generate de'velqment 

strategies, formulate investment projects and manage regional deve1qnt. 
This process deals with the early inclusion of the environmental dimension and 

a multisectoral approach to deve1cçiint planning and project formulation. It 

was considered that an effective way to formulate environmentally scir 

projects was to un3ertake multisectoral planning and to deal with the 
environmental dimension at early stages of the pre-investment phase. It was 
agreed that furKiing agerx2ies, where their martlates permitted it, s1uld move 

in the direction of giving greater support to pre-investment actions that 

result in environmentally sa.ird investment projects. 
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4. FWRrH SESSION 

4.1 It was decided that the first part of the meeting would be held in 

camera (CIDIE members aily), observers from bilateral aid agencies and 

N(X)s to participate in the cpen sees ions. 

This was done. liiever, it was agreed at the Fifth Session that there &xxild 

be no distinction drawn beten members and observers in so far as 

çarticipation in the srk of. CIDIE was concerned. 
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5. FIYH SESSION 

5.1 At the Fifth Session it was agreed that the CIDIE s1uld cxtinue to 

develop its man1ate and activities on an ad hDc and e1ving basis. 

At the Sixth Session the Secretariat was asked to prare and circulate to 

mnhers for ocznment and advice, appropriate draft amerx]ments to the CIDIE 

tc1aration on Ehvirczimental F1icies and ooedures relating to Econanic 

tève1cnent. This was done. The prcpoeals will be discussed at the next 

session. 

5.2 It was also decided that there should be no overloading of the agenda, 

and that there was a need to work with established priorities. 

At the Sixth Session it was agreed that there was a need to nove away from the 

present excessive fluidity to a more concrete agerxa. In this respect a draft 

Five-Year Progranune of Work with time-bourxl elements has been prared by the 

Secretariat and circulated to the members for their cc*nments. The final draft 

of this Prograimne of Work will be discussed at the next CIDIE session. 

5.3 There was a consensus view that budget furzis outside of project-related 

training were beozuning increasingly scarce and CIDIE members should try 

to ameliorate the situation. 
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6. S]XI'H SESSION 

6.1 It was decided that UNP in its own capacity as a CIDIE nmher should 

prepare a report on its activities relating to CIDIE over the last year. 

In the future UNEP, in its capacity as a C]DIE irember, will canpiete the 

questionnaire which is replacing the written annual progress reports formerly 

sulinittel by the members ccrioerning the implementation of the tclaration. 

6.2 It was ccided to develop a small publication which should be prepared 

by a ccnsultant and reviewed by members before finalization, on the 

activities, policies and procedures of the CIDIE witluit mentioning 

irxlividual member institutions by name. 

The aim of this publication is t-f old: one is the obvious internal practical 

use it will be to CIDIE members and othersr and the other is the function it 

will play in correctly disseminating the role and functions of the CIDIE to 

the public. The first draft of the publication will be ready mid-1pril 1986 

and will be cirulated to members for their canments. 

6.3 It was agreed that the terms of reference for the ccnsultant will be 

drafted by the Secretariat and circulated to the CIDIE members for their 

canments and approval. 

This was done by 1985 and approved by the members. 
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FOREWORD 

COMMUNITY ACTION IN RESPONSE TO AFRICA'S CRISIS 

ar 	 The Community is trying to develop a comprehensive approach to its 

relations with Africa which will cover all aspects of - the proLems 

facing the continent. 

In response to drought and starvation it launched first the Dublin Plan 

and then the recovery and rehabilitation plan designed to give the 

worst hit countries the ability to respond promptly to any future 

occurrence of drought. 

To cope with the structural economic problems it is endeavouring, along 

with other donors, to provide appropriate backing for domestic policy 

reforms in the countries concerned. Lomé III, to be implemented in 

close coordination with Member States' bilateral aid agencis, will be 

the main vehicle for such aid; under the Convention, high priority will 

go to rural deveLopment, and in particular to food strategies in countries. 

which decide to adopt these on the strength of the pilot schemes run 

in four African countries. 	 - 

The problems of structural reform themselves, however, must be set against 

the background of the progressive deterioration, of Africa's natural heritage, 

seen at its most dramatic in the process of desertification taking place in 

arid and semi-arid zones. This is the wide.r context of Africa's drought 

andfood probLems, In addition to disaster relief and essential structural 

reforms - without which no longer-term programme can hope to succeed - a 

systematic policy of environmental conservation and restoration is urgently 

needed in Africa. 

In accordance with the wishes of the European Council CMiLan, June 1985), the 

Commission is therefore prosing a European plan to combat desertification, 

to which "aLL European aid, Community and bilateral", will give "priority 

/ar.d/ Long-term commitments, and ... organize their contribution coherently 

by setting up an appropriate coordination structure". 
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INTRODUCTION 

The deterioration of Africa's natural resources is now widespread being 

seen moSt dramaticaLly in the arid and semi-arid zones but also in -*  

denseLy-populated and/or mountainous areas such as Rwanda, Burundi, the 

Guinea highlands, Kenya, Ethiopia, the common lands of Zimbabwe, the 

Kabylle mountains, etc. Its symptoms are loss of natural soil fertility, 

erosion and Laterization of topsoil, and thinning and loss of plant 

cover, etc. The process may not be so obvious in wetter areas, but it 

poses just as much of a threat to the long-term survival .of the population. 

Wh$Le no statistical proof is available, It is likely that this is already 

one of the main causes of falling agricuttural production in many 

cowitries. It must be hatted, particularly as the tendency is f or it 

to gather speed and spread through a knock-on effect, with deforestation 

modifying micro-cLimates and hence altering the whole ecologicat balance, 

and so on. 

Observation has shown that even on the fringes of existing deserts, the 

deseitlfication process largely starts in the inhabited areas. To this 

extent it is true to say that the desert is not spreading, but being spread. 

In these areas the strategy shouLd not in the first instance be to "fence 

in" the desert by aeani of green belts, for instance, but to tackle 

emerging pockets of naturat resources deterioration which would cause 

irreversibLe desertification if allowed to spread. 

The struggle against desertification must therefore be waged over a iast 

area, from northern to southern Africa, wherever the naturaL heritage 

is under threat. Here, however, we concentrate on examples and 

recommendations relating to sub-Saharan Africa, where EUropean financial 

and technical cooperation is most important. 

It is nevertheless worth noting that there are also already signs of 

desertification north of the Mediterranean, in certain areas of. southern 

Europe, and that Its consequences for Europe couLd be important in the 

future. 
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The strategy is a people-centred one; man may be the major agent of 

desertification, but by the same token he can learn to change his ways and 

halt the process. Even in the sudano-sahelian zone, where climatic changes 

have such a large part to play in the desertification process, there are 

ways of limiting the damage. There is nothing inevitable about it. 

It is necessary, however, for all concerned - donors, governments and the 

mass of the population - to become aware of the seriousness of the problem 

and the need for urgent action, white 'understanding that results wilt be 

slow to make themselves felt. Awareness is growing - at least to judge 

by the number of conferences and resolutions on the issue 	- and it is to 

be hoped that this will soon generate the political will needed to take the 

hard decisions balancing short- and longer-term interests, and to put in 

hand necessary but sensitive organizational reforms. 

Having established the causes of the deterioration of Africa's natural 

resources, we will be indicating the general guidelines and priorities of 

an orchestrated attack on the process, and the possibLe European cortributior 

to their implementation. 

Givny trfe.. Lu 	w ic 	i.cLircs rd pforit'c u!..l bc 

task: 

- communities will have to accept radical changes in their habits and ways 

of doing things; 

- governments will have to undertake structural reforms with political, 

economic and administrative implications; 

- donors must increase the volume of aid and accept more flexibility and 

a 	longer-term commitments. 

But the very scale of the challenge makes it more urgent; the long term 

begins today. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The deterioration of Africa's natural resources is now widespread, 

being seen in the declining fe'titity and erosion of soil and toss of 

plant cover. The culmination of this process is desertification stricto sensu. 

The plan of action proposed in the Communication is designed to 

tackle the process as a whole. 

The root cause of it is the radical imbalance created by development; 

with the transition from subsistence farming to a money economy, growing 

pressure is exerted on agricultural land, accentuated by rapid population 

growth and aggravated by the general fragility of natural resources in 

tropical zones, together with climatic fluctuations - i.e. drought. These 

factors operate in various ways in the different countries and regions 

of Africa. 

There has been a failure to adjust farming techniques and patterns to 

these changes, leading everywhere to soil deterioration and loss of plant 

cover which, if they continue, will probably become irreversible. 

The response includes both direct and indirect measures. 

- Indirect measures will include improved farming techniques to preserve 

the ecological balance of the productive system; guidelines are set but 

for crop farming, animal production and forestry (61.2.1). 

- Also needed are policies aimed at a more even pattern of settlement and 

slower population growth (61.2..4). 

By these indirect means it should gradually become possible to reLieve 

- 	the pressure on natural resources. 

- Direct action to protect the natural heritage (e.g. afforestation and 

ision control) is also urgently necessary, not only in conjunction 

with productive projects but in the form of special projects conceived 

for that purpose (S1.2..2). 
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All measures must be backed up by the development of applied research 

along suitable new lines (S1.2.3). 

A comprehensive approach is necessary. Desertification cannot be 

halted by isolated measures. The various aspects of the problem must 

be tackled by carefully coordinated packages of measures - the "cLuster 

approach". The content of each "cluster" will of course be tailored to 

the specific conditions obtaining in each zone or country (1.2.5). 

Implementation of these measures will necessitate domestic policy 

reforms in the countries concerned, particularly in the direction of 

decentralization (2..1). The aim primarily is togjve greater responsibility 

to those directly involved in development - grassroots organizations, 

TiNGs - as regards the preparation of measures which concern them. 

This should go hand in hand with a decentralization of administrative 

and financial powers away from central government to allow such development 

from the grassroots. 

The whole relationship between the population and administration at local 

i!vel need: tc' be reorg ized and b::ked up by ne forms of inancin,. 

•1. 	 C .. =.L..- I 	 :.... ..-_ 	 --  
- S •.. - - 	 S - ......... --------------.....- - 	. - 	- II. o . . - - 4 * 	- - - - 	- 

A regional approach is necessary, The deserti 4 ication process takes 
no account of national frontiers. Counter-measures must be conceived, 

strategicaLly defined, motivated and organized at the wider regional 

level M.D. 

Critical mass and the coordinated orchestration of aid contributions 

(2.4). To date the measures taken against desertification have byü 

large failed to halt the process because they_have been scattered, 

inadequate and sporadic. An effective approach capable of reversing the 
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trend must be on a sufficiently large scale to reach a certain miniuui 

threshoLd in terms of three factors: 

-comprehensiveness of approach (welding the different measures outlined 

at para. 3 into an overall plan to be carried out according to a 

sequence properly coordinated in time and space); 

- concentration and coordination of commitrnent: aid donors should agree 

to devote a significant proportion of their contribution to this work 

and get together with recipient countries and other donors to ensure 

the consistency of their action; 

- continuitypf commitments over a tong period, given the special nature 

of the struggle against desertification. 

Sequences of measures wilt have to be organized on a realistic basis, 

however, reconIting the need for "critical mass" with the inadequate 

funds available and the number of bodies involved. It will not be possible 

to tackle everything at once, but it is important to ensure that the 

limited sub-groups of measures are coordinated in time and space. We 

envisage, in this connection, giving priority to the "tree" theme 

(S2.4.2). 

Donors too will have to change their development policies to accommodate 

this new dimension by means of: 

- greater flexibility in financing operations; 

- a gradual increase in funding as countries become more able to carry 

through systematic desertification control policies; increased aid and 

policy reforms are interlinked; 

- tong-term continuity of action. 

In any event, priorities will have to be re-ordered to accommodate this 

new dimension of development work and release the necessary resources M.D. 
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10. Because of the importance of its cooperation with Africa, Europe has 

a special responsibility for implementation of the strategy and the 

European Council has decided to give it priority; it wants the Community 

coi'itribution proper to be combined with those of the Member States in a 

European Plan which will in turn be coordinated with aid from other donors. 

On a more general level, if it is to provide practical support for 

guidelines and priority measures to halt deterioration of natural resources 

it must: 

- increase the proportion of its aid devoted to rural development, with 

particular emphasis on more intensive farming, while maintaining the 

long-term ecological balance of peasant agricultural systems; 

- give priority consideration to specific, direct action on natural 

resources; 

- give priority where necessary to support for population policies 

drawn up by recipient countries; 

- make appropriate administrative arrangements to Ensure that it has 

the human and technical resources necessary for effective implementation 

of environmental operations. 

The Commission's task will be to coordinate all the resources available 

at Community leveL: LomE III, food aid, NGO cofinancing operations, 

financial protocols for the southern Mediterranean countries and the 

special budget headings (0.1). 

The Lomé programming operation currently under way takes full account of 

the new objective. The need now is to translate agreement in principle 

into concrete measures. For the purpose of implementing the indicative 

and regional programmes, the Commission should reach agreement with the 

various countriEs concerned on a set quantitative target for specific 

desertficiation control measures (63.1..1). 

Priority should tikewise be given under the new southern Mediterranean 

protocols to the campaign against desertification (0.1.2). 
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Food aid must also be deployed, in the form of food-for-work programmes 

or by the use of counterpart funds to cover certain local costs of 

environmental conservation measures. Sums could be allocated specifically 

to this end (0.1.3). 

NGOs, by reason of their position_and the nature of their operations, 
- 

wiLl have a major role to play in this field (3.1.4). 

Special Lines of credit will continue to be used for this purpose, giving 

the Community a wider margin of manoeuvre and initiative in promoting 

a goal which impoverished countries tend to postpone (93.1.5). 

11. The deployment of resources specifically allocated to protection 

of the natural heritage must be accompanied by procedural changes to 

buiLd in a permanent "environmental reflex", and the acquisition by 

development agencies and administrations of greater expertise in the 

field of conservation (63..1.6). 

1. To reach the critical, mass where a significant impact can be made 

on desertification control, Community aid must be backed up by the 

coordinated deployment of bilateral aid from the Member States. 

Such a pooling of effort calls for: 

- the establishment of common operating principles based on the 

guidelines and priorities set Out in this Communication; 

- close coordination in the field in accordance with the highly 

flexible arrangements illustrated in the flow-chart at Annex 3 

(3.2). 

In this way the Community and its Member States together can 

provide significant support for the environmental protection policy 

Africa needs to ensure its long-term survival. 

At the end of the Communication we give several examples of 

significant measures for the control of desertification. 
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CHAPTER I 	- GENERAL GUIDELINES AND PRIORITIES FOR A POLICY 

OF DESERTIFICATION CONTROL 
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CHWTER I - GENERAL GUIDELINES AND PRIORITIES FOR A POLICY OF. 

DESERTIFICATION CONTROL 

1.1 The root of the problem 

Why shoul.d Africa as a whole be more at threat than any other continent 

from the deterioration of its natural resources? Part of its vulnerability 

comes from the fragility of such resources in tropical areas, and the 

climatic fLuctuations which result in drought. But the scale of the 

pheno.enon and its seriousness are due above all to a radical imbalance 

inherent in the continent's development. The shift from subsistence 

farming to a money economy, coupled with the population explosion, have 

resulted in a considerable extension of cultivated areas and pressure 

on the Land.r The speed at which these developments have occured has 

upset the balance between man and the natural resources he exploits; 

with few exceptions, peasant farmers and herders have failed to adapt 

their methods sUfficiently to the requirements of change. Broadly 

speaking. the response has been to bring more land into use, with all 

that implies In the way of deforestation and the use of marginal Land, 

and to crop more Intensively (i.e. simply by reducing fallow periods), 

without, however, taking measures to recoristitute natural soitfertility. 

This has Led to today's widespread exhaustion of the Land, 

overgrazing and deforestation which may lead, if nothing is done, 

to irreversible desertification. 

This is the root cause of the deterioration of Africa's natural 

heritage: man, having failed to change farming and management methods 

to keep pace with the rapid. growth of demand, is over-exploiting the 

land; populations have grown beyond what the resources can support, 

breaking down the traditional balance and ultimately creating desert. 

Naturally, alt, things being equal the deterioration is swifter and 

more marked in areas where the ecological balance is intrinsically 

fragile (the Sahelian zones and mountain regions), particularly under 

the impact of successive droughts. But.ecolog'ical vulnerability and 

climatic fluctuations are facts which must be accepted, at Least in the 

short and medium term, and simply make it aLl the more essential and 

urgent to put in hand a strategy of desertIfication control centred on 

man and his capacity to manage the environment. It is pointless to argue 

about the possible effect on the climate of deteriorating natural resources 

(particularly deforestation in coastal areas); this is just one more reason 

for pressing ahead urgently with the recommended measures. 
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1.2 GeneraL guidelines and priorities for desertification control 

Given the root cause of the problem, a threefold attack is required: 

- development of intensified farming techniques which allow long-term 

regeneration of naturaL resources; 

- specific environmental conservation measures (erosion control, 

reafforestat ion); 

- matching of population density to available resources (policies on 

popuLation movements and slowing-down of demographic growth). 

1.2.1 Intensification of farming methods and protection of the environment 

In areas where the land's carrying capacity is now inadequate, the priority 

must be to find more intensive methods of farming which increase the 

productivity of scarce factors (land, water, trees) while maintaining 

their capacity for regeneration. 

The following changes wilt be needed: 

- a rethink of rural development policies, which still tend to envisage 

extension of cultivation (e.g. mechanized ploughing to extend area 

under cuLtivation without accompanying measures to preserve soil 

fertility); 

- systematic consideration of the conservation factor in the planning 

and imptementaion of operations designed to increase output; 

- specific conservation projects, e.g. reafforestation of the West African 

"reservoir", erosion control programmes, etc. 
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For the purposes of discussion we will, make the usual distinction between 

crop-farming, animal production and forestry, but in practice oerations 

should be planned and implemented within a systematic framework addressing 

all aspects of the problem: at the bottom of the scale, the farming plots of 

individual communities, then a grouping into homogenous zones, covered 

in turn by general land use/development plans indicating the geographic 

pattern of operations by region or country. 

1.2.1.1 Intensification of crop-farming 

(a) The emphasis in the first instance should be on rain-fed crops; these 

supply the bulk of Africa's agricultural output and are most relevant 

to peasant farmers. 

the introduction of technical advances to date has by and large been lopsided, 

with undue weight on export crops and only passing attention to other 

crops. Furthermore, the measures used to boost the yields of cash crops 

have often proved too drastic for Africa's frail ecological systems (use 

of animal traction solely with a view to extending areas under cultivation, 

manuring inadequate for selected strains of seed etc.). 

Intensification of rain-fed agriculture will involve a broad-based approach 

to peasant farming systems as a whole, covering both subsistence and cash 

crops and integrating livestock and crop farming, utilizing the multi-

purpose tree (e.g. Acacia albidae) in this context. 

Such a holistic approach will use modern techniques chiefly to increase 

soil yields while conserving long-term productive potential; packages 

of innovations (some of which are ready to be used by farmers) Will therefore 

include anti-erosion, methods (contour ploughing, intercropping, hedge-planting-

etc.) and measures to conserve natural soil fertility (ploughing in herbage, 

basic manuring, planting of certain varieties of tree etc.). 
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White some of these methods are already usable, however, it will not be 

easy to disseminate them; unlike the conventional measures centred on 

cash crops, their value wilt, become apparent only in the longer term and 

thus is not always clearly understood. Also, they may be costly, and 

the increasingly impoverished peasant farmers in over-populated areas 

may not be able to afford them. There may also be problems with the land 

tenure system; it will be difficult to persuade peasant farmers to undertake 

costly, laborious measures to improve land which does not belong to them 

individually, particularly where individual holdings are liable to constant 

shifts. 

It will therefore take a certain amount of effort to lay the foundations 

for the success of these policies: efficient extension services and 

socio-culturally and economically appropriate systems of medium- and long-term 

credit must be set up, while some land tenure systems may need reform. 

This involves the whole socio-cultural, financial, technical and administrative 

framework of rural development. In general, the problem is not a lack 

of naturaL resource potential - except in some arid areas - but the practical 

difficulty of introducing more efficient farming methods in short order. 

(b) Irrigation should be encouraged wherever feasible and necessary, 

in order to regulate and develop crop production, particularly in arid 

and semi-arid areasuhere the popuLation is already too dense for the 

resources available, and where there is little scope for improving rain-fed 

crops. But which type of irrigtion should we support? 

Past results have been very uneven. Despite considerable Investment the 

new large or medium-sized irrigation schemes set up each year barely make 

up for those fallen into disuse or in need of rehabilitation. The basic 

problem which recurs every time is of course management capacity, which 

is inadequate to ensure the efficient operation of these schemes. Small-scale 

irrigation generally proves much more successful. 

In the first instance, therefore, we should concentrate on small-scale, 

inexpensive schemes in which peasant farmers can genuinely be involved 

and which they can manage themselves. 
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However, this approach will not be possible everywhere, or may not prove 

enough to meet the needs; sometimes a more ambitious scheme may be called 

for, along the lines of the Senegal Valley Development. These must be 

approached with caution, however, given their cost and the management 

problems, and they should be broken down for technict. purposes into units 

manageable by local communities. Priority should be given to rehabilitation 

of existing schemes (e.g. by the Office du Niger in Mali). 

On the environmental side, care should be taken to minimize the possible 

damage (e.g. satinization) which can be caused by badly-planned or managed 

irrigation schemes. Irrigation projects, like operations concerning rain-fed 

crops, must always include a soil conservation component. 

1.2.1.2 Encouraging stock-farmers to support desertification control 

Nomadic herding, as an extensive form of stock-rearing, has become a major 

cause of desertification. Traditional approaches to wealth accumulation 

and government livestock policies designed to help stock farmers by such 

direct and simple means as veterinary support and watering-points have 

led to a huge increase in numbers of cattle, sheep and goats; overgrazing 

in turns damages the soil and strips it of plant cover. 

To prevent this we need to encourage more efficient grazing methods which 

can Increase the carrying capacity of pasturage, for instance rotation 

of grazing andthe planting of fodder crops or shrubs. Wherever possible, 

greater use of agricultural by-products should be encouraged. 

But if livestock policies are to succeed there has to be a shift towards 

more active participation by stock-farmers themselves. They should be 

encouraged to form graziers' associations with exclusive grazing rights 

in designated areas. Members would collectively apply water and pasture 

management Ncodesw  and stabilize individual herd numbers in the wider 

group interest. 
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The associations would also take on responsibility for certain operations 

in areas such as animal health, marketing and credit, taking some of 

the existing burden from government services. 

The government departments, particularly those responsible for animal 

health and marketing, should gradually be reorganized so that their 

activities complement those of the herders' associations. They should 

introduce suitabLe price and marketing policies both to get products to 

market and to stabilize herds, giving farmers incentives to selL less 

productive animals and tying them more closely into the exchange economy. 

These measures.should help reduce the pressure of livestock on the 

environment whiLe at the same time increasing production, but the results 

will not make themselves felt for a long time, since theycall for radical 

changes of habit as well as policy and institutional changes. 

1.2.2 Specific conservation measures 

Measures to increase production indirectly benefit the environment in 

that they reduce the demands made on natural resources. They will be 

stilt more beneficial if they systematically in,corporate measures specifically 

aimed at nature conservation (especially tree-planting and anti-erosion 

schemes).. In some cases, however, such direct environmental measures 

wilt become independent projects with the specific purpose of protecting 

or restoring natural assets. 

1.2.2.1 Tree conservation and reafforestation 

Trees and forests play a crucial part in any environmental protection 

programme. The tree is not only a source of timber, cheap fuel and food 

for man and livestock, it is a vital element in the battle against erosion 

and forms part of the micro-climatic balance. 

Trees must therefore be protected where they exist and replanted where 

essential tree cover has ianished. 
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Protection of existing woodland 

ALL too often existing woodlands are poorly managed, and thus it risk 

of destruction by fire, excessive commerciaL felling or over-exploitation 

for fuetwood. Here again ooth direct and indirect measures are needed - 

direct, in the firm of margement policies Including increased surveillance 

and controlled exploitation, and Indirect, by reducing the pressures on 

trees through more intensive farming (reducing the need for clearance: 

see S 1.2.1.1), more economical use of fuelwood, and the deveLopment of 

alternative energy sources. 

More efficient use of fuetwood; alternative sources of energy 

A major cause of Loss of tree cover is the need for fuel, particularly 

around growing urban areas. 

In the cities, wood is supplied commercially and here the first requirement 

is to see that wherever possible merchants charge prices refLecting the 

real value of tl* wood and covering the cost of its replacement (i.e. 

replanting). This is a prerequisite for the comprehensive strategies 

which need to be devised for each individual town, from incentives and 

assistance to charcoaL burners to adopt more efficient production methods 

to the dissemination of more economicaL stoves; these, however, will only 

be successful if they can be made cheaper (while still allowing manufacturers 

adequate profit margins) and more convenient. 

But all these measures will be inadequate unless accompanied by: 

- afforestation schemes around towns and cities, to cater for the swift 

rise in demand caused by urbanization; 

- investment In the development of new sources of energy to replace wood 

(cf. coal in Zimbabwe, gas in Abidjan), if necessary by offering (temporary) 

tax breaks. 

At a more general level the supply of fuel to Africa's towns and cities 

needs to be considered within the framework of a plan covering all related 

aspects: impact on natural resources, reafforestation, more efficient 

fuel-burning, and the development of alternative sources of energy. 
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In the countryside trees have become so scarce that the first task is to 

replant, preferably with native, multi-purpose species suited tà the 

local ecology and familiar to Local inhabitants. 

(C) Reafforestation programmes 

Priority will be given to schemes likely to have the groest impac on 	- 

AD 	 conservation or production, e.g. protection of the Fouta Ojalon and 

Mount Nimba uplands where the major West Africa rivers have their sources; 

hedgerows to protect fields in areas subject to serious wind erosion; 

hilltops; plantations around built-up areas; stabilization of dunes, etc. 

Opportunities will often be limited, however, by competing pressure from 

agricultural land, so it will only be possible in many cases to use marginal 

land to establish village plantations of multi-purpose trees (e.g. fruit trees 

whose leaves provide browsing for flocks). The emphasis should be on Large 

numbers of widely-scattered schemes rather than enormous plantations. An 

example is the "poles verts" approach adopted in Senegal and Mauritania, where 

trees have been planted for a wide variety of purposes in the irrigabte parts 

of the Senegal River Valley (as windbreaks around developments, along canals, 

in Less-easily irrigable areas and on hills, in order to protect the river basin). 

As with other schemes, success will obviously depend on a country's ability to 

organize efficient forestry services, mobilize the grassroots population and 

make adequate funds available. 

In April 1985 the Commission arranged a meeting on reafforestation with experts 

from the Member States, with a view to establishing operational priorities. The 

areas most urgently in need of attention were identified, as were the types of 

measure needed in each (see Annex 1). 

The priority areas are: 

1. important rain-fed agricultural areas with a fairly high populatron density 

(e.g. Mali's maize-cotton belt and the Kenya Highlands, which still have 

agricultural potential; Senegal's groundnut belt and the Mossi Plateau in 
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Burkina Faso, where potentiaL Is limited); the stress wll.t. be  on intensified 

- crop production incorporating a reafforestation component, and where damage 

has already been done the emphasis wild be on anti-erosion measures; 

2. underpopulated areas predominantly of dry tropical forest with adequate 

raintaLl (e.g. central northern areas of West African littoral countries): 

this area is currently coming under severe pressure from people fleeing 

from drought; here the stress will be on major replanting and management 

of existing forest as part of a comprehensive rural development plan; 

L. d.nsely-popuLated urban areas (e.g. Lagos, Bamako, Kinshasa, KampaLa, Mogadishu, 

Dakar, Nairobi etc.): not only wilL the country areas round the towns be 

reafforested, there wILL be pLanting within the cities themselves; 

6. hiLLy areas with a Large rural population (e.g. Fouta  Djalon in Guinea, 

Lesotho, the laire Nile Ridge, the Ethiopian Central Plateau, mountainous Islands 

such as Cape Verde or the Comoros, and the BamiLeke country in Cameroon): 

emphasis on trees as means-of controlling river erosion and flow, thus enabLing 

these nøtural catcheent areas to continue their function; 

areas with some degree of water management (e.g. Logone Valley, Djuba Valley 

in- SomaLia, around Lake Chad, Senegal VaLley, Niger Valley, Awash Valley In 

Ethiopia): reafforestation to protect irrigated areas; 

woodLand or scrub grazing areas with low rainfall (e.g. Karamoja in Uganda, 

Matabeteland 	in Zimbabwe, Turkana in Kenya and the northern Kordofan-Darfour 

fringe in Sudan): emphasis on improving agro-pastoraL land by better management 

of tree cover and conservation of natural regenerative capacity; 

tropicaL rain forest with Low population density but subject to severe pressure 

from neighbouring populations (e.g. forests on lower Ivory Coast): establishment 

of reserves. 
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1.2.2.2 Erosion control programmes 

The prevention of erosion must become a key component of all productive 

projects in rural areas. Where the threat is most severe, e.g. in mountainous 

regions, especially densely populated ones, special. local or regional 

programmes may be needed in addition. These could take the form e.g. of: 

- action to protect potential natural reserves (fire prevention, control of 

access by people or livestock), preferably by making local groups responsible 

for this (see e.g. § 1.2.1.2); 

- restoration or establishment of hedgerows and ditches round fields; 

- reafforestation of hiflsides, improvements to watercourses, tapping of 

mountain springs; 

- planting of hedges as fodder crops and barriers to erosion; 

- planting of perennial crops such as tea, coffee or palms, in keeping with the 

character of the land and in accordance with sub-regional priorities; 

- systematic planting of trees along tracks, roads and canaLs. 

Past mistakes have shown that measures of this sort cannot be imposed 

irrespective of Local circumstances; they must fit in with farming and social. 

patterns and be understood and supported by local communities. otnerwise they 

wilt. not only fail to bring benefits but may actually damage the environment 

(e.g. failure to maintain banks and ditches can increase ecosion Dy run-off). 

1.2.3 Appropriate research policies 

The main problem in Africa is how to achieve substantial increases in the 

productivity of naturat resources without jeopardizing their capacity for 

medium- and long-term regeneration. The first requirement 4 3 rapid 

introduction of more modern techniques, hence the importdnce 	the fight 

against desertification of research into forestry, crop and livestock farming. 
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However, there will need to be some shifts in the emphasis of research. 

- More attention should be paid to research programmes to food crops for 

local consumption, and to the ecological balance of farming. 

- The ecological balance needs in fact to be a research topic in its own right: 

how can the long-term viability of the land be ensured in the face of changes 

resulting from population growth and the desire for cash incomes? 

- Research must become less production-oriented and more concerned with the 

ecologically more vulnerable - and generally poorer - areas; in this 

connection preference should be given to low-risk agriculture (i.e. low risk 

both to peasant farmers and the environment) with hardy, drought-resistant 

varieties requiring little in the way of commercial inputs. 

- In the context of reafforestation, work is needed on the development of 

rapid-growing, drought resistant tree varieties. 

- Research into renewable forms of energy to replace fuetwood should be stepped 

up, not only on the technology but also on the socio-economic and cultural 

aspects of productior,distribution and use. 

- Research should be directed at establishing a detailed understanding of the 

whole phenomenon of desertification, of its mechanisms and its causes, both 

ecological and human, through among other things the study of global climatic 

trends and their effects. Appropriate techniques, including such advanced 

techniques as remote sensing, should be utilised in order to improve the capacity 

to operate 'early warning systems' for droughts. 1  

- More research should be undertaken into the equilibria of major ecosystems 

and the conservation and use of genetic resources threatened with extinction 

in drought-afflicted areas. 

ALL these changes will mean research centres devoting more interest to the 

functioning, characteristics and rationale of the different agricultural systems. 

I See the study initiated by the Community in 1983 on the use of remote sensing 
to examine the desertification process around the Sahara. 
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A multi-disciplinary approach wiLL be called for, since in order to modify 

a system every aspect of it must be understood: social, economic, crop and 

stock farming methods, relationship to use of pasture or woodland, etc. 

Accordingly, implementation of changes identified as necessary wil' involve 

crop scientists, forestry experts, livestock and fuelwoou experts, socio-economic 

experts etc., all disciplines must help in designing "prkages" at 

appropriate innovations. 

This obviously means that muLti-disciplinary research centres need to be 

established or strengthened; at the very least, there needs to be a 

considerable improvement in the coordination of sectorat. research, 

Regional "centres of excellence" should be established or strengthened 

to avoid duplication of national efforts. 

There will also have to be much fuller exchange of information not only between 

the research institutes of different countries but also between institutes, 

extension services and "end users". The Technical Centre for Agricultural 

and Rural Cooperation set up under the Lamé Convention could play an important 

part in this. 

1.2.4 Population policies 

One of the peculiarities of Africa asa whole is that it is both underpopulated 

as a continent and at the same time suffering problems due to very swift 

overalL demographic growth and an unbalanced population distribution. 

The intensification of agriculture advocated above will be bath difficult to 

bring about and stow to produce results. Given the soaring birth rate, 

particularly in already over-populated areas, it may not be sufficient to 

relieve the pressure on national resources. It must be accompanied by 

policies aimed at securing a more even pattern of settlement and a slowing down 

of the birth rate. 

1.2.4.1 Birth control 

The population of Africa is growing at the extremely rapid annual average rate 

of 3%, with peaks of almost 4% in some countries; these rates are continuing 

to increase. At this rate Africa's population wiLl have doubled in 25years. 
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In most African countries population growthmeans increased pressure on 

natural resources, exacerbating the other causes of desertification. 

However sensitive, therefore, the population issue can no longer be swept 

under the carpet, especially when considering a phenomenon such as 

desrtification, which is the result of an imbalance between man and his 

environment. Some African countries have in fact already realized the need 

for active birth controL policies. At the 1974 UN Population Conference 

in Bucharest only two sub-Saharan African countries had policies designed 

to curb population growth - today the number has risen to 13. The 36-

country Conference on Population held at Arusha in 1984 under the auspices 

of the Economic Commission for Africa found that high rates of population 

growth threatened countries' ability to maintain present living standards, 

and adopted the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on Population calling on 

ECA member countries to ensure that free or subsidized family planning 

services were available and accessible to all who wanted them. It has 

become clear, therefore, that the population explosion constitutes a threat 

to development in itself, so that there is no prospect of a "natural" decline 

being brought about by development in the form of better education or incomes, 

etc. 

The new awareness Is reflected in some of the Indicative Programmes which 

have now been concluded, which note the need for policies aimed at lower 

population growth and birth control, or simpty aLlude to the problem of 

increasing population pressure. 

The Community's approach, therefore, is to raise demographic problems in 

the course of discussions with the ACP authorities and to assure ACP 

governments which so request of its willingness to support appropriate 

policies or programmes within the limit of its resources. 
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Some countries or regions still have unused or underexploited cultivable 

land to which people from overpopulated areas tend, spontaneously or 

otherwise, to migrate. 

- In many cases migration is a spontaneous reaction to an imbalance 

between population and resources, either by occupying new land 

inside the country or over the border, or-by leaving the countryside 

for the towns. In other words, people abandon land which can no. 

Longer feed them properLy. Thus there are major population movements 

from northto south (e.g. from Burkina Faso's Mossi Plateau to the 

Volta valleys or the Ivory Coast, or the spontaneous drift in 

Cameroon towards the Bénoué plains). Sahel herdsmen tend to move 

towards settled farming areas, or even to become sedentary themselves 

still further south, in the zone of dry tropical forests; in Mali, 

for instance, some yoUng nomads are settling in the Gao region. 

Sedentary populations which migrated towards the Sahel in the 

relatively wet years from 1950 to 1970 are returning, while 

communities from the Sudanese region are colonising the better-watered 

• 	Sudano-Guinean tropical forests. 

Where migration is sprtaneous it is highly desirable th?t 

- * --------.s.L—* -S.. 
,-.--•- ----- ------------------ 

expLoited in such a way as to destroy its natural fertiLity, and that 

migrations do not cause international Legal problems. 
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- Where natural or soclo-cultural obstacles prevent spontaneous 

migrations, people may be persuaded to move by the offer of land 

concessions, financial aid or property rights, the latter in 

return for undertakings on proper resource management. 

Past experience has shown officially-supported migration schemes to 

be so difficult and costly that it wilt, generally be preferable, 

where this is still, possible, to take measures to increase yields 

in the area of origin; migration should be organized only in 

extreme cases, as a "safety valve".. In any case, migrations must 

be organized on a voluntary basis (people should be encouraged to 

leave, not forced oyt), and suitable arrangements and facilities 

must be provided on arrival. In these circumstances the Community 

could support policies to encourage migratory movements. 

- Here we rule out migration to towns and cities as a solution to the 

imbalance between population and resources in certain areas. In the 

first place, cities are a cause of damage to the environment in the 

surrounding countryside, particularly as demand for fuetwood leads to 

deforestation. More important, however, the cities cannot offer 

decent conditions - above all, jobs - to those fleeing from 

overpopulated rural areas. 

Nevertheless, in the long run, the drift of population from the 

countryside is not a bad thing in itself, provided it can be scaled 

down and incorporated in land-use plans giving particular emphasis 

to the development of smaller towns, which would provide a special 

dynamic link between urban and rural activities.' 

S 

1 See study financed by the Community and carried out in 1984 by 
"Cooperation et Aménagement" (a French consultancy firm) on "The 
secondary towns in Africa, their role and functions in national and 
regional development". 
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1.2.5 

The above analysis shows that the campaign against dese:fition 

cannot rely on isolated measures; for example, trees a1oe are not 

sufficient to overcome the desert. It will therefore be necessary 

to implement comprehensive policies and carefully coordinated packages 

of measures attacking the problem from various angles. It is obvious, 

however, that these packages, while based on the general priorities 

defined above, must be adapted to the special conditions and constraints 

of the countries and regions concerned; the problem does not take the 

same form in the Sahel as in the mountainous regions of Central Africa. 

Even in geographically similar areas, the political and administrative 

or other constraints may vary, so that what is possible in one is as 

yet impossible in another. Caution is therefore called for in the 

transition from the general to the particular. 
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CHAPTER II - IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL GUIDELINES AND PRIORITIES 

2.1 Groundwork for reforms in national policies 

The preceding chapter shows that there are close links between efforts to 

prevent the deterioration of natural resources and general development 

problems. Success depends greatly on countries' capacity to implement 

reforms in their national policies, necessary to secure a general rehabili-

tation of economic systems. in this context, desertification control is seen 

as an additional dimension of the long-term view, reinforcing the recovery 

process taking place. Obviously, this may create conflicts of priority: 

how can governments, justifiably preoccupied with immediate problems of 

survival, harried by everyday concerns, devote sufficient attention to the 

problems of the future? In this context the main role of development 

organizations, more able to distance themselves from immediate concerns, is 

to help, countries to overcome the dilemma by mobilizing extra resources. 

This aid, even if it were generous, would have no impact unless based on a 

set of auxiliary measures to be taken by the countries themselves, which 

should, where possible, be set in the context of natural conservation 

strategies (as foreseen by the World Strategy for Conservation). 

Any Large-scale environmental protection operation must be preceded by 

steps to translate awareness of the problem - already apparent in many 

countries - into the political wilt to undertake far-reaching reforms of 

rural development operations. As regards the protection of the natural 

heritage, special importance will have to be attached to increasing the 

efficiency of administrations (institution building), and strengthening 

rural credit systems and technical facilities such as extension services. 

On a more general Level, alt measures aimed at intensifying crop and 

livestock production will depend on improved organization of the economic 

environment of peasant farming, including reforms of input and product 

pricing and marketing, already tackled in the context of the food strategies. 
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ifl short, the whole rural context rnust be examined and adapted, including 

the question a' Land tenure. This is obviously one of the main responsibilities 

facing governments, which can be supported but not taken over by foreign 

I. 	 donors. 

Desertification control must therefore be regarded not as a separate 

programme, but as part of a çeneral development process. It is nevertheless 

advisable to draw attention to certain aspects of particular importance. 

2.2 InvoLvement of population and administration 

Giving effect to guideLines and priorities on the ground wilt, involve millions 

of peasant farmers who will have to change their methods and carry out 

numerous small-scale operations, even if in certain cases these operations 

are conditional-upon Larger projects (e.g. river dams). 

The number of people Thvotved and the scale of the efforts wilL therefore 

require a high Level of political and administrative organization, in order: 

to mobilize the rural community, to convince it of the urgency of 

the task, and encourage it to contribute its own effort; 

to provide technical and financial back-up; this wilt, have to be done 

not only by decentralized administrative departments, but also by 

independent N6O-type bodies. 

The participation of the rural community in an organized campaign to protect 

the natural heritage wilt therefore require simultaneous operations linking 

administrative departments and the population. The general conditions 

governing such an approach, the appropriate types of financing and 

implementation procedures will be worked out at a later date. 

I 
2.2.1 

and administration 

The extent of the task is considerable, since it involves: 

(i) a substantial increase in understanding of the socio-econornic and ecoLogical 

systems in which communities live, their ways of life, working Lraditions 

(e.g. the very important role of women in the collecting o fuewood)., 

level of technology, etc.; 
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the definition of appropriate technical operations compatible with 

these systems, account being taken of the specific problems and the 

capacity for assimilation of each society concerned. For example, 

b any reafforestation programme must take account of the role of the 

tree in a given social, economic and ecological. context, since in 

many instances it performs a whole range of functions: conservation 

. 
	 of the soil fertility, fodder for livestock, supply of fuelwood, 

timber, etc.; how can production be increased when within the existing 

production systems there is very keen competition for land etc.; 

how can the population be motivated to undertake reafforestation if 

it is not to enjoy ownership of the trees? 

the organization of basic groups, e.g. cooperatives or village 

associations, in order to reduce the burden for the advisory and 

extension services and to mobilize the intellectual, technical and 

financial resources of the rural. population; such groupings should 

be encouraged as the will and ability to assume responsibility for 

developing the land emerges at grassroots level; 

above all, qualitative and quantitative improvement of the basic 

administration so that it can provide the necessary technicaL backing 

for grassroots initiatives or even promote such initiatives. In this 

respect, experience with microprojects under the Lamé Convention has 

shown that the main reason that these were not developed further 

was the shortage of officials in the field to provide appropriate 

technical. advice to ensure the success of local initiatives. 

Little hope can be placed in grassroots mobilization and participation 

(cf. past ecperience with "Community Development" or rural motivation 

operations) until. administrative and technical staff with effective 

power of decision and corresponding financial resources are sent into 

the field, to work in consultation with the peasant farming population. 

A pragmatic solution would be to link microprojects with larger scale 

development projects, so that the latter's organizationat infrastructure 

can be used. 
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the organization of this "administration of grassroots development" 

must follow certain essential principles: 

* its main rote must not be to do, but to get things done; it 
encourages it supports, it supervises, but it must decentraiize 
its operations in order to ensure that the local population and/or 
non-governmental organizations assume maximum responsibility; 

* it must carry sufficient authority to be effective, which means 
greater autonomy for the technical departments in relation to the 
general administration; the "service companies" set up in some 
countries, with verifiable criteria for discipline and effectiveness, 
would seem to offer an appropriate model; 

* it must be coordinated in the field to prevent responsibilities from 
becoming too diffuse, and particularly to prevent competition among 
departments which deal with the same peasant farmer, and which in 
some cases may give his contradictory instructions; this will be 
particularly important where conservation measures have to be 
adopted which may not be compatible with production operations 
recommended by specialist intervention boards or departments; 
the ideal would be to have "multidisciplinary" extension officers who 
can advise the village on its activities as a whole; 

* the technical message to be got across must be of proven effectiveness, 
otherwise extension work could eventually be undermined as peasant 
farmers become sceptical; 

* Last, and most important, experience has shown that in the implementation 
of operations, peasant farmers need to be helped to take over a maximum 
of services and ease the burden accordingly on the technical departments. 
For example, rather than taking the inputs to the peasant farmers, 
the latter should be helped to acquire carts and take care of transport 
themselves; some go-ahead groups might even recruit and pay for 
technical support staff themselves; property adapted training can 
pLay a role in making young people aware of the problems of 
desertification, while certain desertification control measures can 
be undertaken as part of school activities. 

The mobilization of the population for specific purposes, and the 
strengthening of the basic administrative departments, require 
appropriate methods of financing. 

a 
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2.2.2 Appropriate types of financing 

2.2.2.1 Grassroots financial incentives 

The need to provide local communities with financial aid for desertification 
control measures is justified for at least two reasons: 

* in areas where the land can no longer be used to grow crops or feed animals, 
the population is impoverished and lacks the technical and financial 
resources to carry out projects successfully; 

* in the case of long-range projects, the benefit to the individual may not 
be evident when operations apply to collectively held land or grazing 
grounds, i.e. if there is a conflict between the long-term collective 
interest and the immediate individual interest. 

The financial incentives may be of various kinds: 

* food for work operations in the poorest areas where general food 
requirements are not met. In order for this system to work in the event of 
a food shortage, ready prepared programmes must be available, to be 
implemented when famine occurs. This means that the charity aspect of food 
aid can be played down, and programmes of work of use to the population 
itself can be carried out; 

* payment by the job in cash and/or in kind (e.g. carts, tooLs, etc.) are 
justified in the case of specific, highly labour-intensive action to protect 
the environment; 

* most important, aid for investment in environmental protection operations 
of the microproject type, as a way of encouraging and backing up the 
grassroots communities' own investment efforts, in the form of contributions 
in kind and work; 

* Lastly, in order to promote the use of certain types of inputs, for 
example for basic phosphate rnanuring,it is necessary to set up systems of 
cheap credit, taking into account the poverty of the rural community 
concerned and the generalized and deferred return on use of the inputs. 

2.2.2.2 Cover of extension service costs 

The reorganization and strengthening of basic services wilt invoLve externaL 
financial aid to provide the resources and equipment they need to operate. 
This applies for example to the forestry departments, which must be 
strengthened if all forestry operations, no matter how well designed, are 
not to be doomed to failure. 

I 
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2.2.2.3 	Cofinancing with NGOs 

41 	
In the context of the relationship between the population and administration 

at local Level, where European and local NGOs are weLl - integrated in local 

structures they can play a very useful role thanks to their own technical and 

financial contributions, backed up by the existing cofinancing system. 

2.2.3 	Decentralized methods of financing 

The widespread deployment of these financial resources will, require progressive 

decentraLization of some financial decisions to administration at local level. 

For example, an extended programme of microprojects can hardly be administered 

from the capital. 	It should be possible for grassroots administrations and 

organizations which have proved their administrative capabilities to be given 

an appropriate "development budget" enabling them, without delay and in full 

knowledge of the facts, to take the financing decisions relating to the 

individual micro projects they support or in which they take part. 

Outside providers of funds can play an important role in this movement thanks 

to increased flexibility and decentralization of.their financing. 	In this 

respect the Community system of microprojects is particularly appropriate and 

should be used more widely. 	It allows overall commitments to be made for 

campaigns against desertification without prior appraisal of the micro projects 

to be executed. 	Decisions on specific projects are taken on the spot by the 

national authorities and the Commission Delegate. 	Local NGOs can be involved 

in these projects. 

Payment of certain costs of equipment and operation of grassroots technical 

services houLd be facilitated, thus encouraging the administrative authorities 

of African countries to proceed with the recommended reforms by providing the 

resources to enable them to do so. 

a 

2.3 	Need for a regional approach 

By its very nature the desertification process takes no account of national 

frontiers (influence of the climate, regional transhumance, interaction between 

catchment areas and river valleys, etc.). 	Without strategies to protect 

natural assets simultaneously in various places, there is a danger that any 

isolated successes would have no effect on the overaLl phenomenon of 

deterioration or even that their viability would be jeopardized. 
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Thus the viability of all the programmes to develop the river valleys of West 

Africa may be undermined in the long term if the deterioration of the, catchment 

areas of Upper Guinea gets worse. 	In these cases it must be possible to 

• 

	

	allocate additional resources and encourage the country concerned to take 

measures which maybe of benefit mainly to neighbouring states. 

It 	 The regional approach will aLso be justified when significant savings can be 

reckoned on for joint operations, for research, remote sensing of the 

desertification process, particularly for the construction of earth stations, 

etc. 

To conclude, there should be a regional approach in the wider sense of the term 

when conceiving, strategically defining, motivating and organizing the campaign 

against desertification. 	The areas in which action is to be taken should be 

defined in terms of their socio-economically and economically homogeneous 

regional character. 

2.4 	Critical threshold and coordination of aid 

2.4.1 

Desertification tends to "snowball", requiring decisive action in order to halt 

the process, and the measures taken must be massive enough to resist the 

onslaught. 

To date the measures taken against desertification have by and large failed to 

halt the process because they have been scattered, inadequate and sporadic. 

From now on a minimum threshold for intervention must be reached, to be 

assessed in terms of three factors: 

- comprehensive approach: an analysis of the phenomenon of desertification 

has shown that in order to halt the process a "cluster approach" involving 

interdependent measures must be adopted: intensification of production 

methods, reafforestation, measures to combat erosion, etc. 

- geographical concentration of measures: the nature o 4  the desertification 
problem implies operations "marking Out Landscapes", capable by their 

massive extent of having prmaen eff'-cts on the environme.t. 	This does 

not mean that gigaric projects s'oui'ld be undertaLn, but rater that the 

operations, mary ot which witl. be  microprojects, are i:tensive enough and 

so gr':.aped as 	 o h' 	sir ficat 	'see 	•. reservi..r' ,i 
'.'.: 	Afr 	''r 	- • 
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- ctinuity of operations: the special nature of the desertification 

problem requires operations over a tong period (e.g. reforestation, 

technoLogical changes in peasant farming methods, etc.). Perseverance 

and continuity wiLL therefore be necessary features of commitments in 

the struggLe against desertification. 

The problem wilL be how to reach this "critical threshold" when financial 

and technical resources are Limited. 

2. 2 

. 

The first priority in applying the overall approach is to draw up general 

programmes for each country attacking desertification and bringing out 

clearly the interdependence of the solutions to be applied, the structural 

reforms to be made at administrative level, the total costs of the operations, 

etc. However, it will not be possible to do everything at once or get 

everybody working together. There are too many constraints, particularly 

financial ones. It will also be necessary to divide the overall plan into 

sections which can be carried out in isolation while at the same time 

respecting as much as possible the implications of the "critical threshold". 

The plan will, therefore have to be divided into sub-groups which can function 

independently to some extent and are capable of producing results, even 

partial ones, by themselves. In these circumstances the only way to achieve 

the global approach will be by coordinating a sequence of measures in time 

and space. It is in this spirit that in the initial stages we would envisage 

concentrating regional funds for the campaign against desertification on the 

"tree" theme, in the knowledge that this is a limited operation which wilt 

have to be followed up by other measures. However, it is worth giving this 

theme priority because of its power to motivate and its symbolic value as a 

victory over the desert. 

2.4.3 Concentration and coordination of commitments 

Generally speaking, once the priority sub-groups have been determined, aid 

resources should be concentrated on them. In most cases, even when the 

resources of an individual donor are concentrated they are not enough to 

reach the "critical threshold" and they have to be combined with contributions 

from other sources. Finally, if overalL, coherence is ultimately to be 
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ensured, i.e. if all the sub-groups are to be covered, it is obviously 

indispensable for the donors concerned to commit themselves over a long period 

on a permanent basis. In practical terms, once the overall plan for the 

protection of natural resources has been worked out for each country, each 

aid organization must: 
I 

- agree to devote a significant part of its technical and financial efforts 

(concentration); 

- consult the country concerned and the other donors to see that the  "minimum 

threshold" for each programme or sub-programme can be reached; this will. 

call for active coordination aimed at uniting 	a group of aid donors in 

the common pursuit of specific objectives (e.g. reforestation). 

In other words, it wilt, be necessary for all concerned to follow a programme 

of specific operations involving a considerable commitment, so that the sum 

total of interventior4 often over a long period, reaches a "critical 

threshold". It will also be necessary to ensure coordination of operations 

in space (i.e. in geographical terms) and time. This involves much more 

than the mere exchange of information; we are talking about financial 

coordination, and sound organization will be required to reach the joint 

objectives. 

2.5 ScaLer of financial commitments over the long term 

It is difficult if not impossible at this stage to give detailed estimates 

of the amount of money that will be required, 1  as little pre-feasibility 

work has yet been done. In any case, the speed with which operations can 

be implemented will depend on the growing ability of administrative 

authorities and local people to organize and motivate their selected tasks. 

1 Nevertheless, some estimates have been attempted. For example, in the 
study made in December 1984 "Lutte contre La désertification en Afrique - 
Bilan et propositions" GERSAR (F) calculated the global budget for the 

various desertification control measures at cver 26 thousand million Ecu 
over a five-year period for the 21 African countries attending the 

Dakar Conference (COMIDES) in 1984. 
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.t local efforts still have to be initiated and encouraged by increased 

a.unts of aid, especially as, given the nature of this work, one can hardly 
a 

expect governments and populations already struggling for survival and 

Living from hand to mouth to mobilize financial resources which will rarely 

show early returns, unless they can be sure of outside support on a tong-term 

basis. 

If priority is to be given more systematically to the control of desertification, 

specific financial resources will have to be mobilized. This could obviously be 

done by stages, as and when detailed, realistic plans of action are drawn up by 

African countries. In this field there are no spectacular operations which can 

be got off the ground simply by an injection of funds, no matter on how massive 

a scale. Initially, therefore, the hope would be that a re-ordering of priorities 

wilt at least allow the systematic tackLing of desertification controL The 

first priority, therefore, is to reallocate existing resources for this new 

objective. 

However, scop for reallocating funds is usually limited by the competing 

priorities on which African economies depend for their survival; there is stilt 

not nearly enough money for recovery and rehabilitation or structural adjustment 

programmes, and these cannot wait. It should also be stressed that the 

distinction between short, medium and long term refers purely to expected results, 

not to the urgency of the operations themselves. 	If donors intend to act 

consistently and support the mobilization of African efforts which they 

themselves recommend, in the medium term they will have to increase considerably 

the overalL sums available. 

To conclude, the immediate requirement for getting the campaign under way is 

that all concerned should (a) unequivocally endorse the priority given to 

desertification controL and (b) set aside a specific pfrcentage of existing 

allocations to enable the critical threshold to be reached and the operations 

to get under way. 

In this mobilization of efforts the Community and its Member States obviously 

have a special responsibility by virtue of their importance as partners in 

cooperation with Africa; together, they account for more than half the 

aid it receives. 
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CHAPTER III - MOBILIZING EUROPEAN RESOURCES 

As conservation of the natural, heritage in Africa has become one of the 

prime concerns of European cooperation policy, it is essentiaL to work 

• 	out the necessary sequence of operations. 	Here we consider: 

- in the first place, lunds administered by the Commission (Lomé III and 

budget resources); 

- pooting of this money with funds from the Member States, as called for 

by the European Council; 

- coordination with international bodies such as the World Bank, the FAO, 

IFAD etc., and other donors. 

3.1 	Deploying the Community's resources 

To tacke the problem of desertification in Africa the Community will be 

pooling all, the available resources: Lomé III (under national indicative 

programmes and regional programmes), food aid, operations cofinanced with 

NGOs, financiaL protocols with Mediterranean countries, and special 

appropriations from the Community budget. 	The way in which the money is 

used wilt, of course, depend on the type of instrument concerned. 

3.1.1 	Resources from Lomé III 

3.1.1.1. Stipulations of the Convention and initial results of programming 

- One of the broad priorities of Lomé III is to halt all forms of damage to 

natural resources (see especially Artictes 42 and 113 of the Convention), 

with particular reference to desertification. 

- This has been incorporated more or less universally in the national 

indicative programmes drawn up to date, as a new dimension of the rtxral 

development programmes on wh$ch Community resources will be focusing. 	All 

of the 16 African countries having concluded a programme by December 1985 

refer to desertification under one heading or another: objectives, focal 

sector, auxiliary measures by government or operation outside the focal 

sector; 12 also list it among priorities for regional cooperation 

(see Annex 2). 
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* 	There is of course no indication as yet of precisely how this new 

dimension is to be given effect. 

- A total of 1 000 miLlion ECU is available for programming regionally; 

desertification control is explicitLy mentioned as a priority and initiaL 

discussions have confirmed this, though actual programming has not yet 

taken place. 

3.1.1.2 	Implementation of national indicative programmes 

- The first stage will be for each country or region to identify damage to 

natural resources and draw up comorehensive but operational plans of 

action based on the guidet.ines and priorities mentioned in Chapter I, 

adapted to take account of the specific local circumstances. 

- The Community will work out with the countries concerned which of the 

guidelines and priorities its own operations should cover. 	As noted 

below, the new dimension will be reflected in two ways: 

Systematic incorporat'or in rura( development p 	ects .id progr3mmes of 
positive measures to protect the natural herita' 	Agricul.rai 
projects will include soil conservation measure 	hedge-pntin, 
erosion control, introduction of methods of culvation which preserve 
fertility, such as ploughing in of herage and 	manurinq. 
The same approach can be ao1ied in the t.'ght of evaluations 	n.voify 
current or past operations 
Alt. this will aod to the cost and compexity of o3erat1s, OU t iat is 
the price we must pay to acnieve the objective. 	It must be oorr.e r: 
mind when undertaking the economic analysis of crojects 	ad: tic1 
costs should be set against the ecological objeive ratner tnir :e 
immediate growth target (i.e. the ratio of the extra cost to tn 
additional effectiveness in terms of resource conseFat)on). 

In addition, the priority given to specific measures to oroect or 
reconstitute natural assets, such as reafforestation, erosc.: control or 

411 	 research programmes etc. 
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- If the new approach is to succeed minimum quantitative targets should be 

set, e.g. by deciding with each country that by the end of the Convention 

a certain percentage of the money should have been spent on measures 

directly related to conservation, including both the conservation "overheads" 

of productive projects and specific projects on afforestation, erosion 

control or applied research etc. 

3.1.1.3 	Regional programmes 

- In deploying the regionat funds the Community will identify and implement 

jointly with the countries concerned a set of genuinely regional conservation 

measures (a prime example is the protection of the natural "reservoir" in 

Guinea where the major West African rivers rise, and other examples are 

given in Chapter IV). 

- It is also planned to use Lhe regional money to muLtiply the effects of 

national operations. 	In th Sahel region and in western Africa generally 

the regional povisionsof Lrmè III offer a means of backing up and 

intensifying rational effort., not simply in Hrrnciat ters but in terms 

of the arrang'ents to e me or ccisions 	' taken by individul 

countries in order to haLt ci.sertification on their own territory. 	It is 

clear that the more seriously a country undertakes the battle against 

desertification, the more it 'erits encouragement and support, since its 

contribution to a struggle of concern to the whole Sahelian and 

sub-Sahelian region will be that much greater - the same applies, of course, 

to other parts of Africa. 

- Specifically, the Commission is proposing to invite planning ministers 

from the Sahel countries, where the threat of desertification is most 

severe, plus a number of coastal states also affected, to a meeting on 

the subject of environmental conservation involving appropriate operations 

at both national and regional level. 	The programme will be worked out in 

close cooperation with Member States and other interested donors. 
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- More generally, once discussions with national and regional authorities 

from other areas are far enough advanced sub-regional meetings will be 

held, first with Delegations and then with the national and/or regional 

authorities concerned, to lay the foundations for regional programming 

under Lomé III. 

There will be a suitable emphasis on desertification control, in 

accordance with the priorities indicated by national authorities. 

- As with the indicative programmes, it will be helpful in giving effect 

to priorities if we can agree with the countries concerned on minimum 

quantative targets, in the form of a percentage of regional resources, to 

be allocated to desertification control and environmental conservation 

and improvements in general (Article 113 of Lomé III). 

3.1.2 	Mediterranean financiaL protocols 

The cooperation agreements with the southern Mediterranean countries 

acknowledge the importance of safeguarding agricultural and grazing 

resources, and a number of operations have been undertaken (e.g. studies 

and training schemes in Algeria, soil improvement programmes in Egypt). 

The Council's negotiating directives for renewal of the financial 

protocols explicitly r.enticn desertification control as a priority area 

for cooperation. 	It is of particular relevance in connection with the 

Commun it y ss desire to support cooperation measures involving several 

neighbouring Mediterranean or African countries, thus reflecting the 

regional scale of the problem. 

It is too soon tor pronounce on the exact scope of environmental programmes, 

which will depend on talks with the southern Mediterranean countries 

regarding implementation of the protocols. 	But a considerable proportion 

of the funds available under the protocols consist and will continue to 

consist of EIB Loans, which are not suitable for specifically 

environmental operations; the grant component of the protocols is more 

appropriate for this purpose. 
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3.1.3 	Food aid 

Food aid can be used in environmental protection programmes in two ways: 

- directly, in the form of allocations for "food for work" programmes 

(see 62.2.2.1.); 

- indirectly, by use of the counterpart funds generated by structural 

food aid operations to finance certain local costs of conservation 

measures. 

In countries where structural food aid is justifiable on general grounds 

the Community could undertake multiannual programmes, the scale of which 

would reflect the specific environmental protection objective. 	A 

proportion of the overatl annual food allocations 'would be set aside for 

this, as is already the case for countries applying a food strategy. 

3.1.4 	Cofinancing with NGOs 

NGO development projects in countries within Africa's semi-arid zones 

have tradtionally accounted for an important share of Community-NGO 

cofinancirgs. 	The great majority of these projects relate to rural 

development in the broad sen;e, small-scale irrigation scheme, introduction 

of new methods of culti"ation, reafforestation, environmental improve" 

and so on, including the provision of training to enable rural communities 

to assimilate and continue with the work. 	The NGOs' presence in the 

field has enabled them to appreciate the cruciaL importance of 

desertification control, and they have repeatedly indicated their 

willingness to contribute to coordinated measures on a wider scale in this 

connection. 

The NGOs' approach, characterized by projects initiated in response to 

requests from their local partners who then undertake implementation and 

follow-up themselves, or with volunteer assistance, is particularly 

well-suited to operations whose lasting success will depend on long-term 

mobilization and involvement of local communities. 
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Butif the full, effectiveness of the NG0s approach is to be safeguarded, 

care must be taken, in meshing their projects into a wider programme' 

chiefly implemented by governments and international donors, to respect 

their independence and working methods and those of tir partners. 

The Commission will be considering how NGOs and their LocaL partners 

could best make a larger and more coordinated contribution to the 

implementation of specificalLy environmental measures. 

3.1.5 	Special budget headings 

The Community continues to have access to budget appropriations specifically 

designated for measures consistent with the guidelines and priorities 

discussed in Chapter I, notably the following: 

Art. 946: ecology in the developing countries 	 - 

Over four years some 500 000 ECU has been spent on studies and information 

or training on ecological issues for national officials and NGOs. 	This 
is directly relevant to the campaign against desertification. 

Arts. 933/947: cooperation with developing countries on energy 

Some of the money has gone towards studies or other measures designed to 

reduce demand for fuetwood. 

Art. 958: special programm,e to combat hunger in the world 

40 mit lion ECU have been spent under this heading on measures to control 
desertification, with particular emphasis on forestry work, erosion control, 
and comprehensive studies on the phenomenom of desertification. 	The 
operations under way are pilot schemes and should provide useful lessons 
for work in this field under Lomé III. 

Once the reguLation is finally approved a sizeable proportion of the 
29 million ECU entered under this article for 1985 can be sp,t in the. 

same way. 

Art. 7330: Science and Technology for Development (programme administered 

by DG XII in liaison with DG VIII 

The Community has allocated 30 million ECU to promotion of development-

oriented agricultural research, mainly with a high technological content, 
in Europe, the aim being to establish close cooperation with research 
institutes in developing countries. 	The money has seeded additional 
contributions of around 100 million ECU from European research establishments. 
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Atread; 3.25 aittir,n ECU has been committed for resedrch which will help in 
the f1hi. 	a;nst cesertification: development of drought -tolerant fod otants, 
eLcto c rapid-growing drouyht-reistant t'ee speie., reearcr; nto water 

their maonnt, evtn.opnecit of 	-crid ur arid 	d nd or7 

3fc -ir. 	of natLral. psture.. The rogranme is :trrentiy be q revised 

ani extended 	:h a view to Corcil a, pvat in 1986. ie new programme should': 

ncLde a section designed to strengthen devetcpng countries' own 

research capabilities; 

place more emphasis on applied research to be carried out in the field; 

give priority to research topics related to desertification ControL. 

Art. 967: operations to promote the implementation of an overall Mediterranean 

Policy and cooperation at the regional or sub-regional level 

This entry in the draft 1986 Commission budget will be usable for desertification 
control measures; such operations are explicitly covered. 

Art. 7328.8: Research Programme "Climate and Natural Disasters" 

This Programme should have available ECU 17 M for the period 1986-1990. 
ALthough it is Largely focussed on Europe, as far as the study of the impact 
of climatic factors is concerned, the Programme involves the study of the 
past and possible future trends of global climate. There will also be a 
chapter on the problems of desertification. 

While it is not desirable that resources should be too widely scattered, these 

special budget headings will continue to be useful: 

- as supplementary resources, they can be deployed on various long-term or 

innovatory policy directions which might not be picked up by impoverished 

countries with more pressing concerns in mind; 

- they can provide a more organized, regular basis for involvement by European 

bodies in activities within their own field (e.g. research centres working 

on renewable forms of energy); 

- the Commission sometimes needs greater flexibility than is offered by 

resources tied up in contractual agreements, to give it more scope for 

manoeuvre and initiative; in this Connection it will be calling for an 

extension of ArticLe 946 ("EcoLogy in the developing countries") to provide 

a simplified procedure under which it can call on top consultants, organize 

meetings and commission studies on specialist topics, perhaps involving 

countries outside the ACP group (e.g. further study of desertification by 

means of remote sensing). 
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3.1.6 Procedural and administrative factors 

As well as providing funds, we need to adopt variouc procedural and 

administrative measures to translate concern for the environment into 

practical terms) 

3.1.6.1 The environmental "reflex" 

In addition to setting financial targets, and in order to ensure that 

they are meaningful, the Community wilt need to make var3ous 

administrative and procedural arrangements to see that the conservation 

factor is automatically incorporated in Its development operitions. On. 

practical step has been to include "effect on the environment" in 

the check list for projects and prograves set out in the new Panual 

for preparation and appraisal of operations, providing guidance for 

recipient countries, consuttancy firms and Commission officials 

preparing such projects or programmes. 

This wilt serve as a reminder to those concerned: 

to consider any damage to the environment which might be caused 

by various types of project, particularly productive projects; 

to study positive measures to accompany implementation of the 

main project for the purpose of conservation. 

3.1.6.2 Educating those involved in the project/programme NcycteIS 

To ensure that the environment "ref le' becomes built. in, repeated 

information campaigns will be necessary to develop awareness of the 

importance of a goal which is liable to be quickly forgotten under 

pressure of day-to-day concerns. These campaigns need to reach 

everyone involved in programmes in Africa as well as Europe. 

See also the communication of the Commission to the Council of 31 OctOber 1984 
"The Environmental dimension of the Community's development policy" 
(COM(84)605). 
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- De',elopment organizations should be encouraged in the first instance to 

exchange notes on problems encountered and ways of overcornng them; 

the experience can then be applied in the field. This ongoing process 

	

of tdr.k and fotc,-up s:outd be one of th? c'i 	respotib 

of interrtional development bodies, which can uce their geographically 

extensive experience to advse tho.' workiriç in the field. 

Consultancies, which are frequently called on to undertake feasibility 

studies, can play a particularly valuable part by translating guidelines 

and priorities into concrete measures; it is therefore especially important 

that they should be made aware through appropriate channels of the 

conservation factor. 

- The reat targets, however, are the people in the field, from the highest 

to the lowest government officials, grassroots groups and local NGOs. 

It will be essential to have appropriate educational materials (films, 

pamphlets etc.) for use with the lower echelons of the administration 

and the communities concerned. The informative and analytical material 

should be practical and specific to each individual area, so that villagers 

can identify with it. 

3.1.6.3 Administrative improvements 

To give effect to alt these measures specialist units of experienced staff 

must be set up within the administrations concerned and given the means to 

continue studying desertification control, prepare and coordinate action, 

collect and disseminate information from around the world, and provide a 

flow of ideas and experience to those responsible for preparing and 

implementing projects and programmes; in short, to ensure cross-fertilization 

of ideas between organizations in this field. Most administrations, including 

the Commission, are still poorly-endowed in this respect; the staff available 

for this job needs to be strengthened to take account of the new tasks to be 

undertaken in this field. 
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Naturally, the central set-up needs its equivalent in the field, and 

we will be considering the desirability of specialist regional environmental 

advisers whose job would be to inform and advise Delegations on the issues 

concerned. 

3.2 Member States resources and coordination of Community aid 

The Community alone cannot hope to influence environmental protection policies. 

But by bringing in the Member States Europe can and must hope to exert a 

significant influence. 

The Council of Europe has accordingly called for a joint approach to be 

developed along the following lines: 

- Greater convergence between Member States' aid policies to ensure that 

an increased proportion is allocated to rural development, with particular 

reference in this context to protection of the environment; this is a 

prerequisite for reaching the necessary "critical mass". 

- Jointly defined guidelines for sectoral operations relating to desertification 

control. This Communication is a step in that direction, but it needs to 

be followed up by consideration of proposed measures at a more practical 

level. In accordance with the approach adopted in other sectors, we 

should provide generously for meetings and exchangesof views between 

Member States' and Community experts so that experience can be shared 

and common approaches worked out. The meeting with Member States' 

forestry experts in April 1985 is an example of this process, and will 

be followed by similar meetings. 

There should also be regular meetings between those members of the special 

units in Member States' administrations and the Commission dealing with 

desertificatlon; this would constitute a sort of steering committee 

(chaired by the Commission) which, on the Commission's initiative, could 

suggest and organize various appropriate activities. 
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- In the field there wilt be coordination on an ad hoc basis between those 

with significant responsibilities in a given country for environmental 

protection programmes. Commission Delegations, pdssibly assisted by 

regional advisers (see § 3.1.6.3) on the desertlfication problem, can 

help organize this open-ended "1 Ia carte" coordination. 

- The main thing, then, is not toestabtish rigid coordination procedures 

or a speciatist task-force, but to find the political wifl for working 

together on a fluid, decentralized basis, in the implementation of a 

jointly-defined desertification control policy. This is the approach 

called for by the Milan European Council meeting in its concLusions on 

desertification. The Commission will therefore be taking whatever measures 

are suitable to carry out its role of organizer and motivator. 

The flow-chart at Annex 3 indicates the general pattern of coordination. 

- In view of the scale of the problem, it is clear that coordination should 

extend to embrace all multilateral or bilateral financing agencies involved 

in desertification control. 

- Coordination among donors is alt the more important in that the funds 

available to tackle desertification are hardly commensurate with the 

scale of the problem, and are often allocated mainly to short-term measures, 

this in a situation where overall ODA is becoming tighter. If the 

urgency and importance of desertification control is accepted, then in 

the longer run donors wilt, undoubtedly have to increase the overall sums 

significantly. 

- The Commission is ready to take an active and Leading role in the struggle 

against desertification in the African countries which wish it to do so, 

initially in coordinating, under the guidance of theGovernments concerned, 

the various sources of European aid, and subsequently by involving other 

interested donors and lenders. 
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CHAPTER IV - EXAMPLES OF SIGNIFICANT DESERTIFICATION CONTROL OPERATIONS 

To halt desertification wilL be a long, hard, complicated struggle, but 

the task is urgent if the damage is not to become irreversible. It is 

vital that the interest and efforts of alt concerned - donors, governments 

and the population as a whole - be harnessed to the task. 

In response to the psychological and political need to "raise consciousness" 

the Commission proposes, in addition to the patient, systematic work to 

be undertaken in each country, to highlight some examples of operations 

which convincingly demonstrate the comprehensive approach at sub-group 

Level, and the concepts of geographical concentration, critical mass, 

grassroots participation and the regional approach. 

Some of the operations have already been mentioned in the course of the 

Commission's coordination with the various ACP States concerned in 

preparation for the programming of Community aid under Lomé III, others 

came up in the course of major conferences on desertification, e.g. COMIDES 

in Dakar (1984 and 1985). They should be discussed further with the ACP 

States, in liaison with the Member States and other interested donors. 

The examples in question are: 

1. Development of the middle Senegal River Basin, including the woodland 

grazing areas of the immediate hinterland: this involves tree-planting 

schemes, management of surface and underground water resources and 

some intensification of livestock production over an area of 35 000 km 2  

in all. 

Q 
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Protection of the north and east faces of the Fouta Djalon and Simandou 

ranges, natural "reservoirs" in which the main rivers of sudano-sahelian 

West Africa rise, including the Senegal, Faleme, Gambia, Rio Djeba, 

Niger and Sankarani. The approach here is to counter erosion due to 

rainfall by means of reafforestation, controlled grazing, and terraced 

crops etc., which should help regulate the flow of these increasingly 

torrential watercourses. The area o'f oerat ions covers some 70 000 km 2 . 

Sudan's El Obeid region, in the heart of the Sahelian zone, which is 

coming under very severe pressure from communities driven from their 

traditional lands by drought. In order to improve conditions for them, 

a multiplicity of fairly small-scale schemes needs to be undertaken 

involving reafforestation, grazing land, and the economic management of 

what little surface or ground water is available. Operations wiLt. 

probably cover an area of 40 000 - 50 000 km 2 . 

Intensification of agriculture coupled with active erosion control 

measures in Ethiopia's Wollo and Godjam districts, involving 

reafforestation, small-scale water engineering schemes and improvement 

of catchment areas, alt with extensive grassroots participation. 

Area: 35 000 km 2 . 

DeveLopment of Kagera with a view to settlement of rural overspilt 

population (listed in Burundi's Lomé III indicative programme as a 

regional cooperation priority): 35 000 km 2 . 

DeveLopment of areas on the Zambia, Mozambique and Zimbabwe borders 

along the Zambesi valley aimed at reconciling conservation of their 

unique natural potential and the need to establish new settlements 

- 	in some districts in order to receive migrants from overpopulated areas. 
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Simultaneously with these desertification control measures proper, it is 

important to continue with studies covering much wider geographic areas like 

the southern fringe of the Sahara, the Horn of Africa, Southern Africa 

or the- Zaire-Nile Ridge, with the aim of analysing the different phenomena 

involved in desertificatlon and their likely effect on agriculture, and 

attempting In particular to forecast availability of water from the major 

riNeFL. 

Stuthis of this type, asking extensive use of remote sensing, are already 

under way In West Africa; similar work needs to be done for the. Horn and 

Central and Southern Africa. 

An issue to be considered independently is the supply of energy to domestic 

and small industrial users in cities such asLagos, Dakar and Kinshasa. At 

the moment this largely takes the form of fuelwood or charcoal. However 

rapidly forests near these cities can be developed or planted - and it is 

essential to press ahead with this work - consumption will continue at 

least for the next few decades to run welt, ahead of annual tree production, 

and this would be bound to lead eventually to the destruction of all tree 

cover in a radius of up to 200 km around the cities. The implications for 

urban and rural populations alike are most serious. 

We should encourage the use of fossil fuels - oil, gas, and coal - even 

if they have to be imported, in order to relieve pressure on the local 

ecology caused by the massive demand for fuetwood (see § 1.2.2.1 (b)). 

The seriousness of this situation and the urgency of measures to counter 

it require action on a large scale to "insulate" energy supply/demand in 

cities and their hinterland. 
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ANNEX 1 

FORESTRY-RELATED OPERATIONS BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA 
DEFINED IN TERMS OF MAIN ECOLOGICAL FACTORS 

I. 	Major rain-fed agricultural areas of fairly high population density 

damaged areas: 
- protection of catchment areas, control of erosion 

areas with potential: 
- restoration of tree cover in cultivated areas 
- establishment of protective hedgerows around fields (phase one) and 
plantations for fuelwood (phase two) 

- windbreak alleys 
- village plantations (multi-purpose woods) 

All work to be integrated with farming activities and tackled by primary 
catchment area and locality. 

II. Sparsely populated areas, predominantly of dry tropicat. forest, with 
- 	adequate rainfall 

damaged areas: protection - national parks, reserves, prevention and 
control of bush fires 

areas with potential: intensification of agricultural output, integrated 
with forestry measures. 

III. Densely populated urban areas 

- restoration of wooded areas around cities 
- management of forests to supply wood and charcoal 
- more efficient production of charcoaL from wood 
- planting of trees in gerdens, avenues, private lots in cities 

Note: similar measures to be taken in secondary towns. 

IV. Hilly, densely populated rural areas 

dense rural population, adequate rainfall 
- measures to controL river erosion 
- rectification of thalwegs, protection of springs, primary catchment 
areas and banks, contouring 

- restoration of tree and scrub cover 
- prevention and control of bush fires 

inadequate or erratic rainfall 
- control of river erosion, rectification or thalwegs, protection of 

springs, primary catchment areas and banks, contouring. 
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V. 	Areas with managed water resources (irrigation schemes, floodplains, 
borehotes, etc.) 

outlying protection of irrigated areas 
- restoration of dry woodland 

immediate protection 
- planting of wjndbreaks 
- regeneration of natural floodplain forest 
- viLlage multi-purpose plantations 
- industrial timber plantations 
- dune fixing. 

VI. Woodland grazing areas of low rainfall 

- improvement of agropastoral Land through more efficient tree management 
- protection of natural regenerative processes 
- protection of trees around semi-permanent watering-places 
- dune fixing 
- prevention and control of bush fires. 

VII. Sparsely populated tropical rain forest 

- establishment of reserves. 

S 
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Coordination of Community and bilateral Earopegm aid 

for dseertifioation control (DC) 
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STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

Ihabilitation and revival plan for the African countries most affected 

v t* 	lr'oight 
- 

The Mi 1rn Eurrpein nurie i.1 mphasi zeu Lhn t I t was vi tal iy 

important that, in order to prevent a repetition of the famine 

situation, alongside emergency action there should be short and medium-

term measures on the one hand and long-term measures on the other. 

As regards short and medium-term measures, the Development Council 

if 4 November 1985 welcomed the rehabilitation and revival plan for the 

African countries most affected by the drought put forward by Mr NATALI, 

and approved the general guidelines for the plan, for which an amount of 

108 MECEJ has been earmarked, in addition to aid from the Member States. 

The Council heard a report from the Commission on progress in 

implementing the plan, which is already well under way and due to be 

completed by the end of 1986. It congratulated the Commission on the 

conditions under which the plan had been implemented, and, in particular, 

on the Commission's swift action. 

Conservation of natural resources - countering desertification in Africa 

The question of the conservation of natural resources and of 

:eiinteririg desertification in Africa is a long-term issue, the 

importance of which was referred to by the Milan European Council, 

which placed particular emphasis on the need for European aid as a 

whole, whether Community or bilateral, to give priority to this 

6205 e/86 (Presse 53) ill/HM/pe 	 . 
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Lype of operation. 

In the light of the above the Commission submitted a communication 

proposing a coherent overall policy, consisting of specific measures 

fr th -  protection of natural resources and in the agricultural sphere 

rnr1 t-hr irriplemcntation of suitable research policies and appropriate 

population policies and putting emphasis on the concentration of the 

meansavailable at Community Jevel (Lomé Convention, food aid, NGOs, 

southern Mediterranean countries) and on co-ordination between the 

Commission and the Member States as well as with other donors. 

The Council expressed its appreciation of this significant 

communication, approving its analysis and general approach. 

It decided to implement a long-term European Action Plan which 

would unite the resources of the Community and the Member States to 

counter desert ificat ion. 

At the same time it emphasized, inter alia, the importance of 

close co-ordination of the actions of the Member States and of the 

Community, as well as of other providers of capital, and noted the 

Member States' favourable attitude on the matter. 

At the end of the discussion the Council approved the following 

Resolution, which defines the broad lines to be followed in 

mplementing the Plan: 

4 

6205 e/86 (Presse 53) ill/HM/pe 	 ... /.. 
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"The Cnuri' I I 

- Berir'ing in mind the disastrous drought and famine which struck 

certain Afrir.iri 	unri 	in 1984/1985 and required a massive 

I 	by t hu i n 	t 	nri I 	cmm'n i ty tr srive mi 11 .i ons of 

I 	I 

- Recalling the plan to restore and revitalize the African countries 

most affected by drought, approved in broad outline at its meeting 

in November 1985, which is currently being implemented and is 

designed to bring about a resumption of rural economic activity in 

the countries concerned, 

- Recalling that the 	III Convention pays special attention to 

drought and desertification control, for the first time devoting a 

3peeial chapter to it, and that environmental concerns have also 

been recognized in the co-operation agreements between the Community 

and the southern Mediterranean countries, 

- Considering that long-term measures must be taken to reduce the 

possibility of a repetition of catastrophes such as those which have 

occurred on several occasions since 1972 and to give some lasting 

effect to policies and programmes for' rural development and food 

security, 

b05 (-186 (Press 	53) iii /I!M/at 	 . 
. 1. 
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- 	 idor'ing the major 	! f''u' 	'uRl''rt .k'r in recent years, particularly 

in providing aid for ('cd strtcgies, which are now beginning to bear 

frul t, 

- r-r:.1uing that the Eur'opean Council in Milan in June 1985 considered 

it. vital, in thi' I iglit of We importance of pxe:500L requirements in 
I h' told ot' omivijonmonfot protection, in part ieimIr the battle 

against aesertilicatiomi in the developing euurmLi'is , foi' all European 

aid, Community and bilateral, to give priority to that type of action 

and for donors to make long-term commitments and to organize their 

contributions coherently by setting up the appropriate co-ordination 

structure, 

- Considering that such long-term measures can achieve their objectives 

only if they are integrated into the priorities of, and receive full 

support from, the countries and regions in which they are implemented, 

- Aware of the scale and complexity of the problem of the deterioration 

of natural resources throughout the African continent, 

- Aware, too, of the importance of taking the environmental dimension 

into account in all development measures and policies, 

6205 e/86 (Presse 53) ill/HM/at 
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- 	i.. 	 r 	 Cumin s ion conniun icat. ton ent i tied 

1 ( )11 öi ruiLiiral t'erources - Countering desertilication in 

Africa" arid approved the 3nalySiS it contains arid the proposed 

1 	- 	L 	'hi 	,fl\To1\jO 	mni °lv '- 	fliiflI 	t- o 	rl'r a better 

1 I lt)i'I1iU) 	t.-oii 	flI:I, 	 I 	ovi 	rn'ii 

ion-t 'em .n - p - n Atiori Plan to counter desert fi'.il non 

which will uni t.e the resources of the Community and the Member States 

arid tln main points of whir'h are as follows: 

The Coniniunity and its Member States will give priority, in 

their respective co-operation programmes, to action to combat the 

deterioration of natural resources. 

The campaign will involve both direct action (re-afforestation, 

measures to combat erosion, etc.) and indirect action (appropriate 

training and research, improvement of farming methods which will 

maintain soil fertility, promotion of a better equilibrium between 

populations and resources, rational use of energy resources, 

including firewood, etc.). 

In this context, it I s necessary to seek a strategy which draws 

largely on people: without their active participation, no measure 

has any chance of success. Men anii women are largely responsible 

for creating the desert in their cl.uiiy struggle to feed their 

families, but, by the same token, they are the most important agents 

in halting the process. 

6205e/ 	(Presse 53) ill/HM/at 	 . . . 1. 
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'1. 	In the light of past experience, and in order to avoid measures 

being Inadequate, piecemeal or too short, the Council emphasizes the 

importance of attaining a minimum intervention threshold. The 

effectiveness of this minimum threshold or "critical mass" depends 

on three considerations: 

- the approach must be global and comprise a series of interdependent 

measures; 

- a degree of geographical concentration is desirable, so that 

measures will have a lasting impact on the environment; 

- the long-lasting nature of desertification requires that there be 

some continuity in the measures, so that the necessary long-term 

results can be attained. 

To this end, it would be desirable in the initial phase for the 

various donors to set quantitative objectives within their present 

funding for financing projects directly related to nature 

conservation. 

Obviously the use of such resources will be effective only if, 

as part of global, national and regional plans, it underpins the 

efforts of the partner countries to achieve the same objective. 

It will probably prove necessary in due course, as 

implementation of the plan progresses, for donors to intensify 

their efforts. 

6205 e/86 (Presse 53) ill/HM/at 
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5. 	The two sides will also have to introduce a series of 

administrative and procedural measures to ensure that environmental 

protection becomes an automatic response in development activity. 

This response should mean that those responsible will bear in 

mind both the negative impact which various projects, particularly 

production projects, could have on the environment and other 

positive measures which should be undertaken to protect the natural 

heritage. 

The Council therefore considers that efforts should be made by 

government authorities in the countries in question to involve local 

authorities more closely in the action being taken. These 

authorities should be encouraged to maintain and improve the dialogue 

with their people, so that they can act together to preserve natural 

resources and make rational use of them. This also requires greater 

administrative decentralization. Particular importance should 

attach to the participation of local and international non-

governmental organizations and to action at regional level. 
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'"H0ir1g and future programmes. 
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upon them to give preference to that proportion of their aid which 

goes to the rural sector and particularly to environmental 

protection, alongside a similar,  effort by the recipient countries. 

In this connection, the Council welcomes the Commission's 

intention of organizing regular meetings of members of the special 

iiiiLts dealing with the problem in Member States' admitiistratioris 

and the Commission with a view to suggesting and organizing action 

in this sphere. It also considered that the Community, the Member 

States, the other donors and the international organizations should, 

whenever the need arises, take part in co-ordination operations - 

especially in the field - relating to measures to combat 

desertification." 
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FRAMEWORK FOR ANNUAL REPORTS OF ACTIVITIES OF CIDIE MEMBERS IN THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES RELATING TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Institutional Arrangements 

Describe the current status of your agency's institutional 
arrangements for ensuring full and effective integration of 
programs and projects. 

Policies and Procedures for Examination of Development Programs 
and Projects 

Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered in the 
institution of systematic and competent examinations of development 
and programs and projects which are under consideration for 
financing to ensure that appropriate measures are proposed as 
mandated in the Declaration. 

Strengthening of Agency Technical Capabilities 

Describe the current status of programs of training and upgrading 
of your agency's operational staff in the environmental dimension 
of economic development. 

Cooperative Arrangements with Governments and Organizations 

Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered in your 
agency's organizations to ensure integration of appropriate 
environmental measures in the design and implementation of 
economic development activities. 

TechnicalAsslstancp  and Training in Developing Countries 

Describe progress achieved and bottlenecks encountered in providing 
technical assistance and training on environmental matters to 
developing countries, at their request, to strengthen their 
indigenous capacity and efforts made to facilitate technical 
cooperation between developing countries. 

Research and Studies 

Identify initiation of and/or cooperation in research and studies 
leading to improvement of project formulation, selection and appraisal 
methodologies, including cost-benefit analysis and other environmentally 
relevant investigations. 
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Publication and Distribution of Documents 

Identify progress achieved and difficulties encountered in the 
preparation, publication and dissemination of documentation 
and audiovisual material providing guidance on the environmental 
dimension of economic development activities. 

Developing Country Perspectives 

Highlight any important activities in your member countries 
with respect to environmental planning and management that 
were particularly significant to your agency's operations. 

Projects for Management, Protection and Rehabilitation of the 
Rriui rtnmenr 

Give a summary of projects supported by your agency which are of 
major environmental importance including especially; 

Capital and technical assistance projects specially designed 
to protect and/or rehabilitate the human environment and 
natural resources related thereto. 

Development projects requiring important measures or 
investments to avoid damage to the environment. 

(A report may be annexed to amplify your agency's most significant programs 
and projects relevant to the environment). 
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ANNEX XIX 

Meeting of the Working Group 

Monday 26 May 1986 

Immediately after the formal closure of the CIDIE session, the Working 

Group met to discuss the draft Five Year Programme of Work (see Summary 

Record para. 6-11). The Working Group was open-ended. It was attended 

by the representatives of the African Development Bank, the Asian 

Development Bank, the Commission of the European Communities, the 

Inter-American Development Bank, the International Fund for Agricultural 

Development, the Organization of American States, UNDP, the World Bank 

and UNEP. The CIDIE consultant, Dr. D.W. Hall, chaired the meeting. 

The Working Group considered that instead of a Five Year Programme of 

Work, Priority Activities be identif led to which CIDIE members would give 

attention. The most important of these activities would be those 

relating to exchange of information and training. 

I. 	Exchange of Information 

It was agreed that information exchange would be accelerated 

through the modified form of annual reporting based upon an Improved 

Framework for Annual Reports of Activities of CIDIE members in the 

implementation of the Declaration of Environmental Policies and 

Procedures relating to Economic Development (revised questionnaire) which 

was adopted by the Seventh CIDIE Meeting (see para. 40 and Annex XVtII). 

It was recalled that the salient aspects included in the information 

provided, would be collated and a summary of the policies and procedures 

applied by member institutions would be summarised and circulated by the 

CIDIE Secretariat. The Working Group suggested that the Secretariat 

should receive and circulate lists of publications of CIDIE members, 

which are relevant to environmental considerations and which would be 

catalogued by author and subject. In addition to these functions the 

CIDIE Secretariat should become responsible for preparing CIDIE 

publications. 
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II. 	Training 

In-House Training of Staff 

Many of the CIDIE member institutions were focussing, in 

training courses, mainly on development issues. The Working Group 

considered it important that within institutions the environmental 

awareness should be further improved. It was agreed that the promotion 

of this type of in-house training is not the task of CIDIE. However, the 

CIDIE Secretariat could give its support by an active distribution of 

information on training facilities and experiences. 

Training in Developing Countries 

The second area of training which warranted attention was that 

of assisting the developing countries, the recipients of the funds. The 

Working Group agreed that this aspect of training should receive high 

priority, having already been shown to be practical and worthwhile 

through the joint activities of UNEP and UNDP (e.g. the Seminar in 

Cyprus). Promoting this type of training could require a series of CIDIE 

workshops, including workshops on Environmental Management, on 

Environmental Impact Appraisal, and on such subjects as Pre-Investiuent 

Studies, Ex-Post Evaluation, and Environmental Guidelines. It was 

suggested that the CIDIE Secretariat should elaborate and submit to the 

CIDIE at its next session proposals for a CIDIE training progranmte in 

this field. 

III. 	Environmental Research and Studies 

Some representatives stressed the importance of further research 

and studies in such areas as forestry, pesticides, risk assessment, 

economic assessment and involvement of NCOS. 
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Promotion of Environmental Projects 

The Working Group underlined the desirability for promoting and 

undertaking joint projects. 

Procedures 1  Methodologies and Institutional Arrangements 

Time did not permit an extended discussion on this subject. It 

had been proposed that the process of blending environmental guidelines 

and monitoring/evaluation techniques used, especially in co-financed 

projects, should be promoted by the CIDIE Secretariat. 

Working Relationships with other Bodies 

In relation to the promotion of an interchange of relevant 

information with donors and NGOs, the Working Group suggested that this 

could be improved through the availability of CIDIE publications already 

referred to and by the holding of Workshops by interested members. 
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ANNEX XX 

CIDIE Field Tn 

Over the weekend of 24 and 25 May 1986, representatives of the African 

Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the European Investment 

Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the International Fund for 

Agricultural Development, the Organization of American States and the 

United Nations Development Programme were accompanied by a representative 

of tiNE? on a field trip to visit three projects of environmental interest. 

On the 24th May the CIDIE team visited the cooperative hand-pump project 

for which IJNDP is providing funds for community development and training 

and the World Bank is supplying and testing the hand-pumps. The Kenyan 

Ministry of Water Development has the overall responsibility for the 

implementation of the project and is drilling 100 boreholes. The Kenya 

Water for Health Organization (KWAHO) has two Kenyan graduates on site 

who are assisted by five local extension workers. The CIDIE team was 

received by Mr. Katua Munguti of the local KWAHO office, who explained 

the background of the project and the administrative arrangements used to 

charge the local inhabitants for the water supplied. The CIDIE team was 

then able to visit a selection of four different designs of hand-pump in 

use and to see some of the administrative processes in operation. 

Later that day the CIDIE team visited the privately-funded Environmental 

Reclamation and Wasteland Rehabilitation project carried out on the 

disused quarry site of the Bamburi Portland Cement Factory. The CIDIE 

team was met by Mr. R. Hailer of the Baobab Farm, who has been actively 

involved in the design and implementation of this rehabilitation 

project. He showed the team round the project site and described in 

detail the natural processes used in the project. In addition to 

visiting the advanced reclamation site, the team was shown a new tract of 

disused quarry where mature and sapling casuarina trees had already been 

planted, and where the nursery was located. 
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The following day the CIDIE team visited the IJNDP-financed/FAO-executed 

prawn farm project where they were received by the FAO Representative in 

Kenya, Mr. J. Philips, the project manager, Mr. Kongkeo, the United 

Nations Volunteer project biologist, Ms. Nickerson, one of the Kenya 

staff members, Mr. Kavu, and a casual employee, Mr. Hillier. The project 

staff gave a detailed briefing on the prawn fanning project and the 

research activities being carried out on the various species of prawns 

being bred. Following a luncheon of "home-grown" prawns at one of the 

local restaurants, the CIDIE team was taken to the prawn hatchery which 

had been constructed under the project using locally appropriate methods, 

where they were shown the various stages in the breeding cycle of the 

prawns. 


